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Joe’s signed it. The Publisher transmits the signed Distribution Agreementto the
Authority, Ethical Inc.

Ethical Inc. now combines the signed TIA certificate and the Distribution

Agreementinto a single message, and signsthe entire message usingits private key.
Ethical has now created a Publisher Identification messageto gointo its own stega-
cipher channelin the content. Ethical Inc. now generates new stega-cipher masks

and encodesthis messageinto a copy ofthe content using a stega-cipher encoder.
The Authority saves the masks as a Receipt in a database, along with information

on the details of the transfer, including thetitle, artist and publisher.

Ethical then transfers this watermarked copy to the Joe’s Online Emporium, the
Publisher. Well known encryption methods could be used to protect the transfer

betweenthe Authority and the Publisher. The Authority may now destroy its copy,
which the Publisher has received. The Publisher, Joe’s Online Emporium now

assumes responsibility for any copies madeto its version of the content, which is a

Publisher Master copy.

Finally, the Consumer, John Q. Public wishes to purchase a copy of the content

from Joe’s Online Emporium. Joe’s Emporium sends the John Q. Public a short

agreement via an electronic communicationlink, similar to Publisher’s Distribution

Agreement, only this is a Purchase Agreement, whichlists

the contenttitle

consumeridentification

the termsofdistribution

the consideration pas for the content

a brief statement of agreement with the terms above

John Q.Public signs this agreementwith his private key and returnsit to the Joe’s

Online Emporium. The Publisher, Joe’s prepares to encode its own stega-cipher
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watermark onto a copy of the content by generating a set ofmasks for the

algorithm. Joe’s Online Emporium then stores these masks(a receipt) in its own

database, indexed by title and consumer. Joe’s Online Emporiumsignsthe

agreement received from John Q. Public with the Emporium’s own private key, and

forwards it to the Authority, Ethical Inc., along with a copy ofthe masks.It is

important to note that this communication should be done over a secured channel.
The Authority verifies the Publisher and Consumerinformation and addsits own

signature to the end of the message, approving the transaction, creating a Contract

of Sale. The Authority adds the Publisher’s receipt (mask set) to its database,

indexedby thetitle, the publisher, and the consumeridentification. The Authority

signs the Contract of Sale by encrypting it with their private key. So anyone with

the Authority’s public key (any Publisher) could decrypt the Contract of Sale and

verify it, once it was extracted from the content. The Publisher then transmits the

signed Contract of Sale back to the Publisher, who uses a stega-cipher device to

imprint this Contract as its own watermark over the content. The Publisher then

transmits the newly watermarked copy to the Consumer, whois accepting

responsibility for it. The Publisher destroys their version of the consumer’s copy.

If this procedure is followed forall content distribution within such an online system

then it should be possible for the Authority to identify the ownerof a piece of

content which appears to be unauthorized. The Authority could simplytry its

database of stega-cipher keys to decode the watermark in the content in question.

Forinstance, if a copy of Seal’s latest single originally distributed with stega-cipher

watermarks showed up on anInternetftp site the Authority should be able to

extract a TIA Certificate and Distribution Agreement or a Contract of Sale

identifying the responsible party. If a Publisher sold this particular copy to a

Consumer, that particular publisher should be able to extract a Contractof Sale,

whichplaces responsibility with the Consumer. This is nota timecritical

application, so evenif it takes days or weeks,it is still worthwhile.
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In a modification to the protocol discussed above, each Publisher mightact asits

own Authority. However, in the context of online services, this could open avenues

offraud committed by the collusion of certain Publishers and Consumers. Using an
Authority, or one of several available Authorities to keep records ofPublisher-

Consumertransactionsand verify their details decreases thelikelihood of such
events.

It should also be obviousthat a similar watermarking system could be used by an
individual entity to watermark its own content for its own purposes, wetheronline

or in physical media. For instance, a CD manufacturer could incorporate unique
stega-cipher watermarks into specific batches ofits compact discs to identify the
sourceofa pirate ring, or to identify unauthorized digital copies made from its

discs. This is possible because the stega-cipher encoding works with the existing
formats ofdigital samples and does not add any newstructures to the sample data
that cannot be handled on electronic or mechanical systerns which predate the
stega-cipher.

VI. ‘Increasing Confidence in the Stega-Cipher

Theaddition of a special pre-encoding process can make stega-cipher certificates

even more secure and undeniable. Hash values may be incorporated which match

exactly the content containing the watermarkto the message in the watermark

itself. This allows us a verification that the watermark decoded was encoded by
whomever signedit into this precise location in this specific content.

Suppose one wants to use a 256 bit (32 byte) hash value whichis calculated with a

secure one-way hash function over each sample in each sample windowthat will

contain the message. The hashstarts with a seed value, and each sample that would

be processed by the encoder when encoding the message is incorporatedinto the

hashasit is processed. Theresult is a 256 bit number one can be highly confidentis
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unique, orsufficiently rare to make intentionally duplicating it with another series of

samples difficult.

It is important that the hash function beinsensitive to any changesin the samples
induced by the stega-cipheritself. For instance, one might ignore the least

significant bit of each sample when computing the hash function,ifthe stega-cipher
was implemented using a least significant bit encode mode.

Based onthe size of the non-hash message, one knowsthe hash-inclusive message
requires 32 more bytes of space. One can now calculatethesize of a signed

encrypted copy of this message bysigning and encrypting exactly as many random

bytes as are in the message, and measuringthesize of the outputin bytes. One now

knowsthe size of the message to be encoded. One can pre-process the sample
stream as follows.

Proceed through the stega-cipher encode loop as described in the claims. Instead of

encoding, however, calculate hash values for each windowseries which will contain

the message, as each sample is processed. At the end of each instance of “encoding”
take the resultant hash value and useit to create a unique copy ofthe message

which includes the hash value particular to the series of sample windowsthatwill be
used to encode the message. Sign and encrypt this copy of the message, and saveit

for encoding in the sameplace in the sample stream.

A memory efficient version of this scheme could keep on hand the un-hashed

message, and asit creates each new copy, back up in the sample stream to thefirst

window in the series and actually encode each message,disposing ofit afterwards.

The importantresult is evident on decoding. The decoding party can calculate the

same hash used to encode the messagefor themselves, but on the encoded samples.
If the value calculated by the decoding party does not match the value contained in

the signed message, the decoderis alerted to the fact that this watermark was
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transplanted from somewhereelse. This is possible only with a hash function which

ignores the changes madebythe stega-cipherafter the hash in the watermark was
generated.

5 This scheme makesit impossible to transplant watermarks, even with the keys to
the stega-cipher.
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Appendix - Psuedo-code

const int WINDOW_RESET = 256;

const int WINDOW_SIZE = 128,

const int MARKERBITS = 1024;

const int CHUNK_BITS = 2048 * 8,

int window_ofiset,

int msg_bit_offset;

int frequency_offset;

Boolean useCell;

/® 8 bits per bye, 1 byte per char */

unsigned char frequency_mask[WINDOW_SIZE/8];

unsigned char window_mask{WINDOW_RESET/8};

unsigned char msg_start_marker[MARKER_BITS/8];

unsigned char msg_end_marker[MARKER_BITS/8},

Int16 amplitude_sample_buffer[WINDOW_SIZE],

float power_frequency_buffer[WINDOW_SIZE};

unsigned char message_buffer[CHUNK_BITS/8},

void doFFT(Int16 *amp_sample_buffer, float *power_freq_buffer,int size);

void doInverseFFT(int16 *amp_sample_buffer, float *power_freq:buffer,intsize),
void initialize;

Bit getBit(unsigned char *buffer,int bitOffset),

Boolean map(Bit window_bit, Bit band_ bit, int window,int frequency),

Boolean getSamples(Int16 *amplitude_sample_buffer,int samples),
void encode()

void initializeQ)

{

/* message to be encoded is generated */

/* messageis prefixed with 1024 bit msg_start_marker */

/* messageis suffixed with 1024 bitmsg_end_marker*/

/* remaining space at end ofmessagebuffer padded with random bits */

window_offset = 0;

msg_bit_offset = 0;

frequency_offset = 0;

frequency_mask loaded

window_mask loaded

zeroAmpSampleBuffer();
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Boolean getSamples(Int16 *buffer,int samples)
{

/* get samples numberof samplesandshift them contiguously into the sample
buffer from rightto left*/

if(samples < samples available)

return false;
else

return true;

}

void doFFT(nt16 *sample_buffer,float *spectrum_buffer,int size)
{

calculate FFT on sample_buffer,for size samples
store result in spectrum buffer

void doInverseFFT(Int16 *sample_buffer,float *spectrum_buffer,int size)
{

calculate inverse FFT on spectrum_buffer

store result in sampe_buffer

Bit getBit(unsigned char *buffer,in bitOffset)
{ .

returns value of specified bit in specified buffer

either 0 or 1, could use Boolean (true/false) valuesforbit set ofbit off

Boolean map(Bit window_bit,Bit band_bit,int window,int frequency_
{

/* this is the function that makesthe information difficult to find */

/* the inputs window_bit and band_bit depend only on the mask values

used for encoding the information, they are 1) random, 2) secret */

/* window and frequency values are used add time and frequency band dependent
complexity to this function */

/* this functionis equivalent to a Booleantruth table with window * frequency * 4
possible input combinations and 2 possible output */

/* for any input combination, the outputis cither true or false */

/* windowranges from 0 to WINDOW_RESET-1 */

/* frequency ranges from 0 to WINDOW_SIZE - 1 */
tetum calculated truth value
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void encodeBit(float *spectrum_buffer,int freq_offsct,Bit theBit)
{

/* modifies the value ofthecell in spectrum_buffer, indexed by freq_offset

in a mannerthat distinguishes each ofthe 2 possible values of theBit,
lor0

*]

/* suggested method ofsetting the Least Significantbit of the cell == theBit */

/* alternative method of roundingthe value of the cell upward or downward to
certain fractional values proposed

i.e, <= .5 fractional remainder signifies 0, > .5 fraction remainder

signifies 1
*/

}

void encode()

{

initializeQ,

do {

if(getSamples(amplitude_sample_buffer) == false)
Teturn

doFFT(amplitude_sample_buffer,power_frequency_buffer,WINDOW_SIZE):

for (frequency_offset = 0; frequency_offset < WINDOW_SIZE;
frequency_offset++){

useCell ~ map(getBit(window_mask,window_offset),

getBit(frequency_mask,frequency_offset),

window_offset, frequency_offset);

if(useCell == true) {

encodeBit(power_frequency_buffer,frequency_offset,

getBit(message_buffer,msg_bit_offset));
messagebit_ofiset ++,

if(msg_bit_offset -- MESSAGEBITS){
initializeQ;

break; /* exit frequency loop */
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dolnverseFFT(amplitude_sample_buffer,power_frequency_bufter,
WINDOW_SIZE),

outputSamples(amplitude_sample_buffer);

window_offset++,;

if(window_offset == WINDOW_RESET){

window_offset = 0;

}while(true),

The encode() procedure processes an input sample stream using the specified frequency and window masks as
well as a pre-formatted message to encode.

encode() processes the sample stream in windows ofWINDOW_SIZE samples, contiguously distributed in the
sample stream,so it advances WINDOW_SIZE samplesat a time.

For each sample window, encode() first compute the FFT ofthe window, yielding its Power Spectrum Estimation.
Foreachofthese window PSEs, encode() then uses the map() function to determine where in each PSE to encode
the bits ofthe message, whichit reads from the message buffer, on ebit at a time. Each time mapQ)returnstrue,
encode() consumes another sample from the message.

After each window is encoded, encode() computesthe inverse FFT on the PSE to generate a modified sample
window,whichis then output as the modified signal. It is important the sample windows NOT overlap in the
sample stream, since this would potentially damage the receeding encoding windowsin the stream.8 Pi 8

Once the messageis entirely encoded,includingits special end of message markerbit stream, encode() resets it
internal variables to begin encoding the message once morein the next window. encode() proceedsin this manner
until the input sample stream is exhausted.

enum {

Synchronizing,
Locked

}; /* decode states */
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unsigned char message_end_buffer[MARKER_BITS},

Bit decodeBit(float *spectrum_buffer,int freq_offset)
{

/* reads the value ofthecell in spectrum_bufter, indexed by freq_offset
in a mannerthatdistinguishes each ofthe 2 possible values ofan
encoded bit, 1 or 0

*/

/* suggested method oftesting the Least Significantbit ofthe cell */

/* alternative method ofchecking the value ofthe cell versus certain fractional
remainders proposed.

ic, <= .5 fractional remaindersignifies 0, > .5 fraction remainder

signifies 1
*/

return either 1 or 0 as appropriate
}

Boolean decode()

{

/* Initialization */

state = Synchronizing

window_offset = 0;

set frequency mask
set window mask

clear sample buffer

int nextSamples = 1;

int msg_start_offset = 0,

clear message_end_buffer

Bit aBit,

Boolean bitsEqual;

do {

if(state == Synchronizing) {

nextSamples = 1;

window_offset = 0;

else

nextSamples = WINDOW_SIZE,

if(getSamples(amplitude_sample_buffer) == false)

return false;
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doFFT(amplitude_sample_buffer,power_frequency_buffer,
WINDOWSIZE), /* 2 */

for (frequencyoffset = 0; frequency_offset < WINDOWSIZE,
frequency_offset++){

useCell = map(getBit(window_mask,window_offset),

getBit(frequency_mask,frequency_offset),

window_offset, frequency_offset),

if(useCell == true){

aBit = decodeBit(power_frequency_buffer, ”

frequency_offset);

setBit(message_buffer,message_bit_offset,aBit),
message_bit_offset ++;

}
else

continue;

if(state == Synchronizing) {

bitsEqual =

compareBits(message_start_marker,message_bufter,
message_bit_offset);

if(!bitsEqual){

message_bit_offset = 0;

misaligned = true;

break, /* exit frequency loop */
}

else if (message_bit_ofiset == MARKER_BITS)
state == Locked,

}

else {

/* locked onto encoded stream */

shift aBit into right side of message_end_buffer

bitsEqual = compareBits(message_end_buffer,

msg_end_marker,.MARKER_BITS),
if(bitsEqual)

return true;

}

}

} while (true);
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The decode() procedure scans an input sample stream using specified window and frequency masks,until it either

decodes a valid message block,storingit in a message buffer, or exhausts the sample stream.

The decode() procedurestarts in state Synchronizing, in which it does not know wherein the sample stream the
encoding windowsare aligned. The procedure advances the sample window through the sample stream one

sample at a time, performing the FFT calculation on each window,and attempting to decodevalid messagebits
from the window.Asit extracts cach bit using the map() function,the decode() procdure comparesthese bits

against the start ofmessage marker. As soon as a mismatchis detected, the decode() procedure knowsit is not yet
properly aligned to an encoding window,and immediately ceases decoding bits from the current window and

moves to the next window,offset by 1 sample. The decode() procedure continuesin this manneruntil it matches

successfully the complete bitstream ofa start of message marker. At this point the decode() procedure assumesit is

aligned to an encoded message and can then decodebits to the message buffer quickly, advancing the sample
windowfully at each iterations. It is now in Locked mode.Foreachbitit stores in the message buffer whenin

Locked mode, the decode() procedurealso shifts the samebit value into the least significant bit ofthe

message_end_buffer. After eachbit is decoded in Locked mode, the decode() procedure checks comparesthe

message_end_buffer with the msg_end_markerin a bit by bit manner. When a complete matchis found, decode()

is finished and retumstrue.If the sample stream is exhausted before this occurs, decode() returnsfalse. Ifdecode()

retumstrue, a valid messageis stored in the message buffer, includingthe start and end of message markers.
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Claims

1, A steganographic method comprising thestepsof :

using random keys in combination with steganography to encode additional
information into digitized samples such that a signal generated from the modified

sample stream is notsignificantly degraded and such that the additional information

cannot be extracted without the keys and such that the signal generated from the

modified sample stream will be degraded by attemptsto erase, scramble, or
otherwise obliterate the encoded additional information.

2. An apparatus for encoding or decoding a message, represented as
series of databits into or out ofa series ofdigitized samples, comprising:

a)

digitized samples;

b)

transforms;

c)

a sample buffer for holding and accessing and transforming

a digital signal processor capable of performingfast fourier

a memory to contain information representing

1) primary mask,

2) convolutional mask,

3) start to message delimiter,

4) a mask calculation buffer,

5) a message buffer,

6) an integer representing a messagebit index,

7) a position integer M representing messagesize,

8) an integer representing an indexinto said primary
mask,

9) an integer representing an index into said convolution

mask,

10) an integer representing the state of a decode process,
11) a table representing a mapfunction;

12)aflag indicating a complete messagehas been
decoded or encoded,
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13) a positive integer S representing a numberofsamples

to read into said sample buffer, and

14)aflag indicating the size of a message which has been
decoded;

d) an input to acquiredigital samples;

e) an output to output modified digital samples;

f) an input for inputting the values of (cl) - (c5) and (cl1) and
(c13),

g) an output to output the message stored in (c5) as the result

of a decode process and the value of (c10) to an attached digital circuit;

h) at least one data bus to transfer information from

(d) to (a),

(a) to (b),

(b) to (a),

(a) to (e),

(f to (c), and

(c) to (e); and

i) a clock which generatesa clock signal to drive (b) and

control the operation of the apparatus.

3. A methodofencoding information into a sample stream of data, said

method comprising the steps of:

A) generating a maskset to be used for encoding, said set

including:

a random or pseudo-random primary mask,

a random or pseudo-random convolution mask,

a random or pseudo-randomstart of message

delimiter, wherein said mask set can be concatenated and manipulated asa single bit
stream;

B) obtaining a message to be encoded;
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C) generating a messagebit steam to be encoded such that the

stream includes

1) a start of message delimiter, and

2) an integer representing the number of message

bytes to follow the message;

D) loading the messagebit stream, a maptable, the primary

mask, the convolution mask, and the start of message delimiter into a memory;
E) resetting a primary mask index, a convalution mask and

message bit index, and setting the message size integer equalto the total number of

bits in the message bit stream;

F) clearing a message encoded flag;

G) reading a window of samples from a sample input device

and storing them sequentially in a sample buffer,

H) resetting the primary mask index and looping through the

sample buffer fromafirst sample to a last sample incrementing the primary mask

index each time a sampleis visited, such that for each sample position, a value of

the mapping function is computed, whichis either true orfalse, by using a bit ofthe
primary mask representing a current sample anda bit of the convolution mask

indicated by the convolution index to calculate an offset in the maptable;

1D obtaining the bit value stored in the map table and encoding

the bit of the message indicated by the messagebit index into the current sample if

the bit value obtained from the maptableis a certain value and incrementing the
message bit index, determining whether the messagebit index equals the number of

messagebits, and if it does re-performing step A), setting the message encodedflag,
and exiting the loop;

yd) outputting the modified samples in the sample buffer, and if

the message encodedflag is set jumping back to said step E);

K) incrementing the convolution index, wherein ifthe

convolution index equals the length of the convolution mask in bits then set the

convolution index to 0; and
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L) jumping backto step G).

4. A method of encoding information into a sample stream of data, comprising
the stepsof:

A) generating a mask set to be used for encoding,including:

a random or pseudo-random primary mask,

a random or pseudo-random convolution mask, and

a random or pseudo-randomstart of message

delimiter, wherein said mask set can be concatenated and manipulated as a single bit
stream;

B) inputting a message to be encoded;

C) generating a messagebit stream to be encodedincluding

a start of message delimiter, and

an integer representing of number of messagebytes to

follow the message;

D) loading the messagebit stream, a map table, and the mask set

into a memory;

E) resetting a primary mask index, a convolution mask and

messagebit index, setting the message size index equal to the numberofbits in the

messagebitstream, and clearing a message encodedflag;

F) reading a window of samplesofthe inputted message and

storing the samples sequentially in a sample buffer;

G) computing a spectral transform of the samplesin the buffer;

H) obtaining the bit value stored in the map table, wherein if the

bit value is true, then encodingthe bit of the message indicated by the messagebit

index into the current sample and incrementing the messagebit index, where the

message bit index equals the numberofmessage bits, and then reperforming step

A), setting the message encodedflag, and exiting the loop;

QD computing the inverse spectral of the spectral values stored

in the sample buffer;
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outputting the values in the samplebuffer, and ifthe sample
encodedflagis set, then clear the flag and jump backto step E);

K) incrementing the convolution index and when the

convolution index equals the length of the convolution mask in bits resetting the
convolution index; and

3.

L) jumping backto step F).

The method of claim 3 wherein the encoding of the message bit into the

sample in step I includes encodinga single bit of the sample to match the message
bit.

6. The methodofclaim 4 wherein the encodingof the messagebit into the

sample in step H includes altering the sample value such that said sample value falls
within a prespecified range ofvalvesrelativeto its original value.

7. A method of decoding information from a sample stream of data,
comprising the stepsof:

A)

B)

C)

obtaining a mask set including:

(1) a random or pseudo-random primary mask,

(2) a random or pseudo-random convolution mask, and

(3) arandom or pseudo-randomstart of message delimiter;
loading a maptable, and the mask set into a memory;
resetting a primary mask index and convolution mask index

and setting a message size integer equal to 0;

D)

E)

F) .

clearing a message decodedflag;

setting a state of the decode process to SYNCHRONIZED;
checking the state of the decode process and if the decode

state is UNSYNCHRONIZED,,setting a number of samples to equal 1 andresetting
the convolution index to 0; otherwise, setting the numberof samples to equal S
(S21);
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G) reading the numberof samples specified in step F) into a
sample buffer;

H) Tesetting the primary mask index, and looping through the
sample buffer from thefirst sample to thelast sample, incrementing the primary
mask index each time, and for each sample position, computing the value of a
mapping function to calculate an offset into the maptable;

I) obtaining the bit value in the maptable, andifthe value is true,
decoding the bit of the message indicated by the messagebit index, storing the bit
into the message bufferat the messagebit index, and incrementing the messagebit
index;

J) comparing the decoded bits in the message buffer to the start
of message delimiter, and if the numberofbits in the message bufferis less than or
equal to the numberofbits in the start of message delimiter and the bits match, then
setting the state of the decode process to SYNCHRONIZED;otherwise setting the
state of the decode process to UNSYNCHRONIZED;

K) if the state of the decodeprocessis SYNCHRONIZEDand
the numberofbits in the message buffer is greater than or equal to the sum of the
numberofbits of the start of delimiter and the message size, then setting the state
of the decode process to SYNC-AND-SIZE and copying certain bits from the
message buffer to a messagesize integer container;

L) if the state of the decode process is SYNC-AND-SIZEand
the numberofbits in the messagebuffer divided by 8 is greater than or equal to the
messagesize, then setting the message decoded flag, outputting the message and
the message decoded flag and ending the method;

M) incrementing the convolution index, and if the convolution index
equals the numberofbits in the convolution mask resetting the convolution index;
and

N) jumpingto step F).

8. A methodofdecoding information from sampled data, comprising the steps
of:
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A) Obtaining a mask set including

(1) arandom or pseudo-random primary mask,

(2) arandom or pseudo-random convolution mask, and

(3) arandom or pseudo-randomstart of message
delimiter;

B) loading a map table, and the maskset into a memory;

C) resetting a primary mask index and convolution mask index

and setting a message size integer equal to 0;

D) clearing a message decodedflag;

E) setting a state of the decode process to SYNCHRONIZED;

F) checking the state of the decode process andifthe decode

state is UNSYNCHRONIZED,setting a number of samples to equal 1 and resetting

the convolution index to 0; otherwise, setting the number of samples to equal S
(S>1);

G) reading the numberof samples specified in step F) into a

sample buffer;

H) computing a spectral transform of the samples stored in the

sample buffer;

I) resetting the primary mask index and looping through the

sample buffer from the first sample to the last sample, incrementing the primary
maskindex eachtime, and for each sample position, computing the value of a

mapping function by using the bit of the primary mask corresponding to the primary
maskindex and thebit of the convolution masks indicated by the convolution phase

to calculate an offset into the maptable representing the mapping function;

dD obtaining a bit value stored in the map,andifthe value is

true, decoding the bit of the message indicated by the messagebit index from the

current sample, storing the bit into the message buffer at the message bit index, and

incrementing the message bit index;

K) comparing the decodedbits in the message buffer to the start

ofmessagedelimiter, and if the numberofbitsin the message buffer is less than or
equal to the numberofbits in the start of message delimiter and the bits match, then
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setting the state ofthe decode process to SYNCHRONIZED; otherwise, setting the
state ofthe decode process UNSYNCHRONIZED;

L) if the state of the decode process is SYNCHRONIZED,and
the numberofbits in the messagebuffer is greater than or equal to the sum ofthe

numberofbits of the start of delimiter and the message size, then setting the state
of the decode process to SYNC-AND-SIZEand copying certain bits from the
message buffer to a message size integer container;

M)_ifthe state of the decode process is SYNC-AND-SIZE and

the numberofbits in the message buffer divided by 8 is greater than or equal to the
message size, then setting the message decoded flag, outputting the message and
the message decoded flag and ending the method;

N) incrementing the convolution index, wherein if the

convolution index equals the numberofbits in the convolution mask, then resetting
the convolution index; and

O) jumpingto step F).

9. The method of claim 7 wherein the decoding of the message bit from the

sample in step I includes reading a single bit of the sample.

10. The method of claim 7 wherein the decoding of the message bit from the

sample in step I includes mapping a range of sample values onto a particular
messagebit value.

11. The method of claim 4 wherein the map table is defined such that any index
of the maptable directs the process to encode information.

12. The method of claim 1 wherein the samples are obtained from a sample
stream representing digitized sound or music.
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13. The methodofclaim 12 wherein the identical encode processis performed

on two sample streamsrepresenting channel A and channel B ofdigitized stereo
sound.

14. The method ofclaim 12 wherein the sample streams represent channel A

and channel B ofdigitized stereo sound and areinterleaved before being input as a
single sample stream and are separated into two channels upon output.

15. The method of claim 1 wherein the samples are obtained from a sample
stream representing digitized video.

16. The method of claim 1 wherein the samples are obtained from a sample
stream representing a digitized image.

17. The apparatusofclaim 2, further comprising a tamper-resistant packaging,
enclosing said apparatus wherein circuitry and information stored therein are

destroyed if said packaging is opened.

18. The method of claim 3, further comprising a pre-encoding step which

customizes the message to be encoded including: calculating over which windows

in the samples stream a messagewill be encoded, computing a secure one way hash
function of the samples in those windows, and placing the resulting hash values in
the message before the message is encoded;

wherein the hash calculating step includes: calculating the size of the

original messageplus the size of an added hash value, and pre-processing the
sample stream for the purpose ofcalculating hash values of each series ofwindows

that will be used to encode the messageandcreating a modified copyofthe

message containing the hash value such that each messagecontaining a hash value
matches each windowseries uniquely.
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19. The methodofclaim 1, wherein an authority for on line distribution of

content encodesatleast one ofthe following items into a sample stream ;
thetitle,

the artist,

the copyright holder,

the body to which royalties should be paid, and

general termsfor publisher distribution.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the authority combines at least one item

with a secureprivate key signed message from a publisher containing at least one of
the following piecesof information:

thetitle,

the publisher's identification,

the termsofdistribution,

any consideration paid for the right to distribute the content,

a brief statement of agreement, and

the publisher signs and encrypts the combined messageusing a public key
cryptosystem and encodesthe signed and encrypted messageinto the sample
stream.

21. The method of claim 20, wherein a publisher obtains the encoded sample
stream and additionally obtains information form the authority and combinesthis

with a message received from a consumer, which has beensigned using a public key

cryptosystem and wherein the signed message containsat least one of the following
data

the contenttitle,

consumeridentification,

the termsofdistribution,

the consideration paid for the content,

a brief statement of agreement, and
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the publisher uses a public key cryptosystem to sign the combined information and

finally encodes the signed information.

22. The method of claim 1, wherein the sample stream is obtained from atleast

one audio track contained within a digitized movie, video game software, or other
software.

23. The method of claim 1, wherein the sample stream is obtained from at least

one digitized movieorstill image contained within a video gameor othersoftware.

24. The method of claim 1, wherein encoded information is contained in the

differencesor relationship between samplesor groups of samples.

25. The methodofclaim 4, wherein the encoding of the messagebit into the

sample in step H includes encodingasingle bit of the sample to match the message
bit.

26. The methodofclaim 3, wherein the encoding of the messagebit into the

samplein step I includesaltering the sample value such that said sample valuefalls

within a prespecified range ofvalvesrelativeto its original value.

27. The methodof claim 8, wherein the decoding of the messagebit in step J
includesreadinga single bit of the sample.

28. The methodofclaim 8, wherein the decoding of the messagebit in step J

includes mapping a rangeof supply values onto a particular messagebit value.

29. The methodofclaim 3, wherein the maptable is defined such that any index
of the maptable directs the process to encode information.
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30. The methodofclaim 7, wherein the maptable is defined such that any index
of the map table directs the process to encode information.

31. The methodofclaim 8, wherein the map table is defined suchthat any index
ofthe maptable directs the process to encode information.

32. The method ofclaim 4, further comprising a pre-encoding step which

customizes the message to be encodedincluding: calculating over which windows

in the samples stream a messagewill be encoded, computing a secure one way hash
function of the samples in those windows,andplacing the resulting hash values in

the message before the message is encoded;

wherein the hash calculating step includes: calculating the size of the

original messageplus the size of an added hash value, and pre-processing the

sample stream for the purposeofcalculating hash values ofeach series of windows

that will be used to encode the message and creating a modified copy of the

message containing the hash value such that each messagecontaining a hash value

matches each windowseries uniquely.--
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Description

Definitions

[0001] Several terms of art appear frequently in the following. For ease of reference they are defined here asfollows:
[0002] "Content" refers to multimedia content. This term encompassesthe varioustypes of information to be processed
in a multimedia entertainment system. Content specifically refers to digitzed audio, video or still images in the context
of this discussion. This information may be contained within files on a multimedia computer system, the files having a
particular format specific to the modality of the content (sound, images, moving pictures) or the type of systems, computer
or otherwise, used to process the content.
[0003] "Digitized" refers to content composedofdiscrete digital samples of an otherwise analog media, which approx-
imate that media inside a computer or other digital device. For instance, the sound of music occurs naturally, and is
experienced by humans as an analog (continuous) sound wave. The sound can be digitized into a stream of discrete
samples, or numbers, each of which represents an approximate value of the amplitude of the real analog wave ata
particular instant in time. These samples can be storedin files ina computer and then usedto recreate the original sound
waveto a high degree of accuracy.
In general, content entering a digital system is digitized by Analog to Digital converters (A/D) and analog media are
recreated by the digital system using a Digital to Analog (D/A) converter. In the context of this discussion contentis
always digitized content.
[0004] "Cryptography"is a field covering numerous techniques for scrambling information conveying messages so
that when the message is conveyed between the senderand receiver an unintended party whointercepts this message
cannotreadit, or extract useful information from it.
[0005] A “Public Key Cryptosystem"is a particular cryptographic system whereall parties possess pairs of keys for
encryption and decryption. Parties to this type of system freely distribute their public keys, which other may use to encrypt
messagesto the ownerof the public key. Such messages are decrypted by the receiver with the private key. Private
keys are never distributed. A message encrypted with a public key can only be decrypted with the corresponding private
key, and vice versa. A message encrypted with a private key is said to have been signed by the ownerof that key.
Anyone in possession of the public key may decrypt the message and knowthat it was encrypted, and thus signed, by
the ownerof the public key, since only they possess the corresponding private key.
[0006] "Steganography"is a field distinguished from cryptography, but associated withit, that covers numerous meth-
ods for hiding an informational message within some other medium, perhaps another unrelated message, in such a
mannerthat an unintended party who intercepts the medium carrying the hidden message does not knowit contains
this hidden message and therefore doesnotobtain the information in the hidden message. In other words, steganography
seeks to hide messagesin plain view.

Backgroundof the Invention

[0007] Inthe current environment of computer networks and theproliferation of digital or digitized multimedia content
which maybedistributed over such networks, a key issue is copyright protection. Copyright protection is the ability to
preventordeter the proliferation of unauthorized copies of copyrighted works.It provides a reasonable guarantee that
the author of a copyrighted work will be paid for each copy of that work.
[0008] Afundamental problem in the digital world, as opposedto the world of physical media, is that a unlimited number
of perfect copies may be madefrom anypiece of digital or digitized content. A perfect copy meansthatif the originalis
comprised of a given stream of numbers, then the copy matchestheoriginal, exactly, for each number in the stream.
Thus, there is no degradation of the original signal during the copy operation. In an analog copy, random noiseis always
introduced, degrading the copied signal.
[0009] The act of making unlicensed copies of some content, digital or analog, whether audio, video, software or other,
is generally knownaspiracy. Piracy has been committed for the purposeofeitherprofit from the sale of such unlicensed
copies, or to procure for the "pirate" a copy of the content for personal use without having paid for it.
[0010] The problem of piracy has been made much worse for any type of content by the digitization of content. Once
content enters the digital domain, an unlimited numberof copies may be made without any degradation, if a pirate finds
a way to break whateverprotection scheme was established to guard against such abuses, if any. In the analog world,
there is generally a degradation in the content (signal) with each successive copy, imposing a sort of natural limit on
volumeof piracy.
[0011] To date, three general types of schemes have been implementedin an attemptto protect copyrights.

1) Encryption
2) Copy Protection
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3) Content Extensions

[0012] Copy Protection and Content Extensions generally apply in the digital world only, while a schemerelated to
Encryption, commonly known as scrambling, my be applied to an analog signal. This is typical in analog cable systems.
[0013] Encryption scrambles the content. Before the content is made ready for delivery, whether on floppy disk, or
over a network, it must be encrypted, or scrambled. Once the content has been encrypted,it cannot be used until it is
decrypted, or unscrambled. Encrypted audio data might soundlike incomprehensible screeching, while an encrypted
picture or video might appear as random patterns on a screen. Theprinciple of encryption is that you are free to make
as many copies as you want, but you can’t read anything that makes senseuntil you use a special key to decrypt, and
you can only obtain the key by paying for the content.
[0014] Encryption has two problems, however. 1) Pirates have historically found ways to crack encryption, in effect,
obtaining the key without having paid for it; and 2) Once a single legitimate copy of some content has been decrypted,
a pirate is now free to make unlimited copies of the decrypted copy.In effect, in order to sell an unlimited quantity of an
encrypted piece of software, the pirate could simply buy one copy, whichthey are entitled to decrypt.
[0015] Copy Protection includes various methods by which a software engineer can write the software in a clever
mannerto determineif it has been copied, andif so to deactivate itself Also included are undocumented changesto the
storage format of the content. Copy protection was generally abandoned by the software industry, since pirates were
generally just as clever as the software engineers and figured out ways to modify their software and deactivate the
protection. The cost of developing such protection was notjustified considering the level of piracy which occurred despite
the copyprotection.
[0016] Content Extension refers to any system which attaches some extra information to the original content which
indicates whether or not a copy may be made. A software or hardware system mustbe specifically built around this
schemeto recognize the additional information and interpretit in an appropriate manner. An example of such a system
is the Serial Copyright Management System embeddedin Digital Audio Tape (DAT) hardware. Under this system,
additional information is stored on the disc immediately preceding each track of audio content which indicates whether
or not it can be copied. The hardware readsthis information and usesit accordingly.
[0017] A fundamental problem with Encryption and Content Extension is the “rogue engineer". An employee who
helped design such a system or an individual with the knowledge and means to analyze such a system can modifyit to
ignore the copyright information altogether, and make unlicensed copies of the content. Cable piracy is quite common,
aided byillicit decoder devices built by those who understand the technical details of the cable encryption system.
Although the cable systemsin question were actually based on analog RF signals, the sameprinciple applies to digital
systems.
[0018] The practical considerations of weak encryption schemes and rogue engineers have servedto limit the faith
which may be putin such copyright protection schemes.The invention disclosed herein serves to address these problems
with conventional systemsfordigital distribution. It provides a way to enforce copyright online. The invention draws on
techniques from twofields, cryptography, the art of scrambling messages so that only the intended recipient may read
them, and steganography, aterm applied to various techniques for obscuring messages so that only the intended parties
to a message even know that a message has beensent, thusit is termed herein as a stega-cipher. The stega-cipher is
so named becauseit uses the steganographic techniqueof hiding a messagein multimedia content, in combination with
multiple keys, a concept originating in cryptography. However, instead of using the keys to encrypt the content, the
stega-cipher uses these keys to locate the hidden message within the content. The message itself is encrypted which
serves to further protect the message, verify the validity of the message, and redistribute the information in a random
mannerso that anyone attempting to locate the message without the keys cannot rely on pre-supposed knowledge of
the message contents as a help in locatingit.
[0019] EP-A-0581317 discloses a method and system for embedding signatures within visual images in both digital
representation and print or film, wherein a signature is inseparably embeddedwithin the visual image, signature points
being selected from amongthe pixels of an original image, wherein the pixel valuesof the signature points and surrounding
pixels are adjusted by an amount detectable by a digital scanner.
[0020] Bender W.et al describe in Proceedings of the SPIE, SPIE, Bellingham, VA, US, Vol. 2420, 9 February 1995,
pages 164 to 173 techniquesfor data hiding.

Summaryof the Invention

[0021] The invention disclosed herein combines two techniques, steganography - obscuring information that is oth-
erwisein plain sight, and cryptography - scrambling information that must be sent over unsecured means, in a manner
such that only the intended recipient may successfully unscramble it. The net effect of this system is to specifically
watermark a piece of content so thatif it is copied, it is possible to determine who ownedtheoriginal from which the
copies were made, and hence determine responsibility for the copies. It is also a feature of the system to uniquely identify
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the content to whichit is applied.
[0022] Foracomprehensivediscussion of cryptography, its theory, applications and specific algorithms, see APPLIED
CRYPTOGRAPHY,by Bruce Schneier, which is herein incorporated by reference at pages 66-68, 387-392.
[0023] Steganographyis discussed briefly in THE CODE BREAKERSby David Kahn, which is herein incorporated
by reference at pagesxiii, 81-83, 522-526, and 873. An example application, Stego by Romana Machad6o, is also available
for the Apple Macintosh. Stego can be foundat the internet uniform resource locator"ftp://sumex-aim.stanford.edu/info-
mac/cmp/stego10a2.hqx". This application demonstrates a simple steganographic technique to encode a text message
into a graphical image without significantly distorting the image.
[0024] The invention improves upon theprior art by providing a mannerfor protecting copyright in the digital domain,
which neither steganographyor cryptography does. It improves specifically on steganography by making use of special
keys which dictate exactly where within a larger chunk of content a messageis to be hidden, and makesthe task of
extracting such a message without the proper key the equivalent of looking for a needle in a haystack.
[0025] The information encoded by the Stega-Cipherprocess serves as a watermark whichidentifies individual copies
of content legally licensed to specific parties. It is integral with the content. It cannot be removed by omission in a
transmission. It does not add any overhead to signal transmission or storage. It does allow the content to be stored to
and usedwith traditional offline analog and digital media, without modification or significant signal degradation. These
aspects of the stega-cipherall represent improvements to the art. Thatis, its forces would - be pirates to damage the
contentin order to guarantee the disabling of the watermark.
[0026] The invention described herein is used for protecting and enforcing copyrights in the digital or on-line domain,
wherethere are no physical limitations on copying copyrighted content.
[0027] The invention uniquely identifies every copy of multimedia content made using the invention, composed of
digitized samples whether compressed or uncompressed, including but not limited to still digital inages, digital audio,
and digital video.
[0028] The invention is for use in meterware or pay-by-use systems where anonline user incurs a charge each time
they access a particular piece of content, or uses a softwaretitle.
[0029] The inventionis for use as a general improvement to cryptographic techniques to increase the complexity of
cryptanalysis on a givencipher.
[0030] It is considered that the method and steps of the present invention will be modified to account for the effects
of loss compression schemeson the samples and particularly includes modification to handle MPEG compressed audio
and video.

[0031]  Itis considered thatstatistical data spreading and recovery techniques, errorcoding or spread spectrum process-
ing techniques might be applied in the invention to handle the effects of loss compression, or counter the effects of a
randomization attack.

[0032] Itis considered that the apparatus described might be further specialized and optimized in hardwareby replacing
general purpose data buses and CPU or DSP driven operations with hardwired circuitry, incorporated in one or more
special purpose ICs.
[0033] It is considered that the apparatus will be modeled and implemented in software on general purpose computer
platforms.
[0034] It is considered that stega-cipher hardware could be embeddedin a consumer electronics device and used to
not only identify content and copyright, but to enable use of that content.

Detailed Description

|. Digital Copyright Stega-Cipher Protocol and the Decode/Encode Program

[0035] The purposeof the program described hereis to watermarkdigital multimedia content for distribution to con-
sumers through online services in such a way as to meet the following criteria Given a unique piece of multimedia
content, composedof digitized samples,it is desirable to:

1) Uniquely identify this particular piece of content from others in a manner which is secure and undeniable (e.g. to
know whethera digital audio recording is "My Way" by Frank Sinatra, or "Stairway to Heaven", by Led Zeppelin),
and in a mannersuchthatthis identification can be performed automatically by an electronic device or mechanism.

2) Uniquely identify the copyright owner of the content, and the terms under which it may be distributed in general,
in a manner which is secure and undeniable.

3) At such time as is necessary, additionally, uniquely identify in a secure and undeniable manner the licensed
publisher who received a particular copy of the content, and the terms under which they mayredistribute or resell it.
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4) At such time as is necessary, additionally, uniquely identify in a secure and undeniable manner, the licensed
subscriber who received a particular copy of the content from the publisher describedin item 3.

[0036] The program described in more detail below combines the techniques of cryptography and steganography to
hide a securely encrypted digital copyright certificate which contains information satisfying the criteria listed above,in
such a manneras to be integral with the content, like a watermark on paper, so that possession of the content dictates
possession of the watermark information. In addition, the watermark cannotbe "found"or successfully decoded, without
possession of the correct "masks" or keys, available only to those legitimately authorized, namely, those parties to a
commercial transaction involving the sale of a copy of the content. Finally, the ability to distribute such watermarked
content in a system which implements the watermark schemeis denied without a successfully decoded watermark.
Because well known and tested cryptographic techniques are used to protectthe certificate itself, these certificates are
virtually impossible to forge. Finally, the watermark cannot be erased without significantly damaging the content.
[0037] The basic program represents a key part of the inventionitself. This program is then used as the method by
which copyright information is to be associated in an integral manner with the content. This is a concept absent from
copy protection, encryption and content extension schemes. The copyright information itself can be made undeniable
and unforgeable using cryptographic techniques,so.that through it an audit trail of ownership my be established for each
copy of a given piece of content, thus customizing each copyto a particular owner, in a way that can be used to identify
the owner.

[0038] The value of the stega-cipheris that it provides a way to watermark the content in a way that changesit slightly,
but does not impact human perception significantly. And, furthermore, thatit is made difficult to defeat since one must
know exactly where the information resides to extractit for analysis and usein forgery attempts, or to removeit without
overly degrading the signal And, to try to forge copyright information one mustfirst be able to analyze the encrypted
copyright information, and in order to do that, one must be ableto find it, which requires masks.

Il. Example Embodiment of General Processing

[0039] Digital audio data is represented by a series of samplesin | dimension,

{Sy So, S3.-- Sp}

[0040] This series is also referred to as a sample stream. The sample stream approximates an analog waveform of
sound amplitude over time. Each sample represents an estimate of the wave amplitude at the instant of time the sample
is recorded. For monaural audio, there is one such sample stream. Stereo audio is comprised of two sample streams,
one representing the right channel, and the other representing the left. Each stream is used to drive a corresponding
speaker to reproduce the stereo sound.
[0041] Whatis referred to as CD quality audio is characterized by 16 bit (2 byte) stereo samples, recorded at 44.1
Khz, or 44,100 samples per second in each channel. The dynamic range of sound reproduction is directly proportional
to the numberof bits per sample. Some lowerquality recordings are done at 8 bits. A CD audio recording can be stored
using any schemefor containing the 2 sample streamsin their entirety. When these streams are played back at the
same frequency they were recordedat, the sound recorded is reproduced to a high degree of accuracy.
[0042] The sample stream is processedin order from first sample to last. For the purpose of the invention disclosed,
the stream is separated into sample windows, each of which has a fixed numberof consecutive samples from the stream,
and where windows do not overlap in the sample stream. Windows may be contiguous in the sample stream. In this
discussion assume each window contains 128 samples, and that windows are contiguous. So, the windows within the
stream look like

{[S,, So, S5..-Si28], [S129,$130>$131---Sase.---[Sprze---Sa] 3

where[...] denotes each window and any odd samplesat the end of the stream which do not completelyfill a window
can be ignored, and simply passed through the system unmodified.
[0043] These windowswill be used as input for the discrete Fast Fourier Transform (and its inverse) operation.
[0044] Briefly, Fourier Transform methods are based on the principle that a complex waveform, expressed as amplitude
over time and represented by a sample stream, is really the sum of a numberof simple waveforms, each of which
oscillate at different frequencies.
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[0045] By complex,it is meant that the value of the next sample is not easily predicted from the values of the last N
samplesor the time of the sample. By simple it is meant that the value of the sample is easily predictable from the values
of the last N samples and/or the time of the sample.
[0046] The sum of multiple simple waves is equivalent to the complex wave. The discrete FFT andits inverse simply
translate a limited amount of data from one side of this equivalence to the other, between the complex waveform and
the sum of simple waves. The discrete FFT can be usedto translate a series of samples representing amplitude over
time (the complex wave, representing a digital audio recording) into the same number of samples representing total
spectral energy in a given range of frequencies (the simple wave components)at a particular instant of time. This instant
is the time in the middle of the original amplitude/time samples. The inverse discrete FFT translates the data in the other
direction, producing the complex waveform, from its simpler parts.
[0047] Each 128 sample windowwill be used as an inputto the discrete FFT, resulting in 128 bins representing each
of 128 frequency bands, ranging from OHz to 22Khz (the Nyquist frequency, or / the sampling rate).
[0048] Information can be encodedinto the audio signal in the frequency domain or in the time domain. In the latter
case, no FFT or inverse FFT is necessary. However, encoding in the frequency domain is recommended,sinceits effects
are scattered over the resultant time domain samples, and not easily predicted. In addition, frequency domain encoding
makesit morelikely that randomization will result in noticeable artifacts in the resultant signal, and therefore makes the
stega-cipher more defensible against such attacks. It is in the frequency domain that additional information will be
encodedinto the audio signal for the purposeofthis discussion. Each frequency bandin a given time slice can potentially
be used to store a small portion of some additional information to be added to the signal. Since these are discrete
estimates, there is some room forerror whichwill not significantly effect the perceived quality of the signal, reproduced
after modification, by the inverse FFT operation. In effect, intentional changes, which cannot be distinguished from
random variations are introducedin the frequency domain, for the purpose of storing additional information in the sample
stream. These changes are minimized so as not to adversely affect the perceived quality of the reproduced audiosignal,
after it has been encoded with additional information in the manner described below.In addition, the location of each of
these changesis madevirtually impossible to predict, an innovation which distinguishes this scheme from simple steg-
anographic techniques.
[0049] Notethatthis processdiffers fromthe Nagata,etal. patents, 4,979,210 and 5,073,925, which encodeinformation
by modulating an audio signal in amplitude/time domain.It also differs in that the modulations introduced in the Nagata
process (which are at very low amplitude and frequencyrelative to the carrier wave as to remain inaudible) carry only
copy/ don’t copy information, which is easily found and circumvented by one skilled in the art. Also, there is no limitation
in the stega-cipher process as to whattype of information can be encodedinto the signal, and there is more information
storage capacity, since the encoding processis not bound by any particular frequency of modulation but rather by the
numberof samples available. The granularity of encoding in the stega-cipher is determined by the sample windowsize,
with potentially 1 bit of space per sample or 128 bits per window (a secure implementation will halve this to 64 bits). In
Nagata, et al. the granularity of encodingis fixed by the amplitude and frequency medulation limits required to maintain
inaudibility. These limits are relatively low, and therefore makeit impractical to encode more than simple copy/ don’t
copy information using the Nagata process.

Ill. Example Embodiment of Encoding and Decoding

[0050] A modification to standard steganographic technique is applied in the frequency domain described above,in
order to encode additional information into the audio signal.
[0051] Inaschemeadapted from cryptographic techniques, 2 keys are used in the actual encode and decodeprocess.
For the purposesofthis invention the keys are referred to as masks. One mask, the primary, is applied to the frequency
axis of FFT results, the other mask is applied to the time axis (this will be called the convolution mask). The numberof
bits comprising the primary mask are equal to the sample windowsize in samples (or the numberof frequency bands
computed by the FFT process), 128 in this discussion. The numberof bits in the convolution maskare entirely arbitrary.
This implementation will assume a time mask of 1024 bits. Generally the larger the key, the moredifficult it is to guess.
[0052] Prior to encoding, the primary and convolution masks described above are generated by a cryptographically
secure random generation process. It is possible to use a block cipher like DES in combination with a sufficiently pseudo-
random seed value to emulate a cryptographically secure random bit generator. These keys will be saved along with
information matching them to the sample stream in question in a database for use in decoding, should that step become
necessary.

[0053] Prior to encoding, some additional information to be encodedinto the signal is prepared and made available
to the encoder, in a bit addressable manner (sothat it may be read onebit at a time). If the size of the sample stream
is Known andtheefficiency characteristics of the stega-cipher implementation are taken into account, a knownlimit may
be imposed on the amountof this additional information.
[0054] The encoder captures one sample windowat a time from the sample stream,in sequential, contiguous order.
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The encodertracks the sequential numberof each window it acquires. The first window is 0. When the numberof windows
processed reaches the numberofbits in the window mask, minus one, the next value of the window counter will be reset
to 0.

[0055] This counter is the convolution index or phase. In the current implementation it is used as a simple index into
the convolution bitmask. In anticipated developmentsit will be used to perform convolution operations on the convolution
mask to determine which bit to use. For instance the mask might by rotated by a number corresponding to the phase,
in bits to the left and XORed with the primary mask to produce a new mask,whichis then indexed by the phase. There
are many possibilities for convolution.
[0056] The encoder computesthe discrete FFT of the sample window.
[0057] Starting with the lowest frequency band, the encoder proceeds through each bandto the highest, visiting each
of the 128 frequency bandsin order. At each band value, the encoder takesthe bit of the primary mask corresponding
to the frequency band in question, the bit of the convolution mask corresponding to the windowin question, and passes
these values into a booleanfunction. This function is designed so thatit has a near perfectly random outputdistribution.
It will return true for approximately 50%ofits input permutations, and false for the other 50%. The value returned for a
given setof inputs is fixed, however, so thatit will always return the same value given the samesetof inputs.
[0058] ‘If the function returns true, the current frequency bandin the current windowis used in the encoding process,
and represents a valid piece of the additional information encoded in the signal. If the function returns false, this cell, as
the frequency bandin a given windowis called, is ignored in the process. In this mannerit is made extremely difficult to
extract the encoded information from the signal without the use of the exact masks used in the encoding process. This
is one place in which the stega-cipher process departs from traditional steganographic implementations, which offer a
trivial decode opportunity if one Knows the information is present. While this increases the information storage capacity
of the carrier signal, it makes decodingtrivial, and further degrades the signal. Note thatit is possible and desirable to
modify the booleancell flag function so that it returns true < 50% of the time. In general, the fewercells actually used in
the encode,the moredifficult they will be to find and the less degradation of contentwill be caused, provided the function
is designed correctly. There is an obvious tradeoff in storage capacity for this increased security and quality.
[0059] The encoder proceedsin this manner until a complete copy of the additional information has been encoded in
the carrier signal. It willbe desirable to have the encoder encode multiple copies of the additional information continuously
over the duration of the carrier signal, so that a complete instance of this information may be recovered from a smaller
segmentof a larger signal which has been split into discontinuous pieces or otherwise edited. It is therefore desirable
to minimize the size of the information to be encoded using both compact design and pre-encoding compression, thus
maximizing redundant encoding, and recoverability from smaller segments. In a practical implementation of this system
it is likely the information will be first compressed by a known method, and then encrypted using public-key techniques,
before being encodedinto the carrier signal.
[0060] The encoderwill also prepare the package of additional information so that it contains an easily recognizable
start of message delimeter, which can be unique to each encoding and stored along with the keys, to serve as a
synchronization signal to a decoder. The detection of this delimeter in a decoding windowsignifies that the decoder can
be reasonablysureitis aligned to the sample stream correctly and can proceed in a methodic window by window manner.
These delimeters will require a numberof bits which minimizes the probability that this bit sequence is not reproduced
in a random occurrence, causing an accidental misalignment of the decoder. A minimum of 256 bits is recommended.
In the current implementation 1024 bits representing a start of message delimeter are used.If each sample is random,
then each bit has a 50% probably of matching the delimeter and the conditional probability of a random match would
be 1/21924, In practice, the samples are probably somewhat less than random, increasing the probability of a match
somewhat.

[0061] The decode process uses the same masksin the same manner, only in this case the information is extracted
onebit at a time from the carrier signal.
[0062] The decoder is assumed to have accessto the proper masks used to encode the information originally. These
masks might be present in a database, which can be indexed by a value, or values computed from the original content,
in a manner insensitive to the modifications to the content caused by the stega-cipher process. So, given an arbitrary
piece of content, a decoder mightfirst process the content to generate certain key values, and then retrieve the decode
masks associated with the matching key values from the database. In the case where multiple matches occur, or none
are found, it is conceivable that all mask sets in the database could be tried sequentially until a valid decode is achieved,
or not, indicating no information is present.
[0063] In the application of this process,it is anticipated that encoding operations may be done ona given piece of
contentup to 3 times, each adding new information and using new masks, over a sub-segmentof the content, and that
decodeoperations will be done infrequently. It is anticipated that should it become necessary to do a search of a large
numberof masksto find a valid decode, that this process can be optimized using a guessing technique based on close
key matching, and thatit is not a time critical application, so it will be feasible to test large numbers of potential masks
for validity on a given piece of content, even if such a process takes days or weeks on powerful computers to do a
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comprehensive search of known masksets.
[0064] The decodeprocessis slightly different in the following respect. Whereas the encoding process canstart at
any arbitrary point in the sample stream, the decode process does not know wherethe encode process began(the exact
offset in samples to the start of the first window). Even though the encode process, by convention, starts with sample
0, there is no guarantee that the sample stream has not been edited since encoding, leaving a partial window at the
start of the sample stream, and thus requiring the decoderto find the first complete window to start the decode. Therefore,
the decode processwill start at the first sample, and shift the sample window along by 1 sample, keeping the window
index at 0, until it can find a valid decode delimeter encoded in the window. Atthis point, the decoder knowsit has
synchronized to the encoder, and can then proceed to process contiguous windowsin a more expedient manner.
[0065] Example Calculations based on the described implementation for adding copyright certificate information to
CD quality digital audio:
[0066] In astream of samples, every 128 samples will contain, on average 64 bits of certificate related information.
Digital audio is composed of 16 bit samples,at 44.1 Khz, or 44,100 samples per second. Stereo audio provides 2 streams
of informationatthis rate, left and right, or 88,200 samples per second. That yields approximately 689 contiguous sample
windows(of 128 samples) per second in which to encode information. Assume a songis 4 minutes long, or 240 seconds.
This yields 240 * 689 = 165,360 windows,which on average (50%utilization) contain 64 bits (8 bytes) each of certificate
information. This in turns gives approximately 1291Kbof information storage space per 4 minute stereo song (1.2 MB).
There is ample room for redundant encoding of information continuously over the length of the content. Encoding 8 bytes
for every 256 bytes represents 3.1%of the signal information. Assuming that a copyright certificate requires at most
approximately 2048 bytes (2K), we can encode the samecertificate in 645 distinct locations within the recording, or
approximately every 37/100ths of a second.
[0067] Now to accountfor delimeters and synchronization information. Assuming a sync marker of 1024 bits to avoid
random matches, then we could prefix each 2K certificate block with this 1024 bit marker. It takes 256 windowsto store
2K, and underthis proposed scheme, thefirst 16 windows are reserved for the syne marker. A decoder could search
for this marker by progressively matching eachof thefirst 16 windows (64 bits at a time) against the corresponding
portion of the sync marker. The decoder could reset the match advancing through the sample stream, as soon as one
window did not conform to the sync marker, and proceed in this manner until it matches 16 consecutive windowsto the
marker, at which pointit is synchronized.
[0068] Under this scheme, 240 windows,or 1.92K remainfor storing certificate information, which is not unreasonable.

IV. Possible Problems, Attacks and Subsequent Defenses

A. Randomization

[0069] The attacker simply randomizesthe leastsignificant bits of each data point in the transform buffer, obliterating
the synchronization signal and the watermark. While this attack can remove the watermark,in the context in which stega-
cipher is to be used, the problem of piracy is kept to a minimum at least equalto that afforded by traditional media, since
the system will not allow an unwatermarked piece of content to be traded for profit and watermarks cannot be forged
without the proper keys, which are computationally difficult to obtain by brute-force or cryptanalysis. In addition, if the
encoding is managedin such a way as to maximizethe level of changesto the sample stream to be justat the threshold
below human perception, and the schemeis implemented to anticipate randomization attempts, it is possible to force
the randomization level to exceed the level that can be perceived and create destructive artifacts in the signal, in much
the same manner as a VHS cassette can be manufactured at a minimal signal level, so that a single copy results in
unwatchable static.

B. Low Bit-Depth Bitmaps (black & white images)

[0070] Thesebitmaps wouldbetoo sensitive to the steganization process, resulting in unacceptable signal degradation,
and so are not good candidates for the stega-cipher process. The problem may be circumventedbyinflating bit-depth,
although this is an inefficient use of space and bandwidth.

C. Non-Integer Transforms

[0071] The FFT is used to generate spectral energy information for a given audio signal. This information is not usually
in integer format. Computers use methodsof approximation in these cases to represent the real numbers (whole numbers
plus fractional amounts). Depending on the exact value of the number to be represented slight errors, produced by
rounding off the nearest real number that can be completely specified by the computer occur. This will produce some
randomization in the least significant bit or bits. In other words, the same operation on the same sample window might
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yield slightly different transform values each time.It is possible to circumvent this problem using a modification to the
simple LSB steganographic technique described later. Instead of looking at the LSB, the stega-cipher can use an energy
quantization technique in place of the LSB method. Somevariant of rounding the spectral energy values up or down,
with a granularity greater than the rounding error should work, without significantly degrading the output samples.

V. A Method and Protocol For Using the Stega-Cipher

[0072] The apparatus described in the claims below operates on a window by window basis over the sample stream.
Ithas no knowledgeof the nature of the specific message to be encoded. It merely indexesinto a bit stream, and encodes
as manyof those bits as possible into a given sample window, using a map determined by the given masks.
[0073] The value of encoding information into a single window in the sample stream using such an apparatus may
not be inherently apparentuntil one examines the manner in which such information will be used. The protocol discussed
in this section details how messages which exceed the encoding capacity of a single sample window (128 samples)
may be assembled from smaller pieces encodedin the individual windows and used to defend copyrights in an online
situation.

[0074] An average of 64 bits can be encoded into each window, which equals only 8 bytes. Messageslarger than 8
bytes can be encoded by simply dividing the messages up and encoding small portions into a string of consecutive
windowsin the sample stream. Since the keys determine exactly how manybits will be encoded per window, and an
element of randomnessis desirable, as opposed to perfect predictability, one cannot be certain exactly how manybits
are encodedinto each window.

[0075] The start of each message is marked by a special start of message delimeter, which, as discussed aboveis
1024 bits, or 128 bytes. Therefore, if precisely 8 bytes are encoded per window, the first 16 windows of any useable
messagein the system described here are reserved for the start of message delimeter. For the encoder, this scheme
presentslittle challenge. It simply designates the first sample window in the stream to be window 0, and proceeds to
encode the message delimeter, bit-by-bit into each consecutive window. As soon asit has processedthelastbit of the
SOM delimeter it continues by encoding 32 bits representing the size, in bytes of the complete messageto follow. Once
the 32nd and final bit of the size is encoded, the messageitself is encoded into each consecutive window,onebit ata
time. Some windows may contain more encoded bits then others, as dictated by the masks. As the encoder processes
each windowin the contentit increments its window counter. It uses this counter to index into the window mask.If the

numberof windows required to encode a complete messageis greater than the size of this mask, 256 bits in this case,
or 256 windows, then it simply resets the counter after window 255, and so on, until a complete message is encoded.
It can then start over, or start on a new message.
[0076] The decoder has a bigger challenge to face. The decoder is given a set of masks, just like encoder. Unlike the
encoder, the decoder cannotbe surethatthe first series of 128 samplesit receives are the windowOstart of message,
encoded by the decoder. The sample stream originally produced by an encoder may have been edited byclipping its
ends randomlyorsplicing pieces together. In that case, the particular copy of the messagethat was clipped is unrecov-
erable. The decoder has the start of message delimeter used to encode the messagethat the decoderis looking for. In
the initial state, the decoder assumesthefirst window it gets is window 0. It then decodes the proper numberofbits
dictated by the masks it was given. It compares these bits to the corresponding bits of the start of message delimeter.
If they match, the decoder assumesitis still aligned, increments the window counter and continues. If the bits do not
match, the decoder knowsit is not aligned. In this case, it shifts one more sample onto the end of the sample buffer,
discarding the first sample, and starts over. The window counter is set to 0. The decoder searches one sampleat a time
for an alignment lock. The decoderproceedsin this manneruntil it has decoded a complete matchto the start of message
delimeteror it exhausts the sample stream without decoding a message.If the decoder can match completely the start
of message delimeter bit sequence, it switches into aligned mode. The decoder will now advance through the sample
stream a full window at a time (128 samples). It proceeds until it has the 32 bits specifying the message size. This
generally won't occupy more than 1 complete window. When the decoderhas locked onto the start of message delimeter
and decoded the messagesize, it can now proceed to decode as many consecutive additional windows as necessary
until it has decoded a complete message. Onceit has decoded a complete message,the state of the decoder can be
reset to unsynchronized andthe entire process can be repeatedstarting with the next 128 sample window.In this manner
it is not absolutely necessary that encoding windows be contiguous in the sample stream. The decoderis capable of
handling random intervals between the end of one message and the start of another.
[0077] It is important to note that the circuit for encoding and decoding a sample window does not need to be aware
of the nature of the message,or of any structure beyond the start of message delimeter and messagesize.It only needs
to consider a single sample window,its own state (whether the decoder is misaligned, synchronizing, or synchronized)
and whatbits to encode/decode.

[0078] Given that the stega-cipher apparatus allows for the encoding and decoding of arbitrary messagesin this
manner, how canit be used to protect copyrights?
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[0079] The most important aspect of the stega-cipherin this respect is that fact that it makes the messageintegral
with the content, and difficult to remove. So it cannot be eliminated simply by removing certain information prepended
or appended to the sample stream itself. In fact, removing an arbitrary chunk of samples will not generally defeat the
stega-ciphereither.
[0080] Given that some information can be thus integrated with the content itself, the question is then how bestto
take advantage of this arrangementin order to protect copyrights.
[0081] The following protocol details how the stega-cipherwill be exploited to protect copyrights in the digital domain.
[0082] In atransaction involving the transfer of digitized content, there are at least 3 functions involved:
[0083] The Authority is a trusted arbitrator between the two other functionslisted below, representing parties who
actually engage in the transfer of the content. The Authority maintains a database containing information on the particular
piece of content itself and who the two parties engagedin transferring the content are. The Authority can perform stega-
cipher encoding and decoding on content.
[0084] The Publisher, or online distributor is the entity which is sending the copyrighted content to another party. The
Publisher can perform stega-cipher encoding and decoding on content.
[0085] The Consumer is the person or entity receiving the copyrighted content, generally in exchange for some con-
sideration such as money. The consumer cannot generally perform stega-cipher encoding or decoding on content.
[0086] Each oftheseparties can participate ina message exchangeprotocol using well known public-key cryptographic
techniques. Forinstance, asystem licensing RSA public key algorithms might be used for signed and encrypted message
exchange. This meansthat each party maintains a public key / private key pair, and that the public keys of each party
are freely available to any other party. Generally, the Authority communicates via electronic links directly only to the
Publisher and the Consumer communicates directly only with the publisher.
[0087] Belowis an example of how the protocol operates from the time a piece of content enters an electronic distribution
system to the timeit is delivered to a Consumer.
[0088] Acopyright holder (an independentartist, music publisher, movie studio, etc.) wishes to retail a particulartitle
online. For instance, Sire Records Company might wish to distribute the latest single from Seal, one of their musical
artists, online. Sire delivers a master copy of this single, "Prayer for the Dying", to the Authority, Ethical Inc. Ethical
converts the title into a format suitable for electronic distribution. This may involve digitizing an analog recording. The
title has now become contentin the context of this online distribution system. The title is not yet available to anyone
exceptEthical Inc., and has not yet been encodedwith the stega-cipher watermark. Ethical generatesa Title Identification
and Authentication (TIA) certificate. The certificate could be in any format. In this exampleit is a short text file, readable
with a small word-processing program, which contains information identifying

the title
the artist

the copyright holder
the body to which royalties should be paid
general terms for publishers’ distribution
any other information helpful in identifying this content

[0089] Ethical then signs the TIA with its own private key, and encrypts the TIA certificate plus its signature with its
own public key. Thus, the Ethical can decrypt the TIA certificate at a later time and know that it generated the message
and that the contents of the message have not been changedsince generation.
[0090] Sire Records, which ultimately controls distribution of the content, communicatesto the Ethical a specific online
Publisher that is to havethe right of distribution of this content. For instance, Joe’s Online Emporium. The Authority,
Ethical Inc. can transmit a short agreement, the Distribution Agreementto the Publisher, Joe’s Online Emporium whichlists

the contenttitle

the publisher's identification
the terms of distribution

any consideration paid for the right to distribute the content
a brief statement of agreementwith all terms listed above

[0091] The Publisher receives this agreement, and signs it using its private key. Thus, any party with accessto the
Joe’s Online Emporium’s public key could verify that the Joe’s signed the agreement, and that the agreement has not
been changedsince Joe’s signed it. The Publisher transmits the signed Distribution Agreementto the Authority, Ethical
Inc.

[0092] Ethical Inc. now combines the signed TIA certificate and the Distribution Agreementinto a single message,
and signs the entire message using its private key. Ethical has now created a Publisher Identification message to go
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into its own stega-cipher channel in the content. Ethical Inc. now generates new stega-cipher masks and encodesthis
message into a copy of the content using a stega-cipher encoder. The Authority saves the masks as a Receipt in a
database, along with information on the details of the transfer, including thetitle, artist and publisher.
[0093] Ethical then transfers this watermarked copyto the Joe’s Online Emporium, the Publisher. Well known encryption
methods could be usedto protect the transfer between the Authority and the Publisher. The Authority may now destroy
its copy, which the Publisher has received. The Publisher, Joe’s Online Emporium now assumesresponsibility for any
copies madeto its version of the content, which is a Publisher Master copy.
[0094] Finally, the Consumer, John Q. Public wishes to purchase a copyof the content from Joe's Online Emporium.
Joe’s Emporium sends the John Q.Public a short agreementvia an electronic communicationlink, similar to Publisher's
Distribution Agreement,only this is a Purchase Agreement, whichlists

the contenttitle
consumer identification
the terms of distribution

the consideration pas for the content
a brief statement of agreementwith the terms above

[0095] John Q. Public signs this agreement with his private key and returns it to the Joe’s Online Emporium. The
Publisher, Joe’s prepares to encode its own stega-cipher watermark onto a copy of the content by generating a set of
masksfor the algorithm. Joe’s Online Emporium then stores these masks(a receipt) in its own database, indexed by
title and consumer. Joe’s Online Emporium signs the agreement received from John Q. Public with the Emporium’s own
private key, and forwardsit to the Authority, Ethical Inc., along with a copy of the masks. It is important to note that this
communication should be done over a secured channel. The Authority verifies the Publisher and Consumer information
and adds its own signature to the end of the message, approving the transaction, creating a Contract of Sale. The
Authority adds the Publisher's receipt (mask set) to its database, indexed bythetitle, the publisher, and the consumer
identification. The Authority signs the Contract of Sale by encryptingitwith their private key. So anyone with the Authority's
public key (any Publisher) could decrypt the Contract of Sale and verify it, once it was extracted from the content. The
Publisher then transmits the signed Contract of Sale back to the Publisher, who uses a stega-cipher device to imprint
this Contract as its own watermark over the content. The Publisher then transmits the newly watermarked copy to the
Consumer, who is accepting responsibility for it. The Publisher destroys their version of the consumer’s copy.
[0096]_If this procedureis followed for all content distribution within such an online system then it should be possible
for the Authority to identify the ownerof a piece of content which appears to be unauthorized. The Authority could simply
try its database of stega-cipher keys to decode the watermarkin the content in question. For instance,if a copy of Seal’s
latest single originally distributed with stega-cipher watermarks showed up on an Internetftp site the Authority should
be able to extract a TIA Certificate and Distribution Agreement or a Contract of Sale identifying the responsible party. If
a Publisher sold this particular copy to a Consumer,that particular publisher should be able to extract a Contract of Sale,
which places responsibility with the Consumer. This is not a time critical application, so even if it takes days or weeks,
it is still worthwhile.

[0097] Ina modification to the protocol discussed above, each Publisher might act as its own Authority. However,in
the context of online services, this could open avenues of fraud committed by the collusion of certain Publishers and
Consumers. Using an Authority, or one of several available Authorities to keep records of Publisher-Consumertrans-
actions andverify their details decreases the likelihood of such events.
[0098] It should also be obvious that a similar watermarking system could be used byanindividual entity to watermark
its own content for its own purposes, wetheronline or in physical media. Forinstance, aCD manufacturer could incorporate
unique stega-cipher watermarks into specific batches of its compact discs to identify the source of a pirate ring, or to
identify unauthorized digital copies made from its discs. This is possible because the stega-cipher encoding works with
the existing formats of digital samples and does not add any newstructures to the sample data that cannot be handled
on electronic or mechanical systems which predate the stega-cipher.

VI. Increasing Confidence in the Stega-Cipher

[0099] The addition of a special pre-encoding process can make stega-ciphercertificates even more secure and
undeniable. Hash values maybe incorporated which match exactly the content containing the watermarkto the message
in the watermarkitself. This allows us a verification that the watermark decoded was encoded by whomever signedit
into this precise location in this specific content.
[0100] Suppose one wants to use a 256bit (82 byte) hash value which is calculated with a secure one-way hash
function over each sample in each sample window that will contain the message. The hashstarts with a seed value,
and each sample that would be processed by the encoder when encoding the messageis incorporated into the hash
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as it is processed. The result is a 256 bit number one can be highly confident is unique, or sufficiently rare to make
intentionally duplicating it with another series of samplesdifficult.
[0101] Itis important that the hash function be insensitive to any changesin the samples induced by the stega-cipher
itself. For instance, one might ignore the least significant bit of each sample when computing the hash function, if the
stega-cipher was implemented using a least significant bit encode mode.
[0102] Based on the size of the non-hash message, one knows the hash-inclusive message requires 32 more bytes
of space. One can now calculate the size of a signed encrypted copyof this message by signing and encrypting exactly
as many random bytes as are in the message, and measuring the size of the output in bytes. One now knowsthe size
of the message to be encoded. One can pre-process the sample stream asfollows.
[0103] Proceed through the stega-cipher encode loop as described in the claims. Instead of encoding, however,
calculate hash values for each window series whichwill contain the message, as each sample is processed. At the end
of each instance of "encoding" take the resultant hash value and useit to create a unique copy of the message which
includes the hash value particular to the series of sample windowsthat will be used to encode the message. Sign and
encrypt this copy of the message, and saveit for encoding in the same place in the sample stream.
[0104] Amemoryefficient version of this scheme could keep on hand the un-hashed message,and as it creates each
new copy, back up in the sample stream to the first windowin the series and actually encode each message, disposing
of it afterwards.

[0105] The important result is evident on decoding. The decoding party can calculate the same hash used to encode
the messagefor themselves, but on the encoded samples.If the value calculated by the decoding party does not match
the value contained in the signed message, the decoderis alerted to the fact that this watermark was transplanted from
somewhereelse. This is possible only with a hash function which ignores the changes madeby the stega-cipher after
the hash in the watermark was generated.
[0106] This scheme makesit impossible to transplant watermarks, even with the keys to the stega-cipher.

Appendix - Psuedo-code

[0107]

const int WINDOW RESET = 256;
const int WINDOW_SIZE = 128;
const int MARKER_BITS = 1024;
congsl. int. CHUNK_BTTS = 2048 * 8;

int window_offset;
int msg_bit_offsez;
int frequency_offset;
Boolean useCell;

/* 8 bits per bye, 1 cyte per char */
unsiqned char frequency_mask _WINDOW_SIZE/8];
unsiqned char window_mask [WINDOW_RESET/8];
unsiqned char msg_start_marker _MARKER_BITS/&];
unsigned char msg_eidmarker MARKER_BTTS/8] ;
Intlé amplitude_samolesuffer |WINDOW_SIZE];
floal. power_frequency_buller W NDOW_STAF] 7
unsigned char message_buffer CHUNK_BITS/8];

void doFFT(Int16 *amp_sample_buffer, float *powex_freq_buffer, int size);
void dolInverseFFT(Intlé *amp_sample_butfer, Float *power_freq_cuffer,int sizei;
void initialize();
Bit getBit(unsigned cnar *buffer,int bitoffset);
Boolean map(Bit window_sit, Bit banc_bit, int window, ini frequency);
Boolean getSamples(Int16 *arplitucae_seample_buffer,int samples);
void encode ¢)

void initialize()
{

/* message to be encoded is genereted */
/* message is prefixed with 1C24 bit msg_start_marxer */
/* message is suffixed with 1024 bit msgq_end _marker */
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/* cremaining space at end of messege buffer padded witn randem bits */
window_offset = 0;
msq_bit_offset = 9;
Prequency_offseal. = 0;
frequencymask loaded
window_mask loaded
zeroAmpSamplesuffer();

Boolean getSamples(Int16 *buffer,int samples)

 

{
/* get samples number of samples end shift them contiquously inte the sample

buffer from right te left*/
if (samples < samples ava’ lable)

relurn al
else

return true;
}

void doFfFT(Inti6é *samele buffer, float *spectrum buffer, int size)
{

calculate FFT on sarple_buffer, or size samples
store result in scectrum buffer

void dolnverseFFT(Intlé *sarple_buffer,float *spectrum_buffer,int size)
{

calculate inverse FFT or spectrum_buffer
store result in sarpe_buffer

Bit getBit(unsigned cnar *buffer in bitoffset)
{

returns valac of specifica bit in specificd buffer
eilher O or 1, could use Boolean (lrue/ alse) values for bil. sel. af bil. of 7

Boolean map(Bit window_sit.Bit bard_bit,int window, in=z frequency
{

/* this is the function that mekes the information difficult to find */
/* the inputs windew bit ard band bit depend only on the mask va_ues

used for encoding the information, they are 1) randor, 2) secret */
  are ws /* window and frequency vali ad add time and frequency bana dependent

eomolexity to this function */
/* Ihis Cunclion is equivalent bo a Boolean Lrulh caole wilh window* Prequenay 4
possible inout corbinatiors and 2 possible outpur*/
/* for any insut corbinatior, the output is either true or false */
/* window ranges from 0 te WLNDOW_RESHT -1L */
/* frequency ranges from C to WINDOW_SIZE -1 */
return calculated truth valve

}

void encodeBit (float *snectrum_buffer,int freq_offset,Biz TheBit)
{

f* modifies whe value of Lhe cell in spealrum_buffer, iadexead by Proeq_offseal
in a manner that distinguishes each of the 2 possible va_ves of theBit,
lor 9

«/
/* suggested metnod cf setting the Least Significanz= bit of the cell == theBit */
/* alternative metnod cf rourding the value of the cell ucward cr downward to

certain fracticna_ values proposed
i.e. <= .5 fractional remainder siqnifies 0, > .5 fraction remainder

signifies 1

13
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*/

void encode ¢)

initialize();

do f
if (getSamples (amclitude_sample_bu=fer! -—-— false)

return

doFFT(amplitude_sample buffer, power_frequency_buffer,WINDCW_SIZE};

Tor (Peaquanayof Psel. = O07 Precuaney_of “sel. < WTNDOW_STAR;
“requencyof fsel.++) {

useCell — map(getbit (window_méesk,window_offset),
getBit (frequency_mask, frequency-offset},
wirdow_ofiset, frequency_offset);

if (useCell == true; [{
encedeBit (power_*requency_buffer,frequency_offset,

getBit (message_butfer,msq_bit_offset));
moasesage_bil__offsel. ++;

lof fsel. == MESSAGERTTS) {
initialize(i;

if fCrsg_k 

break; /* exit frequency loop */

}
doInversellT(amplitude samp_e buffer,power frequency buffer,

WINDOWSIZE);

output Samples (ametitude_sample_butfer});

window_offsezt+t+;
Lf (window_offset—-WLNDOW_RESE'T) {

window_offset = C;

}while (true);

[0108] The encode() procedure processes an input sample stream using the specified frequency and window masks
as well as a pre-formatted message to encode.
[0109] encode() processes the sample stream in windows of WINDOW_SIZE samples, contiguously distributed in the
sample stream, so it advances WINDOW_SIZE samplesat a time.
[0110] Foreach sample window, encode()first compute the FFTof the window,yielding its Power Spectrum Estimation.
For each of these window PSEs, encode() then uses the map() function to determine where in each PSE to enccde the
bits of the message, whichit reads from the message buffer, on ebit at a time. Each time map() returns true, encode()
consumes another sample from the message.
[0111] After each window is encoded, encode() computes the inverse FFT on the PSEto generate a modified sample
window, which is then output as the modified signal. It is important the sample windows NOToverlap in the sample
stream, since this would potentially damage the proceeding encoding windowsin the stream.
[0112] Once the messageis entirely encoded, including its special end of message markerbit stream, encode() resets
it internal variables to begin encoding the message once more in the next window, encode() proceeds in this manner
until the input sample stream is exhausted.

enum [{
Synchronizing,
Locked
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} 7 /* decode states */
unsiqned char message_end_buffer _MARKER_BITS];

Bil. decodaBil.(Ploal *speaclrunm_buffer, int Creqg_loffsal
{

/* veads the value of the cell in spectrum_buffer, indexed by frec
in a manner that distinguishes each of the 2 cossible va_ues
encoded cit, 2 or C

*/
/* suggested metnod cf testing the Least Significan= cit of the cell */
/* alternative method cf checking the value of the cell versus certain frectional

remainders proposed.
i.c. <= .5 fractional remainder significs 0, > .5 fraction remainder

signifies 7
x/
return either 1 or 0 as appropriete

Boolean decode ()
{

/* Initialization */
state = Synenronizing
window_offset = 9;
sol. Proquencay mask
sel. window mask

clear sample buffer
int nextSamples —- 1;
int msg_start_offset = 0;
clear message_end_buffer
Bit aBit;
Boolean bizstqual;
do {

if (state = Synchrorizing) {
nexlSarples= 1;
window_offset = Q;

}
else

nextSarples — WINDOW_SIZE:

Lif(getSamecles(amplituce sample buffer) == false)
return fa_se;

doFFT (ameutude_sample_buffer,power_frequency_s
WINDOW_SIZE}; /*2*/

 iffer, 

for (frequency_coffset = 0; frequency_offsez < WINDOW_SIZE;
frequency_offset—ti{

useCel_ — map(getBil (window_mask,window_offset),
getBit (frequency_mask, frequency_offset),
wincow offset, frequency offset);

if (useCe_l == truc {
aBit = decodeBit (power_frequency_buffer,

Peoequenay_of fseal.);7

 
 

continue;
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message bit offset);
if(!bitsEqueal) (

messagqe_bit_offset = 0;
 mi igned = Lruc;

breek; /* exil, frequency loop */

—— MARKERBIS}else i=(messa
state = Locked;

@ ov ms

Qct
o mh mh an o ct

else f
/* locked onto encoded stream */
skift aBit into right side of message_enc_buffer
biteEqual = comparcBits (message_end_butter,

meg_lend_mackar MARKFRR_2TTS) ;
{ (oi lsRqual)

return true;

} while (crue);

[0113] The decode() procedure scans an input sample stream using specified window and frequency masks,until it
either decodes a valid message block, storing it in a message buffer, or exhausts the sample stream.
[0114] The decode() procedurestarts in state Synchronizing, in which it does not Know where in the sample stream
the encoding windowsare aligned. The procedure advances the sample window through the sample stream one sample
at atime, performing the FFT calculation on each window, and attempting to decode valid messagebits from the window.
Asit extracts each bit using the map() function, the decode() procedure comparesthese bits against the start of message
marker. As soon as a mismatchis detected, the decode() procedure knowsit is not yet properly aligned to an encoding
window, and immediately ceases decoding bits from the current window and movesto the next window,offset by 1
sample. The decode() procedure continues in this manner until it matches successfully the complete bitstream of a start
of message marker. At this point the decode() procedure assumesit is aligned to an encoded message and can then
decodebits to the message buffer quickly, advancing the sample window fully at each iterations. It is now in Locked
mode. For eachbit it stores in the message buffer when in Locked mode, the decode() procedure also shifts the same
bit value into the least significant bit of the message_end_buffer. After each bit is decoded in Locked mode, the decode
() procedure checks compares the message_end_buffer with the msg_end_markerin a bit by bit manner. When a
complete match is found, decode() is finished and returnstrue. If the sample stream is exhausted before this occurs,
decode() returnsfalse. If decode() returns true, a valid messageis stored in the message buffer, including the start and
end of message markers.

Claims

1. A method for identifying content with a steganographic cipher process, said process using a steganographic tech-
nique of hiding additional information including a watermark in combination with a cryptographic technique of multiple
keys, comprising the steps of:

a) receiving content that has been steganographically encoded with additional information for identifying the
content, wherein the encoding is controlled using at least one of the multiple keys;
b) acquiring at least one of the multiple keys to be used for decoding;
c) using the steganographic cipher processto locate the additional information by using the at least one of the
acquired keys;
d) using the steganographic cipher process to extract the located additional information from the content.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the additional information includes at least one selected from the group
consisting of: the title of the encoded content, the artist of the encoded content, terms of distribution of the encoded
content, rights ownership identification, authorship identification of the content, publication rights of the encoded
content, ownership identification of the encoded content, and an audit trail of the encoded content.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the additional information includes at least one selected from the group
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consisting of: information for enabling use of the encoded content, meterware information for the use of the encoded
content, pay-by-use information for the use of the encoded content, and payment information for access to the
encoded content.

4. The method according to claim 1 wherein the additional information is encoded in at least two locations of the
content; and the method further comprising the step of:

e) using said steganographic cipher process to locate and extract said additional information from at least one
of the two locations of the content.

5. The method according toclaim 1, wherein said additional information does not perceptibly affect the encoded content.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the encoded content comprisesat least one selected from the following
group consisting of: an analog waveform,a digital sample stream, and a compressed copyof the encoded content.

7. The method according to claim 1 wherein the watermark includes an encodehashofat least a portion of the content
and wherein the method comprises the step of e) generating a decode hashofat least a portion of the content and
comparing said encode hash to said decode hash.

8. The method according to claim 1 wherein:

the watermarkincludes an encodehashofat least a portion of the content that contains the watermark, wherein
the encode hashis insensitive to encoding the watermarkinto the content and further generating a decode hash
of at least a portion of the content that contains the watermark and comparing said encode hash to said decode
hash.

9. The method according to claim 1 wherein:

the additional information contains a signed or encrypted watermark thatis insensitive to said steganographic
encoding process.

Patentanspriche

1. Verfahren zum Identifizieren von Inhalt durch einen steganografischen VerschiUsselungsprozess,indem eine Stega-
nografietechnik zum Verbergen von Zusatzinformation,die ein digitales Wasserzeichen enthalt, in Kombination mit
einer Kryptografietechnik mit mehreren SchlUsseln verwendet wird, wobei das Verfahren die Schritte aufweist:

a) Empfangenvon Inhalt, der steganografisch mit Zusatzinformation zum Identifizieren des Inhalts codiert wor-
den ist, wobei die Codierung unter Verwendung mindestens eines der mehreren Schlussel gesteuert wird;
b) Erfassen mindestens eines der mehreren Schlussel fur eine Decodierung;
c) Verwendendessteganografischen Verschlisselungsprozesses zum Lokalisieren der Zusatzinformation unter
Verwendung des mindestens einen erfassten Schlussels;
d) Verwendendes steganografischen VerschiUsselungsprozesses zum Extrahieren der lokalisierten Zusatzin-
formation vom Inhalt.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Zusatzinformation mindestens eines der folgenden Elemente aufweist: den
Titel des codierten Inhalts, den Verfasser des codierten Inhalts, Verteilungsregeln des codierten Inhalts, eine Recht-
einhaberschaftidentifizierung, eine Urheberschaftidentifizierung des Inhalts, Publikationsrechte des codierten |n-
halts, eine Eigentumsrechtidentifizierung des codierten Inhalts und den Priifpfad oder Audit Trail des codierten
Inhalts.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Zusatzinformation mindestens eines der folgenden Elemente aufweist: In-
formation fir die Freigabe der Nutzung des codierten Inhalts, Zahlwert-Information far die Verwendung des codierten
Inhalts; Information Gber Zahlungen fur die Verwendung des codierten Inhalts und Zahlungsinformation fur einen
Zugriff auf die codierte Information.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Zusatzinformation an mindestens zwei Stellen des Inhalts codiert ist; und
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wobei das Verfahren ferner den Schritt aufweist:

e) Verwenden des steganografischen Verschlisselungsprozesses zum Lokalisieren und Extrahieren der Zu-
satzinformation von mindestens einer der beiden Stellen des Inhalts.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Zusatzinformation den codierten Inhalt nicht wahrnehmbarbeeinflusst.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei der codierte Inhalt mindestens eines der Elemente aufweist: eine analoge Wel-
lenform, einen digitalisierten Datenstrom und eine komprimierte Kopie des codierten Inhalts.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Wasserzeichen eine Codierungs-Prifung mindestenseines Teils des Inhalts
aufweist, und wobei das Verfahren den Schritt e) zum Erzeugen einer Decodierungs-Priifung mindestens eines
Teils des Inhalts und Vergleichen der Codierungs-Priifung mit der Decodierungs-Prifung aufweist.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei
das Wasserzeichen eine Codierungs-Prufung mindestens eines Teils des Inhalts aufweist, der das Wasserzeichen
enthalt, wobei die Codierungs-Prufung beziglich der Codierung des Wasserzeichensin den Inhalt unempfindlich
ist, und wobei das Verfahren ferner die Schritte zum Erzeugen einer Decodierungs-Prifung mindestens eines Teils
des Inhalts, der das Wasserzeichen enthalt, und das Vergleichen der Codierungs-Prifung mit der Decodierungs-
Prifung aufweist.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Zusatzinformation ein signiertes oder verschliisseltes Wasserzeichen enthalt,
das beziglich des steganografischen Codierprozesses unempfindlichist.

Revendications

1. Un procédé pour identifier un contenu avec un processusde chiffrement stéganographique, ce processusutilisant
une technique stéganographique pour cacherde l'information supplémentaire incluant un filigrane numérique en
combinaison avec une technique cryptographique a clés multiples, comprenant les étapes suivantes:

a) recevoir un contenu qui a été codé de fagon stéganographique avec une information supplémentaire pour
identifier le contenu, le codage étant commandéenutilisant au moins une des clés multiples;
b) acquérir au moins une des clés multiples a utiliser pour le décodage;
c) utiliser le processus de chiffrement stéganographique pour localiser l'information supplémentaire en utilisant
l'au moins une des clés acquises;
d) utiliser le processus de chiffrement stéganographique pour extraire du contenu l'information supplémentaire
localisée.

2. Le procédé selonla revendication 1, dans lequel l'information supplémentaire comprend au moins une information
sélectionnée dans le groupe comprenant: le titre du contenu codé, l’artiste du contenu codé, des conditions de
distribution du contenu codé, une identification de propriété de droits, une identification d’auteur du contenu, des
droits de publication du contenu codé, une identification de propriété du contenu codé, et une trace de contrdéle du
contenu codé.

3. Le procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l'information supplémentaire comprend au moins une information
sélectionnée dans le groupe comprenant: une information pour permettre l'utilisation du contenu codé,une infor-
mation de compteur pour l'utilisation du contenu, codé, une information de paiement en fonction de l'utilisation pour
l'utilisation du contenu codé,et une information de paiementpour l’accés au contenu codé.

4. Le procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l'information supplémentaire est codée dans au moins deux
emplacements du contenu; et le procédé comprenanten outre |’étape suivante:

e) utiliser le processus de chiffrement stéganographique pour localiser et extraire l'information supplémentaire
a partir d’au moins un des deux emplacements du contenu.

5. Le procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l'information supplémentaire n’affecte pas de fagon perceptible le
contenu codé.
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6. Le procédé selon la revendication 5, dans lequel le contenu codé comprend au moins un contenu sélectionné dans
le groupe suivant consistant en : une forme d’onde analogique, un train d’échantillons numériques, et une copie
compressée du contenu codé.

7. Le procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le filigrane numérique comprend une valeur de hachage de codage
d’au moins une partie du contenu, et dans lequel le procédé comprend I'étape suivante:

e) générer une valeur de hachage de décodage d’au moins une partie du contenu et comparerla valeur de
hachage de codage avecla valeur de hachage de décodage.

8. Le procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel:

le filigrane numérique comprend une valeur de hachage de codage d’au moins une partie du contenu quicontient
le filigrane numérique, dans lequel la valeur de hachage de codage est insensible au codage du filigrane
numérique dans le contenu, et on génére en outre une valeur de hachage de décodage d’au moins une partie
du contenu qui contientle filigrane numérique et on compare la valeur de hachage de codage avec la valeur
de hachage de décodage.

9. Le procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
l'information supplémentaire contient un filigrane numérique signé ou chiffré qui est insensible au processus de
codage stéganographique.
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DIGITAL. INFORMATION COMMODITIES EXCHANGE

WITH VIRTUAL MENUING

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to an

information network and menuing system, and more

particularly to a digital information exchange system
(DICE) where users can send and receive multiple types of
data with a virtual menu.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A multitude of electronic bulletin boardsare in use

 

today. Such bulletin boards generally consist of a

particular type of data and are geared to a particular
market. Generally, a subscriber has an interest in a

particular subject, connects to a bulletin board

corresponding to that subject, and retrieves information

from it. Occasionally a subscriber may leave information

on a bulletin board, either for use by another subscriber

or to an administrator of the board. Generally, the flow
of information is downstream, i.e., from the board to the
subscriber.

For the purpose of this discussion, a person is

referred to as subscriber if they are receiving

information. A person or entity who is supplying
information is referred to as a publisher.

The current paradigm under which these bulletin

board systems operate requires that a subscriber own a

computer system with which to connect to the bulletin
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board. Such a computer system usually requires a CPU, a

keyboard, and a CRT or other display device. A

subscriber generally "downloads" information from the on-

line system's service to his or her private computer

system. The information is generally usable only within

the context of the computer system. Examples of such

information include executable computer software

(particular to certain types of computers) and data files

that are understood by programs which run on the

subscriber's computer and which contain information

(e.g., a graphical image or sound clip). It is very
@ifficult, at best, for a subscriber to use the

information received from the on-line system outside of

the bounds of a computer system.

Different commercial embodiments of electronic

bulletin boards vary in the types of digital data used.

However, they are similar in the direction of the flow of

data. For example, the Prodigy® and Compuserve® systems

are popular news and entertainment services. With the

exception of their electronic mail, shopping, and

billing, the flow of information is towards the

subscriber. Similarly, the Audio Archive in Syracuse,

New York, provides hundreds of thousands of downloadable

audio recordings to subscribers. The only information
sent upstream by the subscriber to the Archive is the
choice of recording.

Under present distribution systems, such as cable TV

networks, downstream flow is the norm. A cable

subscriber is simply presently incapable of sending the

same type and quantity of data in the reverse direction.

At best, current interactive cable systems in testing

stages allow for a minimal backchannel to allow

subscribers to send selection data to a collection or

centrally located video server device. With on-line

services such as Compuserve®, the parties involved in the

transaction are forced to store their data on
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Compuserve®'s computers. If Compuserve® computers went

off-line, so would all of its subscribers.

There are also a number of prior art patents

disclosing such a downstream, unidirectional flow of

data, e.g., U.S. Patent No. 5,132,992 to Yurt et al.,

U.S. Patent No. 4,326,289 to Dickinson, and U.S. Patent

No. 4,491,983 to Pinnow.

The above systems demonstrate a basic limitation of

the traditional digital communications system, namely,

the subscriber is limited to a particular library and is

limited to a particular data type. In addition, the

subscriber must access a library with a particular device

such as a computer, or with a subscriber interface module

(SIM).

There is a need for a system in which a vast number

of participants can act as providers as well as consumers

of data, in the manner of a commodities exchange. Such

a system would give rise to a much larger number of

producers of data than is presently available. This

could ultimately provide a wider range of information

topics available to information seekers and would provide
more of an information marketplace.

It would also be desirable and possible to provide

data for almost any and every interest. In essence, one

could provide a multimedia system in which all types of

digital data (music, text, moving video, virtual reality,

etc.) could be published and subsequently subscribed to

by consumers using their information or entertainment
system, and which could be.expanded to adapt to different

data types thereby further expanding the digital

information marketplace.

Such a system would be modular and provide that the

failure of any one unit would not preclude other

subscribers from making use of the system.

Three problems, at least, are addressed:

1. The difficulty encountered by individual
subscribers who wish to publish data, whether for
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commercial or private purposes, which are in part caused

by the paradigm of archive/download and implemented in
hub-oriented networks.

2. The limitation. imposed by current systems

wherein data addressed via the system is useless

(digitally) outside the system and/or SIM, either because

it has no meaning or because it cannot be easily
transferred out.

3. The slowness of data transfer across only one

transmission line. In particular, transmission times are

made faster by using parallel transmission techniques
across distinct transmission media.

The invention as disclosed and claimed further

includes details of the specific processing method for

-implementing an information service menu (for computers
andother similar devices) between the host device and a

remote client device connected by an arbitrary
telecommunications link.

The use of the disclosed menu invention represents

an improvement in the art in, e.g., the specific areas of

efficiency . of transmission and flexibility of
presentation.

The current state of the art in computer systems and

telecommunications technology includes rapidly

proliferating on-line services, remote operation and

navigation of information systems, to provide a remote
host or server which communicates via telecommunication

lines with various clients. One aspect of such systems,

from modern graphical interfaces to ASCII-only

technologies, is the use of menus to facilitate

interaction between the host and the users of the client

machines. Typically, a menu has a list of items,

characterized by an ASCII text label for each, which
provides an intuitive description of the choices

available to a user. The selection of such an iten,

which may be associated with a fixed numeral to provide

a shorthand method of identifying it, is communicated
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from the client to the host which then causes some action

associated with the item in question to take place. In

the context of a graphical user interface, such as

Windows or the Macintosh OS, various embellishments such

as special fonts or icons may be added to the

presentation of such menus, and the display of the menu

as a whole may be packaged into some graphical enclosure

construct in order to separate menu items from

surrounding information.

_ Menus can furthermore be hierarchical. That is,

they may contain items which themselves represent
submenus.

A typical example of such a menuing system is that

used by the on-line service America On-Line (AOL). AOL

has two basic types of menus. In particular, AOL

presents various screens having several icons (graphical

devices used in place of traditional text labels). To
select an item, the user clicks on an icon with a

graphical pointing device such as a mouse. Although this
looks much different from a traditional text based menu,

it implements the same function. By clicking on the
various icons, the user can navigate to various content-

specific areas of the host information system in a

trigger action such as query processing or the inputting

of additional information from the user. In addition,

and often in combination with the icon-based menu, AOL
also uses more traditional text-based menus.

One problem encountered with systems like AOL is

that menus are typically of unpredictable length as they

May change with added content and very often they are

quite long. This may prove a liability if the
communications medium between client and host is

bandwidth limited. A noticeable delay occurs should the

entire menu be sent from the host to the client. AOL

works around this limitation by only transmitting only a

portion of a long menu at a time. Thus, a long menu may
be broken into several shorter chunks. Additional chunks
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are sent only when the user attempts to navigate past the
last item received. AOL also works around the platform-

specific issues by arranging the storage of frequently

used platform-specific icons and other such information

with its client-local interface on the client. One way

ef accomplishing this is the use of coded information in

the stream of host to client which specifies an icon to

look up in the client's data base. The client software

determines it does not have the item, it asks the host to

send it, at which time it is added to the client data
base for future use and displayed accordingly.

This system also has several limitations. First, a

user must often endure the delay should they wish to
access a menu item at the end of a long menu. They must

wait patiently as each chunk is downloaded in turn. They

receive no direct indication as to how many more items
they must transverse to reach the end of a menu, or how

many more chunks must be downloaded. Second, should a
user navigate to the end of a long menu, the entire menu

is now in memory at the client, although the user may
only be interested in a single item. On current PC

platforms, the amount of memory occupied by a menu may
seem insignificant: compared to the total content, but in

smaller, portable devices, any memory optimization is

valuable. Third, the client is responsible for archiving

menu embellishments such as icons, which may occupy
valuable non-volatile storage space.

It is therefore an object of the present invention

to implement a menuing system which has the properties of

increased efficiency and having an information content

which is independent of the modality of which the content

will be presented. It is also desired to add contents

specific to modality, without restricting the usefulness
of the information stream as a whole. It is also an

object to send an information stream (such as a menu) to

a client running one of any number of different operating

systems with graphical interfaces, or even to a client
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who does not have the benefit of such a graphical

interface, and to have the stream interpreted correctly,

without the necessity of each client's platform-specific

software having to interpret information specific to

another platform. At the same time, the additional

information for use in the system should be available to

leverage any advantages inherent in the target system.

For instance, a menu to be received by a Macintosh might

contain information representing an icon associated with
each item, and a screen position at which to display the
icon, while this information would be useless to a non-

Macintosh platforn.

One benefit of such a system is that it can remove

a significant amount of processing necessary at the host

to deal efficiently with clients of varying platforms.
The same menu information stream could be sent to various

types of clients without the need to alter the

information stream according to the client. A minimal

level of functionality is guaranteed at the client, while

the host can opt to provide additional functionality in

the stream according to its resources (such as storage
space or processing speed) or lack of then.

Summary of the Invention

, The invention disclosed herein includes a method for

employing software to use a virtual menuing systen.

Specific implementation of those common computer

interface components such as menus is disclosed which

possesses the properties discussed above and as such

represents an improvement in the art.

The present invention is also directed to the

problem of developing a digital information commodities

exchange in which the data flow is bidirectional rather

than unidirectional and in which subscribers can exchange

information with each other through the system. A

subscriber could just as easily send the same type and

quantity of information as he can receive; thus, making
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them a publisher. The present invention is also directed

to the problem of accommodating different data types

within the same modular system, thus allowing for an

exchange of a virtually unlimited range of digital

commodities. In addition, the present invention provides

for the automated conversion and transfer of arbitrary

formats beyond the SIM.

The present invention removes the limitations of the

electronic bulletin boards described above in the

' following way. An exchange system is provided, but it is

not the ultimate source of any data itself. The exchange

system is simply a conduit through which users can

perform digital transactions. To further support the

development of a data marketplace, the exchange can

provide administrative functions such as billing. In

addition, transactions are not required to pass through

a particular publisher or exchange, therefore, allowing
any publisher and subscriber to also communicate

directly.

These digital transactions are facilitated by

modular expandable units (MEU) operated by publishers and

subscribers. A publisher makes a publication available

to the exchange. via the publisher's own modular

expandable unit. Likewise, a subscriber can then

subscribe to this publication, using his or her own

modular expandable unit, by contacting the exchange to

receive the desired publication. Those who wish to use

the system as publishers can attach electronic devices to

the system which can act as archives specific to the

information that the publishers wish to provide, on a

case by case basis. However, in no case would

subscribers be required to route their transactions

through devices belonging to any particular publisher.

Any such transaction (publication or subscription) may

result in charges to both or neither or either of the

parties involved. Because the system is a true bilateral

exchange, any supplier can be a subscriber and similarly
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any subscriber can be a supplier. The modular expandable

units enable the publisher/subscriber to upload and

download data in a variety of formats, such as music,

text, and computer programs (e.g., personal computer

programs, Nintendo programs, etc.) via their inherent

expandability. The modular expandable units are also

expandable with respect to the form of data transmission,

so as to accommodate telephone, satellite, electric power

lines, CATV, céllular or fiber optic communications.

In a DICE exchange network, if an MEU or general

archival device goes off-line, only that device and any
subscribers connected to it are affected. The affected

subscribers are immediately free to try to obtain the

desired data via another source, since their MEUs are

still fully functional. This is clearly an improvement
over the phone, cable, on-line, or digital packet

switching networks described in the prior art.

The MEUs enable users to upload or download data in

a variety of formats (such as music, text, computer

programs, graphics, Nintendo games, etc.) through their
expandable architecture. MEUs are electronic devices

‘characterized by an internal data bus, (or multiple
buses) connected to a multiplicity of expansion interface
slots. A specific protocol is used to move data between

a variety of expansion modules which may be connected to

the bus via the expansion interface slots. This protocol

is always the same no matter the specific circuitry of an
expansion module plugged into a slot. Each of these

modules, in turn, may be capable of converting data

received from the MEU's internal bus to a specific format

to be outputted from a plug, connector, or other external

interface (also part of the expansion module).

Similarly, the expansion module may receive data from an

external device via the external interface, convert it to

the MEU internal protocol, which then transmits it to

another distinct expansion module attached to the MEU's
bus (es).
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For example, MEU expansion modules can be made

available for each of the following data transmission

standards: NTSC Video, Optical Digital, Audio, Two-

channel Stereo, Audio, Appletalk, Ten Base-T Ethernet,

Thin Ethernet, Thick Ethernet, Token Range, Coaxial Cable

TV, Analog Cellular, TVMA Cellular, CVMA Cellular, and so

on. The idea is to establish an internal standard

capable of delivering a throughput sufficient for any

digital application, and then to provide translators for

any established standard deemed common enough to merit

inclusion. The MEU itself speaks none of those standards
internally, but merely moves raw data between one

standard and another, at the will of its users. in

short, the MEU is a device with an architecture that

makes no assumptions about what type of data it is

handling internally, but allows for additional

specialized circuitry to be added as easily as inserting

a bank card in an ATM machine, thus, providing an

expandability to other and new data transmission formats

as they gain acceptance, even though they may not have

existed when the MEU design was finished.

The MEU design also anticipates benefits from

multiprocessing. All data processing will occur in

microprocessors attached to the expansion modules. Each

expansion module may in fact house a complete,

encapsulated data processing environment, including

memory, microprocessors, and other special purpose IC's

like digital signal processors. MEUs with one or several

expansion modules containing microprocessors could take

advantage of multiple data buses and multiple

communication lines connected to the expansion modules'

external interfaces to break up a large chunk of data

into several smaller discrete component data chunks, and

transmit them simultaneously over several distinct lines

of communications, after which they may be reassembled

into a single coherent chunk of data by a similarly

equipped MEU which is receiving the data. This method of
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simultaneous transmission should be distinguished from

the parallel computer interface, which transmits

simultaneous bit streams over several distinct strands of

wire which are all bound together ina single cable. The

difference is that each of those bit streams are governed

by the same protocol and, if one wire breaks, any

transmission over this interface is impossible. The

method to be employed by MEUs splits a data stream over

multiple channels, each having its own protocol, possibly

distinct physical transport, and which may have distinct

protocols. If any one of the multiple channels fails,
the MEU can continue, simply by eliminating that channel
from consideration.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG 1 shows the layout of a small data exchange

network in accordance with an embodiment of the present

 

invention, as well as each consumer's intended use.

FIG 2 shows the implementation of a data exchange

system with three hubs. Several networks are attached to
each hub.

FIG 3 shows a typical publisher/subscriber

connection in an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG 4 shows a modular expandable unit, including its

‘base system, communications converters, and expansion

modules according to an embodiment of the present
invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The method and apparatus of the present invention

will be described using an example of a digital

information commodities exchange. However, the present

invention is not limited to the exchange of the specific

digital information described below.

In a digital information commodities exchange

operating according to the present invention, the

exchange commodity comprises digital information packets.
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The information, which can represent a variety of
different kinds of data, is encoded in a standard format

by an expandable modular unit operated by the

publisher/subscriber.

A commodities exchange includes a system capable of

performing at least four functions: receiving/storing
notification of the availability of a particular digital

information packet, receiving/storing a digital

information packet from a publisher, sending a digital

information packet to a subscriber, and maintaining
records of a subscriber and/or publisher transaction.

A publisher transmits a notification of the

availability of a digital information packet to the

exchange. The publisher may also notify subscribers

_@irectly of the availability of such information in a
variety of ways. The publisher can, for example,

advertise within the exchange itself or in any other
medium such as print (e.g. newspapers). A subscriber can

then request transmission of such a packet from the

publisher. This publish/subscribe transaction could
occur in real time, e.g., the subscriber could achieve

access to a live concert, or it could be separated in

time, e.g., a subscriber could access a video game that
had been published weeks or months earlier. In either

case, the publisher transmits the digital information

packet over the selected transmission medium to the

exchange. To perform the publication transmission, the

publisher is connected to the exchange system using a

modular expandablie unit (MEU) and over the transmission

medium of his or her choice. Likewise, the subscriber is

connected to the exchange using a modular expandable unit

and the medium of his or her choice. However, one MEU

can send information directly to another MEU without

being connected to the exchange over dedicated lines.

Furthermore, these lines do not have to be packet
switched.
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Upon receipt of a digital information packet from

the publisher, the exchange system can send the packet to

the requesting subscriber. The subscriber requests a
particular packet using a simple menu-driven process
jointly administered by the subscriber's modular

expandable unit and the exchange system. To receive the

transmission, the subscriber is also connected to the

exchange system through his or her own modular expandable
unit.

The exchange system includes a network of computers
(that may be geographically dispersed) and the
communications devices to send and receive various data

ever various media.

Fig. 1 exhibits a proposed embodiment where the

digital information commodities exchange is connected to
a number of publishers and subscribers. For the sake of

illustration only five users are shown. Element 1 is a

commodities exchange system which has the ability to
handle many simultaneous publication/subscription

sessions. Element 11 is a modular expandable unit of a
publisher of digital information packets. In this

instance the packets produced by publisher's unit 11
relate to audio data such as music. Element 12 is a

modular expandable unit of a home subscriber who can

receive data in a variety of forms, including text,
audio, video or computer program data. Element 13 is the

modular expandable unit of a user who intends to both

subscribe and publish digital information packets, in
particular audio information. Element 14 is the modular

expandable unit of a subscriber who intends to receive

music to dub onto his or her own home video tapes.

Finally, element 15 is the modular expandable unit of a

publisher of digital information packets for hand-held

computer games. Initially the publisher 11, using his or

her own modular expandable unit, contacts the exchange to

make a publication request and to register the

publication parameters: artist, title, pricing,
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marketing plan, etc. This is accomplished via point

selections from menus on the modular expandable unit

which is interacting with the exchange. At this point

the publisher may wait for a request from a subscriber.

Alternatively, depending on the storage capabilities of

the exchange, the publisher may wish to store his or her

publication on the exchange so that it would be

immediately available to subscribers. In this situation

a publication-recording session must occur. The

publisher 11 might have recorded the audio publication on

digital audio tape and would then play and transmit it to

the exchange via his or her modular expandable unit and

the transmission medium of his or her. choice.

Alternatively, the publisher may elect to transmit live

via an analog-to-digital conversion system to the

exchange. In either case the session would be played to

completion and stored on the exchange at an appropriate

address whereupon the publisher would indicate

termination by a signal from the modular exchange unit

and the exchange confirming the same.

The subscriber of element 14, after learning of the

newly available digital information packet, in this

example music, would then use his or her modular

expandable unit to make a subscription request to the

exchange, using the transmission medium he or she

prefers. Again, by moving through a series of menus that

refine his or her choices, the subscriber chooses the

desired music item. The first menu might list music as

one category of available packets, the second menu might

list styles of music, the third might list particular

artists, the fourth might list an artist's albums and the

fifth menu might be a list of the songs on a particular

album. A particular song, group of songs or an entire

album may be subscribed to as a single digital

information packet. |
After the subscriber has selected the particular

digital information packet which he or she would like to
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receive, the exchange 1 receives the request, notifies
the publisher's computer (or modular expandable unit)

that the digital information packet is to be transferred,

prepares the selection for transmission, confirms that

the subscriber's modular expandable unit is ready, and

proceeds to transmit the selected digital information

packet. The quality of this publication will depend on

the quality of the publisher's recording equipment and

likewise the quality of the subscription depends on the

subscriber's equipment.
FIG 2 exhibits a similar system as FIG 1, but on a

considerably larger scale. In this figure, several

different exchanges 1 are illustrated, each with an

arbitrary number of modular expandable units 13 attached

to it. This figure also illustrates that a single
exchange 1 can be connected to other exchanges 1, as well
as to other MEUs. In this way the network can spread in

a horizontal sense so as not to overburden a single
exchange with too many units 13. Also, the network can

spread in a vertical sense by nesting one exchange within

another. Note that this configuration allows the network

to incorporate and complement existing systems, such as
Compuserve®, etc.

As is evident in FIG 2, a distinguishing feature of

‘the exchange of the present invention and other exchanges
or networks lies in the administrative functions the

exchange performs. Each exchange has a user directory 41

and a digital information packet directory 42. Digital

information packet directory 42 does not contain the

actual packets themselves, but rather is a list of where

the packets are located on the exchange. The user

directory 41 is a list of which users are located at

which addresses on the exchange.: In contrast, networks

not of the present invention, denoted 50 in FIG 2, need

only have a user directory 41. This is because their

“digital information packets" are contained within their

central singular computer rather than distributed amongst
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many different digital commodities ‘brokers! 13.
Finally, it is important to note that user 13 is not

limited to those digital information packets located in

the directory 42 of his or her own particular exchange 1.

This is because a particular exchange 1 may also search

other exchanges throughout the system for a particular

requested digital information packet. This packet could

then be sent to the user in a manner completely analogous

to the transfer of a packet from a publisher to a

subscriber.
Although the best quality recording is stored ona

master tape originally made at the studio, exceptionally

high quality reproductions can be achieved after a

conversion to a compact disk standard format (CD). Thus,

it is likely that the publisher will upload the

reproduction from a compact disk. While a typical cD

Player would convert the data from a digital format to an

analog format béfore sending it to the amplifier, in this

case the signal could be removed from the CD player at 31

in a digital format and could be directed to the modular

expandable unit's expansion module in that same format.

The expansion module 32 provides the necessary connectors

to interface the CD player with the modular expandable

unit through the control unit 33. The modular expandable

unit can then provide any necessary data compression.

The signal can then be sent over a telephone line 5 via

a modem, with the modem also providing the necessary

conversion to an analog format. If, in the alternative,

a fiberoptic cable were employed, the data could remain

in digital format.

The maximum amount of information to be sent can be

calculated as follows. Using a band width of 3300 Hz and

a signal-to-noise ratio of 20 @B, it is estimated that a

telephone channel can handle about 22,000 bits of data

per second. Standard modems today have bit rates of up

to 19,200 bits per second. Use of an ISDN standard and

digital switches would allow a rate of up to 64,000 bits
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per second to be achieved. A compact disk player,

handling the audio frequency range of up to 20 kHz, and

taking into account the Nyquist frequency of the disk

player and the need for two channels for stereo sound,

would require about 80,000 bytes per second. The large

data rate mismatch would require, on the publisher's

side, a buffer 32, as depicted in FIG 3, to store data

prior to the data being sent over the telephone line.

The size of the buffer would depend on the length of the
digital information packet to be sent. Once the data is

buffered and sent over the telephone line, a buffer 23 on
the subscriber's side would restore the data to its

original rate. The data could then be stored in a

variety of forms. Each buffer 23 forms part of its

modular expandable unit. The expansion module 24 could

be equipped with both digital and analog outputs. The

digital output emerges directly from the moden. The

analog output is simply the digital output after

processing by a digital-to-analog converter. In the

present example, the signal can then be sent into either

a digital or analog input of a digital audio tape player.

In the course of buffering the data, compression

techniques can be used to speed the transfer. other

techniques, such as storing the data on RAM chips, can be

used to minimize the time necessary to maintain the

telephone connection. Additionally, if a fiberoptic link

is used to transfer the data, the wide band afforded by

the fiberoptic would allow the packet to be sent even

more expeditiously.

Publishers and subscribers can be connected to the

exchange system over any one of a variety of transmission

media 5. For example, they may choose to be connected to

the exchange system over private circuits, television

lines, the public switched telephone network, cellular.
communications, electric power lines, or even satellite

communications. Depending on the type and amount of data
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to be sent, some of the digital information packets could

be sent over one type of medium and simultaneously

another part could be sent over a different type of

medium. For example, if a movie were to be transmitted

to a subscriber, the audio portion of the movie contains

considerably less information than the video. Thus, the

telephone line, with its limited band width, is

sufficient to transmit the audio portion of the movie.

A higher band width transmission medium such as a

fiberoptic, a cable TV line, or a power line could be

used to transmit the video, thus allowing a more rapid

transfer of a digital information packet. The exchange

provides this versatility by being equipped with a large

variety of transmitters/receivers interfaced to many

types of transmission media.

The exchange system is capable of performing

administrative functions with respect to the

publication/subscription transactions. The exchange

system interacts with publishers and subscribers via

menu-driven software so that the users can easily perform

the desired transactions. The exchange system can also

maintain profiles of subscribers and their usage in such

a way that subscribers may be kept informed of newly

available digital information packets that may be of

particular interest. Publishers may be kept informed of
who is subscribing to their publications and any other

relevant market information. To support the exchange

system, transaction fees may be charged to either the

publisher, the subscriber, or both. Furthermore, the

exchange system can track the publications and

subscriptions so that either the exchange system or the

publisher can bill the subscriber for the price of the

digital information packets. The exchange can provide.

many options regarding the commercial aspects of the

digital information commodity exchange. For instance,

various price mechanisms can be supported. In this way

the subscriber can be charged less per packet for
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ordering a higher quantity of data, or alternatively can

be charged less for ordering a data reproduction of

lesser quality. For example, a video for use on standard

televisions would cost less than one for use on high-

definition televisions. Some publishers would pay to

have their publications subscribed to. An example might

be a car company who would issue an exchange credit for

the first 1000 subscribers who receive their video of a

test drive of the company's new luxury car. Similarly,

receiving a live lecture from a Nobel Laureate might cost

more than receiving the same lecture pre-recorded.

FIG 4 schematically illustrates a modular expandable

unit. A modular expandable unit can provide the

interface to the exchange system for either a publisher

or a subscriber. A modular expandable unit includes a

central processing unit and various expansion modules 24.

The central processing unit includes an input, an output,

a serial line for connecting the input to the output,

software running on a microprocessor which may be used to

select which digital information is desired, and a system

for entering commands. The software system can be in the

form of microcode or can utilize other known techniques

such as EPROM. Obviously contrary to some popular usage,

the term central processing unit as used here encompasses

More than just a microprocessor. A base system of the
modular expandable unit is used to send requests to the

exchange and may include a small video screen 22, an

apparatus for inputting commands 26 (e.g., a keyboard or

a pointing device), and software for user interaction.

In addition, the MEU is capable of accepting input and

output from several known techniques such as a keyboard,

a CRT, a modem, etc. The software serves to configure

the hardware and to control the conversion of data with

the appropriate add-on communication module. The unit is

also capable of sending digital information packets to

the exchange system, receiving digital information

packets from the exchange system, reformatting data
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received from the exchange system for replaying on a

specific device, and playing or recording digital

information packets thus received.

The modular expandable unit is capable of sending

and receiving digital information packets to and from the

exchange system over a selected transmission medium 5.

If the transmission along a particular data link fails,

it does not preclude the parties in that link from

immediately re-establishing the connection in another

link. The unit may also have a variety of expansion

modules 24 available, some of which serve to format a

particular data type and others which serve to adapt the

modular expandable unit with a particular transmission

medium. For example, if a publisher wants to send a

digital information packet from a digital audio tape

(DAT) over an ISDN connection to the exchange, the MEU

would have an expansion module 24 allowing the MEU to

interface to an appropriate DAT device and would have an

expansion module to interface to the ISDN circuit. The

data coming from the DAT device would be received by the

expansion module, reformatted and buffered, as necessary,

by the unit and then the modular expandable unit would

send the data to the exchange system 1 over the selected

transmission medium 5. Examples of appropriate expansion

modules 24 for audio data are those that accommodate

devices using digital audic tapes, digital compact

cassettes, analog speakers, analog cassettes, 9-track

tapes, and telephones, however, other expansion modules

might be used. Standard interfaces also exist for other

data types: NTSC video, serial/parallel Pc, Group III

fax, etc.

In the example noted above, the subscriber at

element 13 received a digital information packet from a

publisher at 11. This same subscriber may wish to send

a digital information packet to the publisher for review,

and perhaps future publication. Thus, the consumer at

element 13 will then in turn be acting as a publisher.
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If the consumer at element 13 is a relatively small

publisher, the manufacturing technology of producing a

compact disk may be unavailable. He or she can still,

however, record a digital information packet on an analog

or digital audio tape. That digital information could

then be sent to the exchange system using the same

technique described before. In this case, rather than a

menu-driven method of locating the information, the

consumer may use a known address to send the information

to the recipient. The recipient of the digital

information packet at element 11 may store the data in
RAM or perhaps in a tape format. The consumer at element

13 does not require a DAT player; a regular analog tape

player suffices. In that case, however, the modular

expandable unit to which it would be connected would need

to be equipped with an analog-to-digital converter which

could convert the data on the tape to a form usable by

the moden. As stated before, this is because the

bandwidth needed for most music is about 20 kHz while the

bandwidth usable by a telephone is on the order of 4 kHz.

In addition to audio data, the modular expandable
unit could also interface with video data devices and

computer data devices through appropriate expansion

modules 24. Examples of appropriate expansion modules

for video data are those that would interface with

devices using VHS tapes, Beta tapes, VHS-C tapes, and 8

mm tapes. Examples of appropriate expansion modules 24

for specialized video data are those that accommodate

high-resolution video/graphics screens. Examples of

appropriate expansion modules 24 for computer data are

those that accommodate devices using parallel ports,

serial ports, printers, magnetic disks, magnetic

Giskettes, magnetic tape, flash RAM, EPROM, and ramdisks.

Of course, for all of the above varieties of data, if the

data type is initially analog, it must be converted to

one of the standard digital formats prior to being

published on the exchange. This analog-to-digital
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converter can be a separate module attached to the

modular expandable unit and may be bidirectional.

The modular expandable unit 14 is capable of

receiving digital information packets from the exchange

system 1 over the selected transmission medium &. After

the subscriber requests a particular digital information

packet, the requested digital information packet is

transferred to the modular expandable unit via the

selected transmission medium. The received requested

data could be played in real time, could be stored in

temporary memory for a later one-time-only play, or could
be directed through an appropriate expansion module 24 to

a particular recording device, such as those named above,

where it may be récorded and thereafter repeatedly
played.

The modular expandable unit would further be capable

of recording and playing back digital information packets

received from the exchange system 1. Once the digital

information packet has been received by the modular

expandable unit 14, it is directed to an expansion module

24 which acts as an interface for a particular device

which is related to the type of data received. For

example, if the requested digital information packet is

a computer program, the MEU 14, through the appropriate

expansion module 24, could store the program onto a hard

disk or diskette. In this same example, if a computer

program required a particular operating system with which

to run, the operating system could also be downloaded as

a separate digital information packet. In addition, if

the publisher desires, a copy-inhibit feature could be

included by the publisher and would be transmitted along

with a particular digital information packet to prevent

software piracy.

The received data can then be sent from the MEU 14

to any of the devices that can use digital data and are

connected to the expansion modules 24 as described above.
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In the example shown in FIG. 1, a subscriber at

element 14 may wish to receive a digital information

packet from publisher 11. This digital information

packet could, for example, be music which is to be dubbed

onto a home videocassette. In this case, the transfer

would be similar to that described above. The music

would be replayed at element 11, buffered, sent over the

phone line 5 to the exchange system 1, and then sent to

the modular expandable unit 14 to be re-buffered at 21

and output as a digital information packet in the same

form as it was played by the publisher. This digital
information can then either be sent, in this example, to

the digital audio input of a videocassette recorder, or

can be first sent to a digital-to-analog converter, and

then sent to the analog audio input of a videocassette
recorder.

In the example shown by FIG. 1, the publisher at 15

could be a software publisher who sells software products
over the DICE to subscribers. A subscriber at element 12

could use the same menu-driven process as described above

to request a particular digital information packet, in

this case a software product. The program might then be

uploaded from the publisher to the exchange system 1 and

sometime later downloaded to a requesting subscriber.

‘This type of transfer would be considerably quicker and

simpler than the above-mentioned transfer of video and

audio digital information packets, because there is

usually much less information contained in this type of

Gigital information packet.

In another embodiment, two private individuals may

use DICE to exchange a digital audio recording. Letters

"A," "B" will denote two different subscribers at two

remote locations. Assume both individuals have one MEU

containing the following: a primary interface expansion

module, an LCD display pad, a keypad, two POTS expansion

modules, one RAM expansion module, one digital audio

expansion module with a digital audio input and output,
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and one flash-file expansion module. Individual A has a

DAT system and two POTS telephone lines. Individual B

has a home entertainment center, including a stereo and

two POTS telephone lines. Subscriber A would like

subscriber B to hear an excerpt of his latest musical

composition. Thus, A contacts B via voice phone.

Subscriber A asks subscriber B if he is ready to receive

and B responds affirmatively. Then, both subscribers

hang up the line. At this time, subscribers A and B

connect their two POTS lines to each of their respective

MEUs. Individual A has stored his compressed digital

recording in RAM on his MEU and (selecting from a series

ef menus displayed in the MEU LCD) programs his MEU to

transfer the recording from his MEU to the phone number

of B. Subscriber A sends information informing the MEU

of subscriber B of what resources (e.g., phone numbers)
are available. It then asks the MEU of subscriber B for

similar information.

It is now the job of subscriber A to determine that

it can transfer data over a dedicated line to MEU B. In

doing so, once this acknowledgment is made, subscriber A

dials up subscriber B along one of the dedicated lines.

Once a connection has been made, subscriber A allocates

a percentage of data to send over each line (50% is the

case shown if both lines have identical characteristics).

Subscriber A partitions the data, encrypts it, and queues

each of the chunks to the POTS expansion modules.

Subscriber A informs the MEU of subscriber B of the

intended transfer over one of the dedicated lines.

Subscriber A further signals the POTS expansion modules
to commence a simultaneous transfer over the dedicated

lines. Subscriber B encrypts the data and re-integrates

it from the two POTS modules into RAM. After this,

subscriber B may then hang up the dedicated line as well

as can subscriber A. Subscriber B may see a displayed

message that the transfer is done and complete and may

unplug from both POTS lines. Subscriber B further may
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pull the stereo line out of his MEU and the selection may

be used to play the RAM resident data through his stereo

output. The transfer is completed and subscriber B is

able to listen to an excerpt of musical composition from
subscriber A.

A virtual menuing means or system is also provided

for a remote interface to information systems. Such a

system has three components. First, the host device

contains the complete menu. The client has a device

linked to the host by an arbitrary telecommunications
link, which receives discrete portions of the menu from

the host, presents this to a user, and relays selection

codes from the user to the host in the context of the

menu.

The client implements a "menu window" over the

larger host-based menu, which contains only a subset of
the menu items available at the host. This window at the

client can be moved dynamically over the full range of

the host-based menu, providing access to all menu items.

Traversal of the host-based menu need not be in
contiguous increments, however. To solve the problem of
making an arbitrarily long list of menu items accessible

to a client, menu items are presented in a manner

analogous to a voice mail type of menu, with a touchtone

keypad. This specific scenario might be handled at the

client. Clients which use the virtual menuing system

described here would maintain the following information:

(1) a "range" of "floating" items R representing

the traditional scrolling area of a menu, and

(2) a range of "hot key" items H that remain at a

fixed location regardless of any scrolling of the

floating items.

The number of menu items (M) in a host may be equal

to nine (corresponding to touch tone digits 1-9). The

number of "hot key" (H) items visible in the client menu

may be equal to three (corresponding to the touch tone

keys *, 0, and #), which are typically special function
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keys in a voice menu. The value of M is arbitrary. In

general practice, M is greater than or equal to the

floating range number of items (R), which are the number

visible at one time in the client's menu. If not, no

scrolling would be necessary at the client, and only M

less than R would be valid menu choices, with the balance

remaining as unused and displayed as blank items. The

number of hot key items actually used can be any number

less than or equal to H.

The host maintains a menu as a single contiguous
list of items. Each item has at least an ASCII string

identifier and an index number unique to the item.

Typically, such numbers would start at "1" and increase

for each item but any such arrangement is possible.

The total number of items displayed at the client

equals the number of floating items plus the number of

hot key items. The sum is the number of items actually

displayed on the interface of the client device. The

floating and hot key items are maintained in contiguous

arrays. Clients communicate their configuration with

regards to the number of each type of item to the host.

For a given client, the host maintains a menu base

indicator, representing which item in its menu list the

client has displayed as the first item in the floating

area. It also knows the floating range of the client.

So the current main chunk seen by the client is the range

of items starting from the base. Aside from the number

of hot keys transmitted once for the menu, the host sends

chunks of range R items. The configuration also includes

information regarding the scrolling increment of the
client wishes to use.

The hot keys could perform any number of functions.

In the case of a 100-item menu, with a floating range of

ten items, if the user was at the beginning of the menu,

and used a hot key function to zoom to the end, the host

could simply set its base to item 91, directly from item

1, and send items 91 to 100, thus saving the transmission
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ef the intervening 80 items. In a typical scenario, a

100 item menu might be rare, and even considered a poor
design. As the market for interactive and on line

content evolves, however, large menus representing

catalogs of content will be quite commonplace.

in general, the system implements a two-way data
stream between the host and client. The host transmits

menu chunks, as well as updates to individual or small

numbers of menu items, to the client, while the client

sends selection codes to the host. The selection codes

include tokens representing the various hot keys, as well
as navigation codes such as Up, Down, In, Out, (for

hierarchical menu navigation), Select, and Zoom.

The following codes are examples of those that may

be sent from the client to the host in response to user
actions at the client.

SelectUp

If the current menu item at the host is greater than one,

it is decremented by one. If the resulting current menu

item is less than the base, the base is decremented by
the client's scroll increment, and the menu chunk from

the base item of R items is transmitted to the client.

‘The client displays the new menu chunk, effecting a
scroll up.

SelectDown

Similar to SelectUp, except the current item is

incremented if it is less than M. If the current item

exceeds the item computed by adding the range R to the

base, then the base is incremented by the client's scroll

increment and the menu chunk is transmitted from the base

item of R items to the client. The client displays the

new menu chunk, effecting a scroll down.
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SelectIn

If the current menu items is itself a menu, the host is

initialized with the new menu information, and a menu

definition is transmitted containing summary information

on the new menu to the client, which clears its display.

The host base is set to item one. If there are items in

this menu, then the menu chunk is sent starting from the

base. The client displays the new menu.

Selectout

If the client has navigated inside a sub-menu, that menu
is unloaded recovering the previous menu, initializing

the host to base one, and a new menu definition is

transmitted. Further, the first menu chunk is sent to

the client. The client displays the menu which contained

the menu it previously displayed.

SelectCurrent

This signals the host to perform some operation related

to the menu item currently highlighted in the client

menu. This is the current menu item at the host. The

action triggered is determined by the host.

SelectZoom (i: 1> = i>» = R)

This sets the current menu item at the host to correspond

to the client menu item within the client's currently

displayed floating range, which is indicated by the value

of i. The current item is computed by adding i to the

base and subtracting 1.

Select HotKey

Any number of predefined functions could be tied to

hotkey codes. There are three types of menu

transmissions from the host to the client. Each current

menu item is highlighted in the client display.
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Menu Definition

This includes information on how many columns to display

in the menu, and what the labels of such columns are (if

there are multiple items per row). One row is still

considered one menu item. Each row may have multiple

segments, with each segment applying to a columnin the

definition. It might also include information on hotkey
items.

Menu Chunk

This represents a complete range of menu items. Ifa

client was configured with a floating range of nine
items, then each menu chunk would contain the data for

the nine rows of the menu, including all row segments for
each item.

Menu Update

Data included in this message can be used to alter the

display of individual menu items without redrawing a

complete menu range, or to change the information on

hotkey functions. It would be used to immediately add a
check mark to an item that was selected using

Selectcurrent. Although the client might do this

himself, if he waits for the host to send a Menu Update,
the client reflects the actual state of the host.

The present invention is well-adapted to the recent

development of multimedia microprocessors. For example,

AT&T's 32-bit Hobbit microprocessor has a built-in

communications ability, as well as a multitude of

connectivity products being designed for it. These

include applications allowing users to interact with

multimedia in real-time over telephone lines. Such a

microprocessor would well serve the needs of a digital

information commodities exchange and in particular the

MEU. Depending on the connectivity of the products that

are designed for the Hobbit microprocessor and its built-
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in communications facilities, the need for elaborate

buffering of data may be less necessary than envisioned

above. For example, the Hobbit microprocessor's

communications abilities may be used to simplify much of

the transmissions requirements.

Menu-driven software on the MEU would allow users to

request digital information packets. This software

interacts with software running on the exchange.

Communications software on the exchange and on the MEU

coordinates the transmission of digital information

packets between them.

The menu-driven software could first request a

publisher/subscriber's identification number and password

for verification. The software would then inquire

whether the publisher/subscriber chooses to publish a

digital information packet, subscribe to a digital

information packet, or gather information about a digital

information packet.

If the publisher/subscriber chooses to subscribe to

a particular digital information packet, he or she would

conduct a search to find that digital information packet

by maneuvering through one or more menus and thereupon

requests it. If a publisher/subscriber wishes to post a

publication on the exchange, he/she also "logs in" but

then inputs the particulars ef his/her publication. The
menu-driven software can be similar to that used, for
example, by the Prodigy® Network where the user first

views a menu with a choice of different types of news

stories, such as business news, politics, sports, etc.

Once the subscriber chooses a particular type of story,

the subscriber is then presented with another menu with

a choice of other stories, all within that same type of

news. After choosing a story from this menu the user is

then actually looking at the text of a news story.

Alternatively, a program similar to Apple® Computer's

Applesearch® program could be employed to facilitate key
word searches of data. Applesearch® is also used to rank
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the retrieved documents by relevance. In the present

system, the user would have a menu with choices of

different types of data to request. These menus would

ask the user if the information requested is textual,

visual, aural, etc. or a combination of these. The

categories would further divide into news, music, movies,

educational, and other subdivisions. After several

iterations of choices, the user would find the

appropriate digital information packet, and request it.

The user further could specify to what device the digital

information packet is to be sent. The exchange system,

after verifying the functionality of all the appropriate

ports, would arrange the transfer, from the digital

information commodities exchange, of the requested

digital information packet to the subscriber's MEU where

it would be directed to the expansion module associated

with the specified attached device, and optionally would

bill the subscriber accordingly.

If the publication is meant for real-time access and

the publisher is connected to the exchange at all times,

then the information could be routed from a publisher to
a subscriber at any time the subscriber chooses. If this
publisher is only intermittently connected to the

exchange system, then the subscriber would wait until the

‘publisher is on-line again before the data could be

requested and transferred from the publisher through the

exchange system 1 to the subscriber. Alternatively, if

the publisher has stored his or her publication on the

exchange, the digital information packet would be

available whenever a subscriber wishes to subscribe to

it. In any case, after the subscriber specifies the

digital information packet to be sent, notification of

the time of sending, whether immediate or in the future,

would be given to the subscriber.

If the publisher/subscriber chooses to publish a

particular digital information packet, occasionally in

response to a subscriber request, he or she could replay
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the digital information packet and also describe to the

exchange system 1 what the electronic standards are for

replaying the data. The publisher also specifies price

and distribution information. The publisher then

specifies to which subscriber the digital information

packet is to be sent. The exchange system again verifies

the functionality of the selected ports. The digital

information packet is then sent through the exchange

system to the subscriber. Billing information is again
recorded.

To verify the integrity of a received digital

information packet, a data flag could be put on to the

end of the digital information packet. The flag would

thus notify the exchange that the entire packet was

received. The publisher/subscriber would then choose to

publish another packet, request a packet, or disconnect
the call.

The invention describes an exchange where the traded

commodities are digital information packets. The digital

information packets consist of a wide variety of

different types of data. A relatively large number of

publishers can make available a number of different data

types to an equally wide variety of subscribers. The

subscribers, via their modular expandable units with

menu-driven software, can specify which digital

information packets they would like to receive, in which

format they would like to receive the data, and whichever

transmission media they may prefer. Once the exchange is

made aware of the subscriber's request, it sends the

requested digital information packet to the subscriber.

The exchange system records information about all the

publication/subscription transactions and bills the

publishers and subscribers accordingly. .
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A system for the exchange of digital information

packets, comprising:

an exchange including a plurality of connectors for

interfacing said exchange to a plurality of transmission

media;

a plurality of modular expandable units, each of

said plurality of modular expandable units having at

least one input source terminal, at least one output

terminal, and a central processing unit between said at

least one input and said at least one output terminals;
and

at least one transmission medium;

wherein said plurality of modular expandable units

are connected to said exchange through said transmission

medium to allow the first transfer of a user-selected

amount and type of digital information from a first one

of said plurality of modular expandable units to a second

one of said plurality of modular expandable units,

and wherein said plurality of modular expandable

units are connected to said exchange through said
transmission medium to allow the second transfer of a

user-selected amount and type of digital information from

the second one of said plurality of modular expandable

units to at least a third one of said plurality of

modular expandabie units,

such that said first one of said plurality of

modular expandable units is capable of transferring data

to said second one of said plurality of modular

expandable units over two transmission media

simultaneously.

2. The system for the exchange of digital

information packets of claim 1, wherein said input source

terminal includes a module selected from plurality of

‘expansion modules, each of which can accommodate one

variety of signal input.
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3. The system for the exchange of digital
information packets of claim 1, wherein said output

terminal include a module selected from a plurality of

available expansion modules, each ef which can

accommodate one variety of signal output.

4. The system for the exchange of digital

information packets of claim 1, wherein said central

processing unit includes:

_ software running on a microprocessor suitable for
selecting digital information;

a system for entering commands;

an input;

an output; and

a serial line;

such that said serial line connects said at least

one input to said at least one output.

5. The system for the exchange of digital

information packets of claim 1, wherein said central

processing unit includes:

software suitable for selecting digital information;

a system for entering commands; and

a parallel line;

such that said parallel line connects said at least
one input to said at least one output.

6. The system for the exchange of digital

information packets of claim 1, further comprising:

an information buffer connected to said expandable

module;

such that said information buffer allows for the

asynchronous communication of digital information between

said exchange and one of said two modular expandable

units over said transmission medium.
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7. The system for the exchange of digital
information packets of claim 1, further comprising:

an information buffer connecte@ to said exchange;
such that said information buffer allows for the

asynchronous communication between said exchange and one

of said two modular expandable units over. said

transmission medium of digital information.

8. A method for the exchange of digital information

packets, comprising:

(a) creating a digital information packet wherein
the packet includes:

(i) a series string of data representing
desired information;

(ii) a publisher address, corresponding to the

location of a publisher creating said digital information
packet;

(iii) a digital information packet directory
entry, corresponding to a publishable address which is be

used to locate and order said particular digital
information packet;

, (b) transmitting said digital information packet

directory entry and said publisher address from a modular

expandable unit to an exchange over a transmission

“medium;

(c) publishing said digital information packet

directory entry and said publisher address over the

exchange by filing and cataloguing, according to subject

matter and type of medium supported, said digital

information packet directory entry and said publisher
address;

(d) compiling a list of said digital information

packet directory entries and corresponding said publisher
addresses;

(e) making available said list to subscribers with

modular expandable units;
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(f£) locating a particular desired digital

information packet by choosing one of said digital

information packet directory entries from said compiled
list over said exchange by using another modular

expandable unit;

(g) subscribing to said digital information packet

over said exchange by using one of said modular

expandable units and providing information to said

exchange, including:

(i) subscriber address where said digital

information packet is to be sent;

(ii) the publisher address where said digital

information packet is to be sent from;

(iii) the digital information packet directory

entry where said digital information packet is stored;

(h) transferring said digital information packet

from said publisher to said subscriber over said
transmissions medium;

(i) concurrent with step (h), buffering said

transfer of said digital information packet from said

publisher to said subscriber such that said transfer
occurs asynchronously.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein said steps of

buffering of said transfer of said digital information

packet is performed by both said publisher's and said

subscriber's modular expandable units.

10. The method of claim 8, wherein said desired

information is analog data which is then converted to

digital form by an expansion module forming part of the

modular expandable unit to provide said series string of
data.

11. The method of claim 8 comprising the further

step of:
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storing said transferred digital information

packet in a static semiconductor memory.

12. The method of claim 8 comprising the further

step of:

storing said transferred digital information

packet on a magnetic medium.

13. The method of claim 8 comprising the further

step of:

playing said transferred digital information

packet on a device appropriate to that data type.

14. The method of claim 8 comprising the further

step of:

billing said subscriber for the transfer and

price of said transferred digital information packet.

15. The method of claim 8 comprising the further

step of:

billing said subscriber by said exchange for

the transfer and price of said transferred digital .
information packet.

16. The method of claim 8, wherein said step of

creating said digital information packet, occurs at the

same time as said step of transferring of said digital
information packet,

such that said transfer can be effected for real-

time transmission of contemporaneously created data.

17. The method of claim 8, wherein data compression

techniques are utilized to speed said transfer of said

digital information packet.

18. The system for the exchange of digital

information packets of claim 1, further comprising an
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expansion module coupled to said input source terminal,

said expansion module accommodating a particular variety

of signal input.

19. The system for the exchange of digital

information packets of claim 1, wherein said exchange may

be communicably connected to another exchange.

20. A system for the exchange of digital

information packets, comprising:

an exchange including a plurality of connectors for

interfacing said exchange to a plurality of transmission

media;

a plurality of modular expandable units, each of

said plurality of modular expandable units having at

least one input source terminal, at least one output

terminal, and a central processing unit between said at

least one input and said at least one output terminals;
and

at least one transmission medium;

wherein said plurality of modular expandable units

are connected to said exchange through said transmission

medium to allow the first transfer of a user-selected

amount and type of digital information from a first one

of said plurality of modular expandable units to a second

one of said plurality of modular expandable units,

and wherein said plurality of modular expandable

units are connected to said exchange through said
transmission medium to allow the second transfer of a

user-selected amount and type of digital information from

the second one of said plurality of modular expandable

units to at least a third one of said plurality of

modular expandable units,

such that said first one of said plurality of

modular expandable units transfers data to said second

one of said plurality of modular expandable units over at

least two transmission media simultaneously.
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21. A system for the exchange of digital informa-

tion packages comprised of: .

an exchange including a plurality of modular

expandable units (MEUs), where each of said MEUs

includes:

a subsystem of circuitry having a plurality of

Ic's and memory devices;

a control bus connected to and used in tandem

with said subsystem;

wherein said control bus provides regulated
coherent access to at least one wide bandwidth

high clock speed data bus such that said data is

physically and logically separated within each of said

MEU devices;

a plurality of expansion module interfaces,

each of said interfaces providing a connection between

said control bus and said data bus;

wherein said connection is dynamically

completed or broken by said subsystem in accordance with

requests transmitted over said control bus;

a plurality of connectors for interfacing said
MEUs to a plurality of transmission media;

wherein. said MEUS are connected to said

exchange through said plurality of transmission media to

‘allow the transfer of digital information from any one of
said MEUs to any other of said MEUs.

22. The system for the exchange of digital

information packets of claim 21 wherein one of said

plurality of expansion modules transmits and receives

information by said data bus and an external interface,

23. The system for the exchange of digital

information pockets of claim 22, wherein said expansion

module further comprises:

a microprocessor; and

a memory device;
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said microprocessor, said memory device, and said

external connection operating in a first condition to

convert digital information received from at least one

external source connected to said external interface to

a format to be transmitted to said expansion module

interface;

and operating in a second condition to convert

digital information transmitted away from said expansion

module interface to a format to be received by at least
one external device,

24. The system for the exchange of digital

information packets of claim 21 wherein said subsystem is

used to control said microprocessor.

25. The system for the exchange of digital

information packets of claim 21 wherein said transmission

media is any assembly capable of transmitting digital
information.

26. The central processing unit of claim 4 where

said software is microcode.

27. The central processing unit of claim 4 wherein

said software is stored in EPROM.

28. The system of claim 21 wherein at least one of

said MEUs is connected directly to at least one other of
said MEUs over one transmission medium.

29. The system of claim 28 wherein at least one of

said MEU's is connected directly to at least one other of

said MEU's over at least two transmission media.

30. The system of claim i, further comprising means

for virtual menuing.
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31. The system of claim 21,

means for virtual menuing.
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METHOD FOR STEGA-CIPHER PROTECTION OF COMPUTER CODE

FIELD OF INVENTION

With the advent of computer networks and digital

multimedia, protection of intellectual property has

become a prime concern for creators and publishers of

digitized copies of copyrightable works, such as musical

recordings, movies, video games, and computer software.

One method of protecting copyrights in the digital

domain is to use "digital watermarks."

The prior art includes copy protection systems

attempted at many stages in the development of the

software industry. These may be various methods by

which a software engineer can write the software in a

clever manner to determine if it has been copied, and if

so to deactivate itself. Also included are undocumented

changes to the storage format of the content. Copy

protection was generally abandoned by the software

industry, since pirates were generally just as clever as

the software engineers and figured out ways to modify

the software and deactivate the protection. The cost of

developing such protection was not justified considering

the level of piracy which occurred despite the copy

protection.

Other methods for protection of computer software

include the requirement of entering certain numbers or

facts that may be included in a packaged software’s

manual, when prompted at start-up. These may be
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overcome if copies of the manual are distributed to

unintended users, or by patching the code to bypass

these measures. Other methods include requiring a user

to contact the software vendor and to receive "keys" for

unlocking software after registration attached to some

Payment scheme, such as credit card authorization.

Further methods include network-based searches of a

user‘s hard drive and comparisons between what is

registered to that user and what is actually installed

on the user’s general computing device. Other

proposals, by such parties as AT&T’s Bell Laboratories,

use “kerning” or actual distance in pixels, in the
rendering of text documents, rather than a varied number

of ASCII characters. However, this approach can often

be defeated by graphics processing analogous to sound

processing, which randomizes that information. All of

these methods require outside determination and

verification of the validity of the software license.

Digital watermarks can be used to mark each

individual copy of a digitized work with information

identifying the title, copyright holder, and even the

licensed owner of a particular copy. When marked with
licensing and ownership information, responsibility is

created for individual copies where before there was

none. Computer application programs can be watermarked

by watermarking digital content resources used in

conjunction with images or audio data. Digital

watermarks can be encoded with random or pseudo random

keys, which act as secret maps for locating the

watermarks. These keys make it impossible for a party

to find the watermark without having the key. In

addition, the encoding method can be enhanced to force a

party to cause damage to a watermarked data stream when

trying to erase a random-key watermark. Digital

watermarks are described in "Steganographic Method and

Device" - The DICE Company, Serial No. 08/489,172, the

disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by reference.
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Other information is disclosed in "Technology: Digital

Commerce", Denise Caruso, New York Times, August 7,

1995; and "Copyrighting in the Information Age", Harley

Ungar, ONLINE MARKETPLACE, September 1995, Jupiter
Communications.

Additionally, other methods for hiding information

Signals in content signals, are disclosed in U.S. Patent

No. 5,319,735 - Preuss et al. and U.S. Patent No.

5,379,345 - Greenberg.

It is desirable to use a "stega-cipher" or

watermarking process to hide the necessary parts or

resources of the executable object code in the digitized

sample resources. It is also desirable to further

modify the underlying structure of an executable

computer application such that it is more resistant to

attempts at patching and analysis by memory capture. A

computer application seeks to provide a user with

certain utilities or tools, that is, users interact with

a computer or similar device to accomplish various tasks

and applications provide the relevant interface. Thus,

a level of authentication can also be introduced into

software, or "digital products," that include digital

content, such as audio, video, pictures or multimedia,

with digital watermarks. Security is maximized because

erasing this code watermark without a key results in the

destruction of one or more essential parts of the

underlying application, rendering the "program" useless

to the unintended user who lacks the appropriate key.

Further, if the key is linked to a license code by means

of a mathematical function, a mechanism for identifying

the licensed owner of an application is created.

It is also desirable to randomly reorganize program

memory structure intermittently during program run time,

to prevent attempts at memory capture or object code

analysis aimed at eliminating licensing or ownership

information, or otherwise modifying, in an unintended

manner, the functioning of the application.
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In this way, attempts to Capture memory to

determine underlying functionality or provide a “patch"
to facilitate unauthorized use of the "application," or

computer program, without destroying the functionality
and thus usefulness of a copyrightable computer program
can be made difficult or impossible.

It is thus the goal of the present invention to

provide a higher level of copyright security to object
code on par with methods described in digital

watermarking systems for digitized media content such as
pictures, audio, video and multimedia content in its

multifarious forms, as described in previous
disclosures, "Steganographic Method and Device" and

"Human Assisted Random Key Generation and Application
for Digital Watermark System", filed on even date

herewith, the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated
by reference.

It is a further goal of the present invention to
establish methods of copyright protection that can be

combined with such schemes as software metering, network
distribution of code and specialized protection of
software that is designed to work over a network, such
as that proposed by Sun Microsystems in their HotJava

browser and Java programming language, and manipulation
of application code in proposed distribution of

documents that can be exchanged with resources or the

look and feel cf the document being preserved over a

network. Such systems are currently being offered by
companies including Adobe, with their Acrobat software.

This latter goal is accomplished primarily by means of
the watermarking of font, or typeface, resources
included in applications or documents, which determine
how a bitmap representation of the document is

ultimately drawn on a presentation device.

The present invention includes an application of
the technology of "digital watermarks." As described

in previous disclosures, "Steganographic Method and

4
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Device" and "Human Assisted Random Key Generation and

Application for Digital Watermark System," watermarks

are particularly suitable to the identification,

metering, distributing and authenticating digitized

content such as pictures, audio, video and derivatives

thereof under the description of "multimedia content."

Methods have been described for combining both

cryptographic methods, and steganography, or hiding

something in plain view. Discussions of these

technologies can be found in Applied Cryptography by

Bruce Schneier and The Code Breakers by David Kahn. For

more information on prior art public-key cryptosystems

see US Pat No 4,200,770 Diffie-Hellman, 4,218,582

Hellman, 4,405,829 RSA, 4,424,414 Hellman Pohlig.

Computer code, or machine language instructions, which

are not digitized and have zero tolerance for error,

must be protected by derivative or alternative methods,

such as those disclosed in this invention, which focuses

on watermarking with "keys" derived from license codes

or other ownership identification information, and using

the watermarks encoded with such keys to hide an

essential subset of the application code resources.

SUMMARYOFTHEINVENTION

It is thus a goal of the present invention, to

provide a level cf security for executable code on

similar grounds as that which can be provided for

digitized samples. Furthermore, the present invention

@iffers from the prior art in that it does not attempt

to stop copying, but rather, determines responsibility

for a copy by ensuring that licensing information must

be preserved in descendant copies from an original.

Without the correct license information, the copy cannot
function.

An improvement over the art is disclosed in the

present invention, in that the software itself is a set

of commands, compiled by software engineer, which can be
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configured in such a manner as to tie underlying

functionality to the license or authorization of the

copy in possession by the user. Without such

verification, the functions sought out by the user in

the form of software cease to properly work. Attempts
to tamper or "patch" substitute code resources can be

made highly difficult by randomizing the location of

said resources in memory on an intermittent basis to

resist most attacks at disabling the system.

DETAILEDDESCRIPTION

An executable computer program is variously

referred to as an application, from the point of view of

a user, or executable object code from the point of view

of the engineer. A collection of smaller, atomic (or

indivisible) chunks of object code typically comprise

the complete executable object code or application which

may also require the presence of certain data resources.

These indivisible portions of object code correspond

with the programmers’ function or procedure

implementations in higher level languages, such as C or

Pascal. In creating an application, a programmer writes

“code" in a higher level language, which is then

compiled down into "machine language," or, the

executable object code, which can actually be run by a

computer, general purpose or otherwise. Each function,

or procedure, written in the programming language,

represents a self-contained portion of the larger

program, and implements, typically, a very small piece

of its functionality. The order in which the programmer

types the code for the various functions or procedures,

and the distribution of and arrangement of these

implementations in various files which hold them is

unimportant. Within a function or procedure, however,

the order of individual language constructs, which

correspond to particular machine instructions is

important, and so functions or procedures are considered
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indivisible for purposes of this discussion. That is,

once a function or procedure is compiled, the order of

the machine instructions which comprise the executable

object code of the function is important and their order

in the computer memory is of vital importance. Note

that many "compilers" perform "optimizations" within

functions or procedures, which determine, on a limited

scale, if there is a better arrangement for executable

instructions which is more efficient than that

constructed by the programmer, but does not change the

result of the function or procedure. Once these

optimizations are performed, however, making random

changes to the order of instructions is very likely to

"break" the function. When a program is compiled, then,

it consists of a collection of these sub-objects, whose

exact order or arrangement in memory is not important,

so long as any sub-object which uses another sub-object

knows where in memory it can be found.

The memory address of the first instruction in one

of these sub-objects is called the "entry point" of the

function cr procedure. The rest of the instructions

comprising that sub-object immediately follow from the

entry point. Some systems may prefix information to the

entry point which describes calling and return

conventions for the code which follows, an example is

the Apple Macintosh Operating System (MacOS). These

sub-objects can be packaged into what are referred to in

certain systems as "code resources," which may be stored

separately from the application, or shared with other

applications, although not necessarily. Within an

application there are also data objects, which consist

of some data to be operated on by the executable code.

These data objects are not executable. That is, they do

not consist of executable instructions. The data

objects can be referred to in certain systems as
"resources."
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When a user purchases or acquires a computer

program, she seeks a computer program that "functions"

in a desired manner. Simply, computer software is

overwhelmingly purchased for its underlying

functionality. In contrast, persons who copy multimedia

content, such as pictures, audio and video, do so for

the entertainment or commercial value of the content.

The difference between the two types of products is that

multimedia content is not generally interactive, but is

instead passive, and its commercial value relates more

on passive not interactive or utility features, such as

those required in packaged software, set-top boxes,

cellular phones, VCRs, PDAs, and the like. Interactive

digital products which include computer code may be
mostly interactive but can also contain content to add

to the interactive experience of the user or make the

underlying utility of the software more aesthetically
pleasing. It is a common concern of both of these

creators, both of interactive and passive multimedia

products, that “digital products" can be easily and

perfectly copied and made into unpaid or unauthorized

copies. This concern is especially heightened when the

underlying product is copyright protected and intended
for commercial use.

The first method of the present invention described

involves hiding necessary "parts" or code "resources" in

digitized sample resources using a "digital

watermarking" process, such as that described in the

"Steganographic Method and Device" patent application.
The basic premise for this scheme is that there are a

certain sub-set of executable code resources, that

comprise an application and that are "essential" to the

proper function of the application. In general, any
code resource can be considered "essential" in that if

the program proceeds to a point where it must "call" the

code resource and the code resource is not present in
memory, or cannot be loaded, then the program fails.
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However, the present invention uses a definition of

“essential” which is more narrow. This is because,

those skilled in the art or those with programming

experience, may create a derivative program, not unlike

the utility provided by the original program, by writing
additional or substituted code to work around

unavailable resources. This is particularly true with

programs that incorporate an optional "plug-in

architecture," where several code resources may be made

optionally available at run-time. The present invention

is also concerned with concentrated efforts by

technically skilled people who can analyze executable

object code and "patch" it to ignore or bypass certain

cede resources. Thus, for the present embodiment’s

purposes, "essential" means that the function which

distinguishes this application from any other

application depends upon the presence and use of the

code resource in question. The best candidates for this

type of code resources are NOT optional, or plug-in

types, unless special care is taken to prevent work-a-
rounds.

Given that there are one or more of these essential

resources, what is needed to realize the present

invention is the presence of certain data resources of a

type which are amenable to the "stega-cipher" process

described in the "Steganographic Method and Device"

patent application. Data which consists of image or

audio samples is particularly useful. Because this data

consists of digital samples, digital watermarks can be

introduced into the samples. What is further meant is

that certain applications include image and audio
samples which are important to the look and feel of the

program or are essential to the processing of the

application’s functionality when used by the user.
These computer programs are familiar to users of

computers but also less obvious to users of other

devices that run applications that are equivalent in
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some measure of functionality to general purpose

computers including, but not limited to, set-top boxes,

cellular phones, "smart televisions," PDAs and the like.

However, programs still comprise the underlying

“operating systems" of these devices and are becoming

more complex with increases in functionality.

One method of the present invention is now

discussed. When code and data resources are compiled

and assembled into a precursor of an executable program
the next step is to use a utility application for final

assembly of the executable application. The programmer
Marks several essential code resources in a list

displayed by the utility. The utility will choose one
or several essential code resources, and encode them

into one or several data resources using the stega-
cipher process. The end result will be that these

essential code resources are not stored in their own

partition, but rather stored as encoded information in

data resources. They are not accessible at run-time

without the key. Basically, the essential code

resources that provide functionality in the final end-

product, an executable application or computer program,
are no longer easily and recognizably available for

manipulation by those seeking to remove the underlying
copyright or license, or its equivalent information, or

those with skill to substitute alternative code

resources to "force" the application program to run as

an unauthorized copy. For the encoding of the essential

code resources, a "key" is needed. Such a key is

similar to those described in the "Steganographic Method
and Device." The purpose of this scheme is to make a

particular licensed copy of an application

distinguishable from any other. It is not necessary to
distinguish every instance of an application, merely
every instance of a license. A licensed user may then
wish to install multiple copies of an application,
legally or with authorization. This method, then, is to

10
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choose the key so that it corresponds, is equal to, or

is a function of, a license code or license descriptive

information, not just a text file, audio clip or

identifying piece of information as desired in digital

watermarking schemes extant and typically useful to

stand-alone, digitally sampled content. The key is

necessary to access the underlying code, i.e., what the

user understands to be the application program.

The assembly utility can be supplied with a key

generated from a license code generated for the license

in question. Alternatively, the key, possibly random,

can be stored as a data resource and encrypted with a

derivative of the license code. Given the key, it

encodes one or several essential resources into one or

several data resources. Exactly which code resources

are encoded into which data resources may be determined

in a random or pseudo random manner. Note further that

the application contains a code resource which performs

the function of decoding an encoded code resource from a

data resource. The application must also contain a data

resource which specifies in which data resource a

particular code resource is encoded. This data resource

is created and added at assembly time by the assembly

utility. The application can then operate as follows:

1) when it is run for the first time, after

installation, it asks the user for personalization

information, which includes the license code. This can

include a particular computer configuration;

2) it stores this information in a personalization

data resource;

3) Once it has the license code, it can then

generate the proper decoding key to access the essential
code resources.

Note that the application can be copied in an
uninhibited manner, but must contain the license code

issued to the licensed owner, to access its essential

code resources. The goal of the invention, copyright

il
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protection of computer code and establishment of

responsibility for copies, is thus accomplished.

This invention represents a significant improvement

over prior art because of the inherent difference in use

of purely informational watermarks versus watermarks

which contain executable object code. If the executable

object code in a watermark is essential to an

application which accesses the data which contains the

watermark, this creates an all-or-none situation.

Either the user must have the extracted watermark, or

the application cannot be used, and hence the user

cannot gain full access to the presentation of the

information in the watermark bearing data. In order to

extract a digital watermark, the user must have a key.
The key, in turn, is a function of the license

information for the copy of the software in question.

The key is fixed prior to final assembly of the

application files, and so cannot be changed at the

option of the user. That, in turn, means the license

information in the software copy must remain fixed, so

that the correct key is available to the software. The

key and the license information are, in fact,

interchangeable. One is merely more readable than the

other. In the earlier developed "Steganographic Method
and Device," the possibility of randomization erasure

attacks on digital watermarks was discussed. Simpiy, it

is always possible to erase a digital watermark,

depending on how much damage you are willing to do to

the watermark-bearing content stream. The present

invention has the significant advantage that you must
have the watermark to be able to use the code it

contains. If you erase the watermark you have lost a

key piece of the functionality of the application, or
even the means to access the data which bear the

watermark.

A preferred embodiment would be implemented in an

embedded system, with a minimal operating system and

12
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memory. No media playing "applets," or smaller sized

applications as proposed in new operating environments

envisioned by Sun Microsystems and the advent of Sun's

Java operating system, would be permanently stored in

the system, only the bare necessities to operate the

device, download information, decode watermarks and

execute the applets contained in them. When an applet

is finished executing, it is erased from memory. Such a

system would guarantee that content which did not

contain readable watermarks could not be used. This is

a powerful control mechanism for ensuring that content

to be distributed through such a system contains valid

watermarks. Thus, in such networks as the Internet or

set-top box controlled cable systems, distribution and

exchange of content would be made more secure from

unauthorized copying to the benefit of copyright holders

and other related parties. The system would be enabled

to invalidate, by default, any content which has had its

watermark(s) erased, since the watermark conveys, in

addition to copyright information, the means to fully

access, play, record or otherwise manipulate, the
content.

A second method according to the present invention

is to randomly re-organize program memory structure to

prevent attempts at memory capture or object code

analysis. The object of this method is to make it

extremely difficult to perform memory capture-based

analysis of an executable computer program. This

analysis is the basis for a method of attack to defeat

the system envisioned by the present invention.

Once the code resources of a program are loaded

into memory, they typically remain in a fixed position,

unless the computer operating system finds it necessary

to rearrange certain portions of memory during "system

time," when the operating system code, not application

code, is running. Typically, this is done in low memory

systems, to maintain optimal memory utilization. The

13
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MacOS for example, uses Handles, which are double-

indirect pointers to memory locations, in order to allow

the operating system to rearrange memory transparently,
underneath a running program. If a computer program

5 contains countermeasures against unlicensed copying, a

skilled technician can often take a snapshot of the code

in memory, analyze it, determine which instructions

comprise the countermeasures, and disable them in the

stored application file, by means of a “patch." Other

10 applications for designing code that moves to prevent
scanning-tunnelling microscopes, and similar high
sensitive hardware for analysis of electronic structure

of microchips running code, have been proposed by such
parties as Wave Systems. Designs of Wave Systems‘

15 microchip are intended for preventing attempts by
hackers to "photograph" or otherwise determine "burn in"

to microchips for attempts at reverse engineering. The

present invention seeks to prevent attempts at

understanding the code and its organization for the

20 purpose cf patching it. Unlike systems such as Wave
Systems‘, the present invention seeks to move code

around in such a manner as to complicate attempts by
software engineers to reengineer a means to disable the

methods for creating licensed copies on any device that
25 lacks "trusted hardware." Moreover, the present

invention concerns itself with any application software

that may be used in general computing devices, not

chipsets that are used in addition to an underlying
computer to perform encryption. Wave Systems’ approach

30 to security of software, if interpreted similarly to the
present invention, would dictate separate microchip sets
for each piece of application software that would be

tamperproof. This is not consistent with the economics

of software and its distribution.

35 Under the present invention, the application
contains a special code resource which knows about all

the other code resources in memory. During execution

14
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scheduler," can be called periodically, or at random or

pseudo random intervals, at which time it intentionally

shuffles the other code resources randomly in memory, so

that someone trying to analyze snapshots of memory at

various intervals cannot be sure if they are looking at

the same code or organization from one "break" to the

next. This adds significant complexity to their job.

The scheduler also randomly relocates itself when it is

finished. In order to do this, the scheduler would have

to first copy itself to a new location, and then

specifically modify the program counter and stack frame,

so that it could then jump into the new copy of the

scheduler, but return to the correct calling frame.

Finally, the scheduler would need to maintain a list of

all memory addresses which contain the address of the

scheduler, and change them to reflect its new location.

The methods described above accomplish the purposes

of the invention - to make it hard to analyze captured

memory containing application executable code in order

to create an identifiable computer program or

application that is different from other copies and is

less susceptible to unauthorized use by those attempting

to disable the underlying copyright protection system.

Simply, each copy has particular identifying information

making that copy different from all other copies.
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What is Claimed Is: 

1. A method of associating executable object code with

a digital sample stream by means of a digital watermark

wherein the digital watermark contains executable object

code and is encoded into the digital sample stream.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein a key to access the

digital watermark is a function of a collection of

license information pertaining to the software which is

accessing the watermark

where license information consists of one or more

of the following items:

Owning Organization name;

Personal Owner name;

Owner Address;

License code;

Software serialization number;

Distribution parameters;

Appropriate executable general computing

device architecture;

Pricing; and

Software Metering details.

3. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step

of transmitting the digital sample stream, via a

transmission means, from a publisher to a subscriber

wherein transmission means can selected from the

group of

soft sector magnetic disk media;

hard sector magnetic disk media;

Magnetic tape media;

Optical disc media;

Digital Video Disk media;

Magneto-optical disk media;

memory cartridge;

telephone lines;
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SCSI;

Ethernet or Token Ring Network;

ISDN;

ATM network;

TCP/IP network;

analog cellular network;

digital cellular network;

wireless network;

digital satellite;

cable network;

fiber optic network; and

electric powerline network.

4. The method of claim 1 where the object code to be

encoded is comprised of series of executable machine

instructions which perform the function of

processing a digital sample stream for the purpose

of modifying it or playing the digital sample stream.

5. The method of claim 3 further comprising the steps
of:

decoding said digital watermark and extracting

object code;

loading object code into computer memory for the

purpose of execution;

executing said object code in order to process said

digital sample stream for the purpose of playback.

6. A method of assembling an application to be

protected by watermark encoding of essential resources

comprising the steps of:

assembling a list of identifiers of essential

code resources of an application where identifiers allow

the code resource to be accessed and loaded into memory;

providing license information on the

licensee who is to receive an individualized copy of the
application;
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storing license information ina

personalization resource which is added to the list of

application data resources;

generating a digital watermark key from

the license information; using the key as a pseudo-

random number string to select a list of suitable

digital sample data resources, the list of essential

cede resources, and a mapping of which essential code

resources are to be watermarked into which data

resources;

storing the map, which is a list of

paired code and data resource identifiers, as a data

resource, which is added to the application;

adding a digital watermark decoder code

resource to the application, to provide a means for

extracting essential cede resource from data resources,

according to the map;

processing the map list and encoding

essential code resources into digital sample data

resources with a digital watermark encoder;

removing self-contained copies of the

essential code resources which have been watermarked

into data resources; and

combining all remaining code and data

resources into a single application or installer.

7. A method of intermittently relocating application

code resources in computer memory, in order to prevent,

discourage, or complicate attempts at memory capture
based code analysis.

8. The method of claim 7 additionally comprising the
step of

assembling a list of identifiers of code resources

of an application where identifiers allow the code

resource to be accessed and loaded into memory.
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9. The method of claim 8 additionally comprising the

step of modifying application program structure to make

all code resource calls indirectly, through the memory

scheduler, which looks up code resources in its list and

dispatches calls.

uo®WwWNF
10. The method of claim 9 additionally comprising the

step of intermittently rescheduling or shuffling all

code resources prior to or following the dispatch of a

code resource call through the memory scheduler.
PWN

11. The method of claim 10 additionally comprised of
to the step of the memory scheduler copying itself to a new

location in memory.ww

12. The method of claim 11 additionally comprising the

step of modifying the stack frame, program counter, and

memory registers of the CPU to cause the scheduler to

jump to the next instruction comprising the scheduler,

in the copy, to erase the previous memory instance of

the scheduler, and changing all memory references to the

scheduler to reflect its new location, and to return

from the copy of the scheduler to the frame which called

the previous copy of the scheduler.

ooornumbWNHF
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COPY PROTECTION OF DIGITAL DATA COMBINING STEGANOGRAPHIC AND CRYPTOGRAPHIC TECH
NIQUES

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

5 Increasingly, commercially valuable information is being created and

stored in “digital” form. For example, music, photographs and video can all be

stored and transmitted as a series ofnumbers, such as 1's and 0's. Digital techniques

let the original information be recreated in a very accurate manner. Unfortunately,

digital techniques also let the information be easily copied without the information

10 owner's permission.

Because unauthorized copying is clearly a disincentive to the digital

distribution of valuable information, it is important to establish responsibility for

copies and derivative copies of such works. For example, if each authorized digital

copy of a popular song is identified with a unique number, any unauthorized copy of

15 the song would also contain the number. This would allow the owner of the
information, such as a song publisher, to investigate who made the unauthorized

copy. Unfortunately, it is possible that the unique number could be erased or altered

if it is simply tacked on at the beginning or end ofthe digital information.
As will be described, known digital “watermark” techniques give

20 creators and publishers of digitized multimedia content localized, secured

identification and authentication of that content. In considering the various forms of

multimedia content, such as “master,” stereo, National Television Standards

Committee (NTSC) video, audio tape or compact disc, tolerance of quality will vary

with individuals and affect the underlying commercial and aesthetic value of the

25 content. For example, if a digital version of a popular song soundsdistorted, it will

be less valuable to users. It is therefore desirable to embed copyright, ownership or

purchaser information, or some combination of these and related data, into the

content in a way that will damage the content if the watermark is removed without

authorization.

30 To achieve these goals, digital watermark systems insert ownership

information in a way that causes little or no noticeable effects, or “artifacts,” in the

underlying content signal. For example, if a digital watermark is inserted into a
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digital version of a song, it is important that a listener not be bothered by the slight

changes introduced by the watermark. It is also important for the watermark

technique to maximize the encoding level and “location sensitivity” in the signal to

force damage to the content signal when removal is attempted. Digital watermarks

address many of these concerns, and research in the field has provided extremely

robust and secure implementations.

What has been overlooked in many applications described in theart,

however, are systems which closely mimic distribution of content as it occurs in the

real world. For instance, many watermarking systems require the original un-
watermarked content signal to enable detection or decode operations. These include

highly publicized efforts by NEC, Digimarc and others. Such techniques are

problematic because, in the real world, original master copies reside in a rights

holders vaults and are not readily available to the public.

With much activity overly focused on watermark survivability, the

security of a digital watermark is suspect. Any simple linear operation for encoding

information into a signal may be used to erase the embedded signal by inverting the

process. This is not a difficult task, especially when detection software is a plug-in

freely available to the public, such as with Digimarc. In general, these systems seek

to embed cryptographic information, not cryptographically embed information into

target media content.

Other methods embed ownership information that is plainly visible in

the media signal, such as the method described in US Patent No. 5,530,739 to

Braudaway et al. The system described in Braudawayprotects a digitized image by

encoding a visible watermark to deter piracy. Such an implementation creates an

immediate weakness in securing the embedded information because the watermark

is plainly visible. Thus, no search for the embedded signal is necessary and the

watermark can be more easily removed or altered. For example, while certainly

useful to some rights owners, simply placing the symbol “©” in the digital
information would only provide limited protection. Removal by adjusting the

brightness of the pixels forming the “©” would not be difficult with respect to the

computational resources required,
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Other relevant prior art includes US Patents No. 4,979,210 and

5,073,925 to Nagata et al., which encodes information by modulating an audio

signal in the amplitude/time domain. The modulations introduced in the Nagata

process carry a “copy/don't copy” message, which is easily found and circumvented

by one skilled in the art. The granularity of encoding is fixed by the amplitude and

frequency modulation limits required to maintain inaudibility. These limits are

relatively low, making it impractical to encode more information using the Nagata

process.

Although US Patent No. 5,664,018 to Leighton describes a means to

prevent collusion attacks in digital watermarks, the disclosed method may not

actually provide the security described. For-example, in cases where the

watermarking technique is linear, the “insertion envelope” or “watermarking space”

is well-defined and thus susceptible to attacks less sophisticated than collusion by

unauthorized parties. Over-encoding at the watermarking encoding level is but one

simple attack in such linear implementations. Another consideration not made by

Leighton is that commercially-valuable content may already exist in a un-

watermarked form somewhere, easily accessible to potential pirates, gutting the need

for any type of collusive activity. Digitally signing the embedded signal with

preprocessing of watermark data is more likely to prevent successful collusion.

Furthermore, a “baseline” watermark as disclosed is quite subjective. It is simply

described elsewhere in the art as the “perceptually significant” regions of a signal.

Making a watermarking function less linear or inverting the insertion ofwatermarks

would seem to provide the same benefit without the additional work required to

create a “baseline” watermark. Indeed, watermarking algorithms should already be

capable of defining a target insertion envelope or region without additional steps.

Whatis evident is the Leighton patent does not allow for initial prevention of attacks

on an embedded watermark as the content is visibly or audibly unchanged.

It is also important that any method for providing security also

function with broadcasting media over networks such as the Internet, which is also

referred to as “streaming.” Commercial “plug-in” products such as RealAudio and

RealVideo, as well as applications by vendors VDONet and Xtreme, are common in

such network environments. Most digital watermark implementations focus on
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commonfile base signals and fail to anticipate the security of streamed signals. It is

desirable that any protection scheme be able to function with a plug-in player

without advanced knowledge of the encoded media stream.

Other technologies focus solely on file-based security. These

technologies illustrate the varying applications for security that must be evaluated

for different media and distribution environments. Use of cryptolopes or

cryptographic containers, as proposed by IBM in its Cryptolope product, and

InterTrust, as described in U.S. Patents No. 4,827,508, 4,977,594, 5,050,213 and

5,410,598, may discourage certain forms of piracy. Cryptographic containers,

however, require a user to subscribe to particular decryption software to decrypt

data. IBM's InfoMarket and InterTrust's DigiBox, among other implementations,

provide a generalized model and need proprietary architecture to function. Every

user must have a subscription or registration with the party which encrypts the data.
Again, as a form of general encryption, the data is scrambled or encrypted without

regard to the media and its formatting. Finally, control over copyrights or other

neighboring rights is left with the implementing party, in this case, IBM, InterTrust

or a similar provider. Methods similar to these “trusted systems” exist, and

Cerberus Central Limited and Liquid Audio, among a number of companies, offer

systems which may functionally be thought of as subsets of IBM and InterTrust's

more generalized security offerings. Both Cerberus and Liquid Audio propose

proprietary player software which is registered to the user and “locked” in a manner

parallel to the locking of content that is distributed via a cryptographic container.

The economic trade-off in this model is that users are required to use each respective

companies’ proprietary player to play or otherwise manipulate content that is

downloaded. If, as is the case presently, most music or other media is not available

via these proprietary players and more companies propose non-compatible player

formats, the proliferation of players will continue. Cerberus and Liquid Audio also

by way of extension of their architectures provide for “near-CD quality” but

proprietary compression. This requirement stems from the necessity not to allow

content that has near-identical data make-up to an existing consumer electronic

standard, in Cerberus and Liquid Audio's case the so-called Red Book audio CD

standard of 16 bit 44.1 kHz, so that comparisons with the proprietary file may not
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yield how the player is secured. Knowledge of the player's file format renders its

security ineffective as a file may be replicated and played on any commonplayer,

not the intended proprietary player of the provider of previously secured and

uniquely formatted content. This is the parallel weakness to public key crypto-

systems which have gutted security if enough plain text and cipher text comparisons

enable a pirate to determine the user's private key.

Many approaches to digital watermarking leave detection and

decoding control with the implementing party of the digital watermark, not the

creator of the work to be protected. A set of secure digital watermark

implementations address this fundamental control issue forming the basis of key-

based approaches. These are covered by the following patents and pending .
applications, the entire disclosures of which are hereby incorporated by reference:

US Patent No. 5,613, 004 entitled “Steganographic Method and Device” and its

derivative US patent application Serial No. 08/775,216, US patent application Serial

No. 08/587,944 entitled “Human Assisted Random Key Generation and Application

for Digital Watermark System,” US Patent Application Serial No. 08/587,943

entitled “Method for Stega-Cipher Protection of Computer Code,” US patent

application Serial No. 08/677,435 entitled “Optimization Methodsfor the Insertion,

Protection, and Detection of Digital Watermarks in Digitized Data,” and US Patent

Application Serial No. 08/772,222 entitled “Z-Transform Implementation of Digital

Watermarks.” Public key crypto-systems are described in US Patents No.

4,200,770, 4,218,582, 4,405,829 and 4,424,414, the entire disclosures of which are

also hereby incorporated by reference.

In particular, an improved protection scheme is described in “Method

for Stega-Cipher Protection of Computer Code,” US patent application Serial No.

08/587,943. This technique uses the key-based insertion of binary executable

computer code within a content signal that is subsequently, and necessarily, used to

play or otherwise manipulate the signal in which it is encoded. With this system,

however, certain computational requirements, such as one digital player per digital

copy of content, may be necessitated. For instance, a consumer may download

many copies of watermarked content. With this technique, the user would also be

downloading as many copies of the digital player program. While this form of
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security may be desirable for some applications, it is not appropriate in many

circumstances. Finally, even when digital information is distributed in encoded

form, it may be desirable to allow unauthorized users to play the information with a

digital player, perhaps with a reduced level of quality. For example, a popular song

may be encodedand freely distributed in encoded form to the public. The public,

perhaps using commonly available plug-in digital players, could play the encoded

content and hear the music in some degraded form. The music may sound choppy,

or fuzzy or be degraded in some other way. Thislets the public decide, based on the

available lower quality version of the song, if they want to purchase a key from the

publisher to decode, or “clean-up,” the content. Similar approaches could be used to

distribute blurry pictures or low quality video. Or even “degraded”text, in the sense

that only authenticated portions of the text can be determined with the

predetermined key or a validated digital signature for the intended message.

In view of the foregoing, it can be appreciated that a substantial need

exists for a method allowing encoded contentto be played, with degraded quality, by

a plug-in digital player, and solving the other problems discussed above.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

The disadvantages of the art are alleviated to a great extent by a

method for combining transfer functions with predetermined key creation. In one
embodiment, digital information, including a digital sample and format information,

is protected by identifying and encoding a portion of the format information.

Encoded digital information, including the digital sample and the encoded format

information, is generated to protect the original digital information.

In another embodiment, a digital signal, including digital samples in a

file format having an inherent granularity, is protected by creating a predetermined

key. The predetermined key is comprised of a transfer function-based mask set to

manipulate data at the inherent granularity of the file format of the underlying

digitized samples.

With these and other advantages and features of the invention that

will becomehereinafter apparent, the nature of the invention may be more clearly

understood by reference to the following detailed description of the invention, the

appended claimsandto the several drawings attached herein.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block flow diagram of a method for copy protection or

authentication of digital information according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, a method

combines transfer functions with predetermined key creation. Increased security is

achieved in the method by combining elements of “public-key steganography” with

cryptographic protocols, which keep in-transit data secure by scrambling the data

with “keys” in a manner that is not apparent to those with access to the content to be

distributed. Because different forms of randomness are combined to offer robust,

distributed security, the present invention addresses an architectural “gray space”

between two important areas of security: digital watermarks, a subset of the more

general art of steganography, and cryptography. One form of randomnessexists in

the mask sets that are randomly created to map watermark data into an otherwise

unrelated digital signal. The second form of-randomness is the random

permutations of data formats used with digital players to manipulate the content with

the predetermined keys. These forms can be thought of as the transfer function

versus the mapping function inherent to digital watermarking processes.

According to an embodiment of the present invention, a

predetermined, or randomly generated, key is used to scramble digital information in

a way that is unlike known “digital watermark” techniques and public key crypto-

systems. As used herein, a key is also referred to as a “mask set” which includes

one or more random or pseudo-random series of bits. Prior to encoding, a mask can

be generated by any cryptographically secure random generation process. A block

cipher, such as a Data Encryption Standard (DES)algorithm, in combination with a

sufficiently random seed value, such as one created using a Message Digest 5

(MDS5)algorithm, emulates a cryptographically secure random bit generator. The

keys are saved in a database, along with information matching them to the digital

signal, for use in descrambling and subsequent viewing or playback. Additionalfile

format or transfer property information is prepared and made available to the

encoder, in a bit addressable manner. As well, any authenticating function can be
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combined, such as Digital Signature Standard (DSS) or Secure Hash Algorithm

(SHA).

Using the predetermined key comprised of a transfer function-based

mask set, the data representing the original content is manipulated at the inherent

granularity of the file format of the underlying digitized samples. Instead of

providing, or otherwise distributing, watermarked content that is not noticeably

altered, a partially “scrambled” copy of the content is distributed. The key is

necessary both to register the sought-after content and to descramble the content into

its original form.

The present invention uses methods disclosed in “Method for Stega-

Cipher Protection of Computer Code,” US Patent Application Serial No.

08/587,943, with respect to transfer functions related to the common file formats,

such as PICT, TIFF, AIFF, WAV,etc. Additionally, in cases where the content has

not been altered beyond being encoded with such functional data, it is possible for a

digital player to still play the conient because the file format has not been altered.

Thus, the, encoded content could still be played by a plug-in digital player as

discrete, digitally sampled signals, watermarked or not. That is, the structure of the

file can remain basically unchanged by the watermarking process, letting common

file format based players work with the “scrambled” content.

For example, the Compact Disc-Digital Audio (CD-DA) format

stores audio information as a series of frames. Each frame contains a number of
digital samples representing, for example, music, and a header that contains file

format information. As shown in FIG. 1, according to an embodiment of the

present invention some of the header information can be identified and “scrambled”

using the predetermined key at steps 110 to 130. The music samples can remain

unchanged. Using this technique, a traditional CD-DA player will be able to play a

distorted version of the music in the sample. The amount of distortion will depend

on the way, and extent, that the header, or file format, information has been

scrambled. It would also be possible to instead scramble someofthe digital samples

while leaving the header information alone. In general, the digital signal would be

protected by manipulating data at the inherent granularity, or “frames,” of the CD-
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DA file format. To decode the information, a predetermined key is used before

playing the digital information at steps 140 and 150.

A key-based decoder can act as a “plug-in” digital player of broadcast

signal streams without foreknowledge of the encoded media stream. Moreover, the

data format orientation is used to partially scramble data in transit to prevent

unauthorized descrambled access by decoders that lack authorized keys. <A

distributed key can be used to unscramble the scrambled content because a decoder

would understand how to process the key. Similar to on-the-fly decryption

operations, the benefits inherent in this embodiment include the fact that the

combination of watermarked content security, which is key-based, and the

descrambling of the data, can be performed by the same key which can be a plurality

of mask sets. The mask sets may include primary, convolution and message

delimiter masks with file format data included. r

The creation of an optimized “envelope” for insertion of watermarks

provides the basis of much watermark security, but is also a complementary goal of

the present invention. The predetermined or random key that is generated is not

only an essential map to access the hidden information signal, but is also the

descrambler of the previously scrambled signal's format for playback or viewing.

In a system requiring keys for watermarking content and validating

the distribution of the content, different keys may be. used to encode different

information while secure one way hash functions or one-time pads may be

incorporated to secure the embedded signal. The same keys can be used to later

validate the embedded digital signature, or even fully decode the digital watermark

if desired. Publishers can easily stipulate that content not only be digitally

watermarked but that distributors must check the validity of the watermarks by

performing digital signature-checks with keys that lack any other functionality. The

system can extend to simple authentication of text in other embodiments.

Before such a market is economically feasible, there are other

methods for deploying key-based watermarking coupled with transfer functions to

partially scramble the content to be distributed without performing full public key

encryption, i.e., a key pair is not necessarily generated, simply, a predetermined

key's function is created to re-map the data of the contentfile in a lossless process.
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Moreover, the scrambling performed by the present invention may be more

dependent on the file in question. Dissimilarly, encryption is not specific to any

particular media but is performed on data. The file format remains unchanged,

rendering the file useable by any conventional viewer/player, but the signal quality

can be intentionally degraded in the absence of the proper player and key. Public-~

key encryption seeks to completely obscure the sensitive “plaintext” to prevent

comparisons with the “ciphertext” to determine a user's private keys. Centralized

encryption only differs in the utilization of a single key for both encryption and

decryption making the key even more highly vulnerable to attacks to defeat the

encryption process. With the present invention, a highly sought after photograph

may be hazy to the viewer using any number of commonly available, nonproprietary

software or hardware, without the authorized key. Similarly, a commercially

valuable song may sound poor.

The benefit of some form of cryptography is not lost in the present

invention. In fact, some piracy can be deterred when the target signal may be known

but is clearly being protected through scrambling. What is not anticipated by known

techniques, is an ala carte method to change various aspects of file formatting to

enable various “scrambled states” for content to be subsequently distributed. An

image may lack all red pixels or may not have any of the mostsignificant bits

activated. An audio sample can similarly be scrambled to render it less-than-

commercially viable.

The present invention also provides improvements over known

network-based methods, such as those used for the streaming of media data over the

Internet. By manipulating file formats, the broadcast media, which has been altered

to “fit” within electronic distribution parameters, such as bandwidth availability and

error correction considerations; can be more effectively utilized to restrict the

subsequent use of the content while in transit as well as real-time viewing or

playing.

The mask set providing the transfer function can be read on a per-use

basis by issuing an authorized or authenticating “key” for descrambling the signal

that is apparent to a vieweror a player or possessor of the authenticating key. The

mask set can be read on a pet-computer basis by issuing the authorized key that is
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more generalized for the computer that receives the broadcast signals. Metering and

subscription models become viable advantages over known digital watermark

systems which assist in designating the ownership of a copy of digitized media

content, but do not prevent or restrict the copying or manipulation of the sampled

signal in question. For broadcast or streamed media, this is especially the case.

Message authentication is also possible, though not guaranteeing the same security

as an encrypted file as with general crypto systems.

The present invention thus benefits from the proprietary player model

without relying on proprietary players. No new players will be necessary and

existing multimedia file formats can be altered to exact a measure of security which

is further increased when coupled with digital watermarks. As with most consumer

markets for media content, predominant file formats exist, de facto, and

cotresponding formats for computers likewise exist. For a commercial compact disc

quality audio recording, or 16 bit 44.1 kHz, corresponding file formats include:

Audio Interchange File Format (AJFF), Microsoft WAV, Sound Designer II, Sun's

au, Apple's Quicktime, etc. Forstill image media, formats are similarly abundant:
TIFF, PICT, JPEG, GIF, etc. Requiring the use of additional proprietary players,

and their complementary file formats, for limited benefits in security is wasteful.

Moreover, almost all computers today are multimedia-capable, and this is
increasingly so “with the popularity of Intel's MMX chip architecture and the
PowerPC line ofmicrochips. Because file formattingis fundamentalin the playback

of the underlying data, the predetermined key can act both as a map, for information

to be encoded as watermark data regarding ownership, and a descrambler of the file

that has been distributed. Limitations will only exist in how large the key must be

retrofitted for a given application, but any manipulation offile format information is

not likely to exceed the size of data required versus that for an entire proprietary

player.

Aswith previous disclosures by the inventor on digital watermarking

techniques, the present invention may be implemented with a variety of

cryptographic protocols to increase both confidence and security in the underlying

system. A predetermined key is described as a set of masks. These masks may

include primary, convolution and message delimiter mask. In previous disclosures,
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the functionality of these masks is defined solely for mapping. The present

invention includes a mask set which is also controlled by the distributing party of a

copy of a given media signal. This mask set is a transfer function which is limited

only by the parameters of the file format in question. To increase the uniqueness or

security of each key used to scramble a given media file copy, a secure one way

hash function can be used subsequent to transfer properties that are initiated to

prevent the forging of a particular key. Public and private keys may be used as key

pairs to further increase the unlikeliness that a key may be compromised.

These same cryptographic protocols can be combined with the

embodiments of the present invention in administering streamed content that

requires authorized keys to correctly display or play the streamed content in an

unscrambled manner. As with digital watermarking, symmetric or asymmetric

public key pairs may be used in a variety of implementations. Additionally, the

need for certification authorities to maintain authentic key-pairs becomes a

consideration for greater security beyond symmetric key implementations. The

cryptographic protocols makes possible, as well, a message of text to be

authenticated by a message authenticating function in a general computing device

that is able to ensure secure message exchanges between authorizing parties.

Although various embodiments are specifically illustrated and

described herein, it will be appreciated that modifications and variations of the

present invention are covered by the above teachings and within the purview of the

appended claims without departing from the spirit and intended scope of the

invention.
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Whatis claimedis:

1. <A method for copy protection of digital information, the digital

information including a digital sample and format information, comprising the steps

of:

identifying a portion ofthe format information to be encoded;

generating encoded format information from the identified portion of the

format information; and

generating encoded digital information, including the digital sample and the

encoded format information.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of requiring a

predetermined key to decode the encoded format information.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the digital sample and format information

are configured to be used with a digital player, and wherein information output from

the digital player will have a degraded quality unless the encoded format

information is decoded with the predetermined key.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the information output from the digital

player representsa still image, audio or video.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein the information output represents text

data to be authenticated.

6. A method for protecting a digital signal, the digital signal including

digital samples in a file format having an inherent granularity, comprising the step
of:

creating a predetermined key comprised of a transfer function-based mask

set to manipulate data at the inherent granularity of the file format of the underlying

digitized samples.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the digital signal represents a continuous

analog waveform.

8. The-method of claim 6, wherein the predetermined key comprises a

plurality of masksets.

9. The method of claim 6, wherein the digital signal is a message to be

authenticated.
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10. The method of claim 6, wherein the mask set is ciphered by a key pair

comprising a public key and a private key.

11. The method of claim 6, further comprising the step of:

using a digital watermarking technique to encode information that identifies

ownership, use, or other information about the digital signal, into the digital signal.

12. The method of claim 6, wherein the digital signal represents a still

image, audio or video.

13. The method ofclaim 6, further comprising the steps of:

selecting the mask set, including one or more masks having random or

pseudo-random series ofbits; and

validating the mask set at the start of the transfer function-based mask set.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein said step of validating comprises the

step of:

comparing a hash value computed at the start of the transfer function-based

mask set with a determined transfer function of the hash value.

15. The method of claim 6, further comprising the steps of:

selecting the mask set, including one or more masks having random or

pseudo-random series of bits; and

authenticating the mask set by comparing a hash value computed at the start

of the transfer function-based mask set with a determined transfer function of the

hash value.

16. The method of claim 13, wherein said step of validating comprises the

step of:

comparing a digital signature at the start of the transfer function-based mask

set with a determined transfer function ofthe digital signature.

17. The method of claim 6, further comprising the steps of:

selecting the mask set, including one or more masks having random or

pseudo-random series of bits; and

authenticating the mask set by comparing a digital signature at the start of the

transfer function-based mask set with a determined transfer function of the digital

signature.
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18. The method of claim 13, further comprising the step of:

using a digital watermarking technique to embed information that identifies

ownership, use, or other information about the digital signal, into the digital signal;

and

wherein said step of validating is dependent on validation of the embedded

information.

19. The method ofclaim 6, further comprising the step of:

computing a secure one way hash function of carrier signal data in the digital

signal, wherein the hash function is insensitive to changes introduced into the carrier

signal for the purpose of carrying the transfer function-based maskset.

20. A method for protecting a digital signal, the digital signal including

digital samples in a file format having an inherent granularity, comprising the steps

of:

creating a predetermined key comprised of a transfer function-based mask

set that can manipulate data at the inherent granularity of the file format of the

underlying digitized samples;

authenticating the predetermined key containing the | correct transfer
function-based mask set during playback of the data; and

metering the playback of the data to monitor content.

21. The method of claim 20, wherein the predetermined key is authenticated

to authenticate message information.

22. A method to prepare for the scrambling of a sample stream of data,
comprising the steps of:

generating a plurality of mask sets to be used for encoding, including a

random primary mask, a random convolution mask and a randomstart of message

delimiter;

obtaining a transfer function to be implemented;

generating a message bit stream to be encoded;

loading the message bit stream, a stega-cipher map truth table, the primary

mask, the convolution mask and the start ofmessage delimiter into memory;

initializing the state of a primary mask index, a convolution mask index, and

a message bit index; and
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setting a message size equal to the total number of bits in the message bit

stream.

23. A method to prepare for the encoding of stega-cipher information into a

sample stream of data, comprising the stepsof:

generating a mask set to be used for encoding, the set including a random

primary mask, a random convolution mask, and a random start of message delimiter;

obtaining a message to be encoded;

compressing and encrypting the messageif desired;

generating a message bit stream to be encoded;

loading the message bit stream, a stega-cipher map truth table, the primary

mask, the convolution mask and the start ofmessage delimiter into memory;

initializing the state of a primary mask index, a convolution mask index, and

a messagebit index; and

setting the message size equal to the total numberof bits in the messagebit

stream.

24. The method of claim 23 wherein the sample stream of data has a

plurality ofwindows, further comprising the steps of:

calculating over which windows in the sample stream the message will be

encoded;

computing a secure one way hash function of the information in the

calculated windows, the hash function generating hash values insensitive to changes

in the samples induced by a stega-cipher; and

encoding the computed hash values in an encoded stream of data.

25. The method of claim 13, wherein said step of selecting comprises the

steps of:

collecting a series of random bits derived from keyboard latency intervals in

random typing;

processing the initial series of random bits through an MDS5 algorithm;

using the results of the MD5 processing to seed a triple-DES encryption

loop;
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cycling through the triple-DES encryption loop, extracting the least significant bit of

each result after each cycle; and

concatenating the triple-DES output bits into the randomseriesofbits.

26. A method for copy protection of digital information, the digital

information including a digital sample and format information, comprising the steps

of:

a identifying a portion of the digital sample to be encoded;

generating an encoded digital sample from the identified portion of the

digital sample; and

generating encoded digital information, including the encoded digital sample

and the format information.

27. The method of claim 26, further comprising the step of requiring a

predetermined key to decode the encoded digital sample.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein the digital sample and format

information are configured to be used with a digital player, and wherein information

output from the digital player will have a degraded quality unless the encoded digital

sample is decoded with the predetermined key.

29. The method of claim 27, wherein information output will have non

authentic message data unless the encode digital sample is decoded with the

predetermined key.
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*E* earier document but published on orafter the Intemational " document of pauticular relevance; the claimed invention

donvant doubts rorty cleimn{s} fale oak tive slop whon the doce nti tokenelono" which may throw on 's} or wolve an Inventive step mantiswhich cad to enabish tho pubgate of enother *Y* document of particular refavance; the clalmad invention
citation or olher special reason (as spaciied) cannot be considered to involve anInventive step when the

'O” document refering to an orai disclosure, use, exhibiion or document is combined with one ormore other such docu-
other means ments,such combination being obvious to. a parson ekited“P* document published to the International filing date but .iarteatthaydate cated! °&" document member of the same patentfamily

Date of tha actual compilation of the Intemational search Dato of mailing of the Intemational search report

20 March 2001 04.04, 0
Name and mailing address of the ISA Authedzed officer

European Patert Office, P.B. 5816 Patentiaan 2
NL - 2280 HV  

 
 

 
 
 

reGyaoeee Corcoran, P
Form PCTASAI210 (poor shoal} (iy 1982) °
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 INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT  
 

 

in ona! Application No

PCT/US 00/33126 
  

C{Continuation) DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Gitation of document, withindication,whereappropiate, of the relevant passages .

WO 97 24833 A (MICALI SILVIO)
10 July 1997 (1997-07-10)
abstract .

page 2, line 12 -page 5, line 8

US 5 539 735 A (MOSKOWITZ SCOTT A)
23 July 1996 (1996-07-23)
abstract

column 1, line 60 -column 4, line 29

SIRBU M ET AL: "NETBILL: AN INTERNET
COMMERCE SYSTEM OPTIMIZED FOR NETWORK
DELIVERED SERVICES*
DIGEST OF PAPERS OF THE COMPUTER SOCIETY
COMPUTER CONFERENCE (SPRING)

COMFCON,US ,LOS ALAMITOS, IEEE COMP. SOC.
vol. CONF. 40, 5 March 1995 (1995-03-05),
pages 20-25, XP000577034 ISBN:
0-7803-2657-1
The whole document

SCHUNTER M ET AL: "A status report on the
SEMPER framework for secure electronic
commerce"

COMPUTER NETWORKS AND ISDN
SYSTEMS ,NL,NORTH HOLLAND PUBLISHING.
AMSTERDAM,
vol. 30, no. 16-18,
30 September 1998 (1998-09-30), pages

* 1501-1510, XP004138681 :
ISSN: 0169-7552

2. Model for electronic commerce
3. The SEMPER framework

 

 
   
 
 

  
    

  
   

   

   

  
  
  
  

   
  
  
  

  
  

   
  KONRAD K ET AL: "Trust and electronic

commerce-more than a technical problem”
PROCEEDINGS OF THE 18TH IEEE SYMPOSIUM ON
RELIABLE DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS, PROCEEDINGS
18TH IEEE SYMPOSIUM ON RELIABLE
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS, LAUSANNE,
SWITZERLAND, 19-22 OCT. 1999, pages
360-365, XP002162270
1999, Los Alamitos, CA, USA, IEEE Comput.
Soc, USA ISBN: 0-7695-0290-3
3. Trust, Security and Electronic Commerce
4. Technology and Institutions

   
   
  

   

   
  

  
 -/-- 

 
Form POTASVE10 (continuation of second sheet) (uly 1882)
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 inte onal Application No

‘PCT/US 00/33126
INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

  
 Citation of document, with indication,where appropriate,of the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.
   
 
 KINI A ET AL: “Trust in electronic

comeerce: definition and theoretical
considerations” -

PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRTY-FIRST HAWAII
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SYSTEM -
SCIENCES (CAT. NO.98T8100216), PROCEEDINGS
OF THE THIRTY-FIRST HAWAII INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON SYSTEM SCIENCES, KOHALA
COAST, HI, USA, 6-9 JAN. 1998, pages
51-61, XP002162271
1998, Los Alamitos, CA, USA, IEEE Comput.
Soc, USA ISBN: 0-8186-8255-8
1.3 The Significance of Trust in
Electronic Commerce,

STEINAUER D DET AL: “Trust and
‘traceability in electronic commerce’
STANDARD VIEW, SEPT. 1997, ACM, USA,
vol. 5, no. 3, pages 118-124, xP002162272

ISSN: 1067-9936 ,
The whole document

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
  

US § 687 236 A (MOSKOWITZ SCOTT A ET AL)
11 November 1997 (1997-11-11)
abstract

US 5 745 569 A (MOSKOWITZ SCOTT A ET AL)
28 April 1998 (1998-04-28)
abstract

 
 
 

 
 

Form PGTAGA/210(conthrustion of socond shoal)(duly 1982]
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT
“information on patent femily membera   

  
 

  
  
 

  
ints ona) Application No

PCT/US 00/33126
‘=

cited In search report date membar(s) data  

  

  

 
 

US 5903721 A 11-05-1999 AU 6549498 A 29-09-1998
DE 1008022 T 25-01-2001
EP 1008022 A 14-06-2000
ES 2180892 T 16-12-2000
NO 994428 A 09-11-1999
WO 9840809 A 17-09-1998

US 5790677. A 04-08-1998 NONEeennrASPeNSRRAaatEONyDNOSGPSS

  9806198 A 12-02~1998
cA 2215908 A 26-09-1996

 26-09-1996 
  
  
  
  

  
  
 
  

 

WO 9629795

EP 0815671 A 07-01-1998
US 5553145 A 03-09-1996
US 5629982 A 13-05-1997
US 5666420 A 09-09-1997
US 6137884 A 24-10-2000
US 6141750 A 31-10-2000
EP 0917781 A 26-05-1999

2000515649 T 21-11-2000eereeeeeneecaeNSASSSleDESSSSEMSSRR

5615269 A 25-03-1997
1951497 A 28-07~1997aaEESRERAENANGSSEyAERODSTS

US 5539735 A 23-07-1996 US 5428606 A 27-06-1995
WO 9701892 A 16-01-1997

5613004 A 18-03-1997

 

 

 
 
 
 
  
 
  
  

 
  

   11-11-1997 — US 5687236
EP 0872073 A 21-10-1998
WO 9642151 A 27-12-1996

US 5745569 A _ 28-04-1998 AU=:1829497 A 11-08-1997
W 9726732 A  24-07-1997

Form POTASAI2(0 (peisnttasty anion) (uly 1992)
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT FeeCT/Ue00/33126

Boxi Observations where certain claims were found unsearchabfe (Continuation of item 1 of first sheet)

This international Search Report has not besn established in respect of certain daims under Article 17(2}{a) for the following reasons:

 
 
 

' C caetheyrelate to subject matter nat itrequired to be searched by this Authority, namely:

 

  
 

 
 
  

2. [X] cams nos. 20-186banause they relate to parts of the Intemational Application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such
an extent that no meaningful Intemational Search can be cariad out, specifically: _

see FURTHER INFORMATION sheet PCT/ISA/210

3. Ctalms Nos.CI because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6.4(a).”

Box fl Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 2 of first sheet) 
This international Searching Authority found muitiple inventions in this intemational application, as fatlows:

1. [J As all requiredadditional search feeswware timaly paid bythe applicant, this Intemational Search Report covers allSearchable claims. 
 
  

2. C] As allsearchable claims could be searched without affort justifying an additional fap, this Authority didnot Invite payment
of any additional fee.

3. Tl As only some of the required additional search fees were timelypaidbythe applicant, this international Search Reportcovers only those claims far which fees were paid, specifically claims  

 
   
    

«0 Norequired additional search fees were timaly paid by the appficant. Consequently, this Intemational Search Report isrestricted to tha Invention first mentioned in the claims;it is covered by claims Nos.:

[_]The additonal search fees were accompanied by the applicants protest.

C] No protest accompanied the paymantofadditional saarch fees.

Form PCTASAI210 (continuationof first sheet (1)) (July 1888)
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT intemational Application No. PCTAIS 00 83126
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTINUED FROM PCTIISA/ 210

Continuation of Box 1.2

20-186

  
 
 

  
 Claims Nos.: 

 In view of the large number and also the wording of the claims presently
on file, which render it difficult, if not impossible, to determine the
matter for which protection is sought, the present application fails to
comply with the clarity and conciseness requirements of Article 6 PCT

(see also Rule 6.1(a) PCT) to such an extent that a meaningful search isimpossible.

 

  
  

 
 
 Moreover, the proliferation of independent claims and the broad manner in

which these have been worded make it impossible to determine which parts
of the claims may be said to define subject-matter for which protection
might legitimately be sought (Article 6 PCT). For these reasons, a
meaningful search over the whole breadth of the claim(s) is impossibie.

 
  

   Consequently, the search has been restricted to the subject matter
recited in claims 1-19. —

  The applicant’s attention is drawn to the fact that claims, or parts of
claims, relating to inventions in respect of which no international
search report has been established need not be the subject of an
international preliminary examination (Rule 66.1(e) PCT). The applicant
is advised that the EPO policy when acting as an International
Preliminary Examining Authority is normally not to carry out a
preliminary examination on matter which has not been searched. This is
the case irrespective of whether or not the claims are amended following
receipt of the search report or during any Chapter II procedure.
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 INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT   International application No.
PCT/US00/21 189  
 
 

 

  

A. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER

IPCQ/) :H04L 9/32, HO4N 7/167
US CL :713/176; 705/51, 52, 57, 380/203, 231

According to International Patent Classification (IPC) or to both national classification and IPC
B. FIELDS SEARCHED

Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols)

  
   

  
  U.S. : 713/153; 705/51, 52, $7; 380/203, 231

 
 Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documents are includedin the fields searched 

 
  Electronic data base consulted during the international search (name of data base and, where practicable. search lerms used)

APS EAST/BRStext search terms: watermark, audio, copy protect. distribution 

  
 

Cc. DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Category* Citation of document, with indication, where appropriate, of the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.

US 5,636,292 A (RHOADS) 03 JUNE 1997, col. 33, line 42-col.|4, 6-15 and 17-29
34, line 8.

     
   US 5,629,980 A (STEFIK et al) 13 MAY 1997, col. 26, line 37-col.

27, line 26.
1-30

 

  US 5,943,422 A (VAN WIEet al) 24 AUGUST 1999, col. 6, line
53-62 and col. 10, line 18-56.

4, 6-15 and 17-29. 
 

    US 5,636,276 A (BRUGGER) 03 JUNE 1997, col. 5, line 53-col. 6,|1-30.
line 8. 
 

  30 US 5,341,429 A (STRINGERetal) 23 AUGUST 1994, col. 4, lines
1-22. 

 [| Further documents are listed in the continuation of Box C. [] See patent family annex.
  

 

later document published after the international filing date or priority
a . . date and not in conflict with the appheation but cited to understand

"AN documentdefining the general state of the art which is not considered the principle or theory underlying the inventionto be of particular relevance

. Special categories of cited documents: “7”

 

    

  
  
  
 

"E" earlier document published on or after the international filing date x documentof particular relevance, the claimed invention cannot beconsidered novel or cannot be considered to involve an inventive step
“L" document which may throw doubts on priority claim(s) or which is when the documentis taken alone

cited ta establish the publication date of another citation or other
special reason (as specified) Y document of particular relevance, the claimed invention cannot be

considered to involve an inventive step when the document is
“Qo” document referring to an oral disclosure. use. exhibition or other combined with one or more other such documents, such combination

means being obvious to a person skilled in the art

"pr documentpublished prior to the international filing date but later than "ae document memberof the same patent family  

 
 

the priority date claimed

Date of the actual completion of the intemational search  Date of mailing of the international search report

23 MAR 2001 
 

 26 JANUARY 2001
  

 
   

 

 
 

Name and mailing address of the ISA/US Authorized officerCommissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box PCT
Washington, D.C. 20231

Facsimile No. (703) 305-3230
   GILBERTO BARRON

  Telephone No. (703) 305-3900 
Form PCT/ISA/210 (second sheet) (July 1998)«
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Application Number:

Filing Date:

Title of Invention:

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

11895388

24-Aug-2007

Data protection method and device

Scott A. Moskowitz
  Filer:

Attorney Docket Number:

Filed as Large Entity

Richard A. Neifeld

SCOT0014-4

Utility under 35 USC 111(a) Filing Fees

Description

Basic Filing:

Pages:

Claims:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Petition:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:
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Description Fee Code Quantity Amount sats) in

Miscellaneous:

Submission- Information Disclosure Stmt 1806 1 180 180

Total in USD ($) 180 
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt
 

EFS ID:

Application Number:

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

8875555

11895388

2103
 

Title of Invention: Data protection method and device

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Customer Number:

Filer:

Filer Authorized By:

Scott A. Moskowitz

31518

Richard A. Neifeld

 

Attorney Docket Number:

Receipt Date:

Filing Date:

Time Stamp:

S$COT0014-4

19-NOV-2010

24-AUG-2007

13:27:21
 

Application Type:

Paymentinformation:

Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

 

 

Submitted with Payment yes

Payment Type Credit Card

Paymentwassuccessfully received in RAM $180

RAM confirmation Number 11755

Deposit Account 502106 

Authorized User NEIFELD,RICHARD ALAN

 
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentasfollows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees) 
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File Listing:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)
 
 

289537
Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)|IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.

Filed (SB/08) pdf no 6161b15c2b6c845d09736b2cf5117823cb37!
B57

Warnings: 

Information:

This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form 

 

 

 

 

991420

2 Foreign Reference FO3_EP0581317_Powell.pdf no 14
7518910965 6ea20e75 3cf2.cc6a310441016

4bal

Warnings:

Information:

1238906

3 Foreign Reference F16_9726733_Cooperman.pdf no 31
7bac8d26a9 1 adabd5436c40f74c4a7c65cd

6cd99

Warnings:

Information:

. 1987330
. F17_W098002864_Maskowitz.

4 Foreign Reference df no 42
P 8554170a0ff6c 101 56860107277e64ef0b9

Warnings:

Information:

. 1306998
. F18_W00057643_Moskowitz.

5 Foreign Reference df no 32
P 901ac560d647adb60b6b24868c003620e1doy214

Warnings:

Information:

F19_W09642151A2_C 1996483
6 Foreign Reference - —Seopermal no 51

n.pdf feb8a0d7d7694a53a6c0 10d 7e88efa90a5 2!o

 

 

Warnings:

Information:

; 168773
. F20_EP0872073_Moskowitz.

7 Foreign Reference df no 20
P 785b52e5 9b5 e40d24aa532339c0f0155c7

Warnings:

Information:

2214466

8 Foreign Reference F24_97001892Moskowitz.pdf no 48
319f773b54db96695670e60aaeb5f7fea2ed|

F262

Warnings:

Information:
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; 925925F25_W09726732A1_Moskowit |
 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
9 Foreign Reference no 22

zpdf 6e3b73095 2NGfBH99a767Bh76a74Hf94a
26ba

Warnings:

Information:

. 1155616. F29_W0023385A1_Moskowitz. |
10 Foreign Reference df no 24

P 806314070? 3fe5 35801 abcd516448e7 394]6034

Warnings:

Information:

161424 |
11 Foreign Reference L99_radiohead.pdf no 15eh0b91191d42 d5 6e8f72edde6fe7d 3héd3

<599a

Warnings:

Information:

L101_AppAsFiled_60169274 4713018 |
12 NPL Documents —APPAS dt - , no 109

P d46f?callab7ebd788e3a5b7500f184h4a12dcoe

Warnings:

Information:

L104_AppAsFiled_60234199 1020520 |
13 NPL Documents —APPAS dt - , no 22

P 7h83achGd 1187 aa125 79atB79PGe7 1147caa533

Warnings:

Information:

L105_AppAsFiled_09671739 2123598 |
14 NPL Documents —APPAS dt - , no 45

P 5690? 367hahcR5984c88ec5 535471524585dbs

Warnings:

Information:

516739 |
15 NPL Documents L115_Tirkel.pdf no 670597036ed 7687f61C1797908C5¢1 9873af|

7904

Warnings:

Information:

158813 |
16 NPL Documents L165_ISR_PCTUS0018411.pdf no 5947476f1b4e9ce 1a5d8h5a15e30h5170158,

o7fsd

Warnings:

Information:

237580 |
17 NPL Documents L166_ISR_PCTUS00331 26.pdf no 67 lafébbnsec3aleh744eN8ec6493733 1401

c504F

Warnings:

Information: 
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52841

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
18 NPL Documents L167_ISR_PCTUS0021189.pdf no 14f60d9eh742 5aaN56f8f03F1301 d69Be4c741

cd

Warnings:

Information:

112690 |
19 NPL Documents L176_Oasis.pdf no 181¢a38c8a4655a9a401 7cael 54eNNc4C85|

768

Warnings:

Information:

L201_AppAsFiled_60222023 1037383
20 NPL Documents —APPAS dt - , no 26

P be4421993 a7bt6c2aah35038a7715077114]£503

Warnings:

Information:

46179

21 NPL Documents L204_Howe.pdf no 19353417 Ndfi7cfed cfifec3Hfd? ace? Nf7eHn:
73

Warnings:

Information:

L205_C terS tG 670522 |
22 NPL Documents —SomPu ‘at roup. no 22

P 0ch17 17102903 1038175992770391 alcee? I]5a03

Warnings:

Information:

516868 |
23 NPL Documents L206_QuinStreetinc.pdf no 3714¢1126f78da1 2 -49b79605f44958a3 3 a4,

df137

Warnings:

Information:

829429 |
24 NPL Documents L207_Graham.pdf no 532cab?814.763ee4191126d5N583b93 anes!

alf65,

Warnings:

Information:

131101 |
25 NPL Documents L208_Farkex.pdf no 2ah6?4785449d8923 1 add?762447? 903 1c!

b3bef

Warnings:

Information:

720077 |
26 NPL Documents L209_Horowitz.pdf no 2ANfafahoNhhol 86d4f? 287308098Be cfOTTS6|

db7

Warnings:

Information: 
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80935

 

 

 

  
 

  
 

27 NPL Documents L210_Jimmy.pdf no 28003 94? Bff449571959AAbaB4 3aa5 Call
433

Warnings:

Information:

555209 |
28 NPL Documents L211-212_Aerosmith.pdf no 62189426db125 1hd61h5868e5hf6ssadi7e3

1667

Warnings:

Information:

3646930 |
29 NPL Documents L203_Morimoto.pdf no 7933e7 150742 346f79N38E34e5 031a2 3928Fdat

cayc

Warnings:

Information:

30328

30 Fee Worksheet (PTO-875) fee-info,pdf no 28523976078e 30a7889700630164 15 Fazc
6ba71

Warnings:

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 29637588
This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidenceof receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stageof an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditionsof 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application asa
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEYDOCKET NO.

11/895,388 08/24/2007 Scott A. Moskowitz

31518 7590 11/26/2010

NEIFELD IP LAW, PC
4813-B EISENHOWER AVENUE

ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address; COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

CONFIRMATION NO.

SCOT0014-4 2103

EXAMINER

OKEKE, IZUNNA

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2432

 

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

11/26/2010 LLUCTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date" to the
following e-mail address(es):

general @neifeld.com
meifeld @neifeld.com
rhahl @neifeld.com

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

11/895,388 MOSKOWITZ, SCOTT A.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit

IZUNNA OKEKE 2432 |
-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,

WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensions of time may be available underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timelyfiled
after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended periodfor reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Anyreply received by the Office later than three monthsafter the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
eamedpatent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

 

1)] Responsive to communication(s) filed on 03 September 2010.

2a)X] This action is FINAL. 2b)L] This action is non-final.

3)L] Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)X] Claim(s) 32-45 and 52-64 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)L] Claim(s)___ is/are allowed.

6)X1 Claim(s) 32-45 and 52-64is/are rejected.
7)L Claim(s)___ is/are objectedto.
8)L] Claim(s)___ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

 

Application Papers

9)_] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
10) The drawing(s)filed on is/are: a)[_] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

 

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)L] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)_] Acknowledgmentis made ofa claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).
a)LJAll b)L_]Some* c)L] None of:

1.0] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.
2.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.L] Copiesofthe certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceivedin this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action foralist of the certified copies not received.

 
 

Attachment(s)

1) Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) Cc Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) CJ Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper No(s)/Mail Date.__
3) [1] information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) L] Noticeof Informal Patent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date : 6) CT Other:
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20101110
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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

1. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 32-45 and 52-61 have been considered but

are moot in viewof the new ground(s)ofrejection.

2. With respect to Item 1 of applicant’s argument and remarks, examinerclarifies that

claims 58 and 59 were part of group II in the initial restriction requirement but were omitted

from the group due to typographical error. However, examiner addressed claims 58 and 59 (as

part of the elected group) in the OA of 04/05/2010 andto that effect, claims 58 and 59 arestill

pending in the case. In this amendment, applicant indicates claims 58 and 59 as "new". Thisis

incorrect. Claims 58 and 59 should either be indicated as "cancelled" or "amended" because they

are not new claimsin the case.

Double Patenting

1, The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created doctrine

groundedin public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the unjustified or

impropertimewise extension ofthe “right to exclude” granted by a patent and to prevent possible

harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory obviousness-type double patenting rejection

is appropriate where the conflicting claims are not identical, but at least one examined

application claim is not patentably distinct from the reference claim(s) because the examined

application claim is either anticipated by, or would have been obvious over, the reference

claim(s). See, e.g., fn re Berg, 140 F.3d 1428, 46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); In re

Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29 USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir. 1993); /n re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225

USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir. 1985); Zn re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re
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Vogel, 422 F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970); and Jn re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163

USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969).

A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321(c) or 1.321(d) may

be used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory double patenting

ground provided the conflicting application or patent either is shown to be commonly owned

with this application, or claims an invention madeasa result of activities undertaken within the

scope of a joint research agreement.

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a terminal

disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with 37 CFR

3.73(b).

2. Claim 32-45 and 52-64 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness-type

double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1-20 of U.S. Patent No. 5,745,569. Although

the conflicting claims are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each other because

both inventionsare directed to a method of copy protecting a software or digital data wherein a

license 1s watermarked into the software and a license key derived from license information is

used to decode/access the watermark to enable authorized use of the software.

Claim Objections

1. Claims 32 and 41 objected to because ofthe following informalities: Claim 32 recites in

part; “thereby resulting in a first license code encoded watermarked software, wherein saidfirst

license code encoded watermarked software”. The last part of the limitation impliesthat the

license code encoded the watermarked software. This recitation is inconsistent with the

disclosure in the specification. Applicant is asked to review the claim with respect to the
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limitations presented. Claim 41 recites “wherein said watermark encodestherein information”. It

is not clear what/which information is being referred to. The term “information”is too broad and

any watermark has “information” encoded therein. Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

1, The following is a quotation ofthe first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall contain a written description ofthe invention, and of the manner and process of making
and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any personskilled inthe art to whichit
pertains, or with whichit is most nearly connected, to make and use the same andshall set forth the best mode
contemplated by the inventorof carrying out his invention.

2. Claims 62-64 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph,as failing to comply with

the written description requirement. The claim(s) contains subject matter which was not

described in the specification in such a way as to reasonably conveyto oneskilled in the relevant

art that the inventor(s), at the time the application wasfiled, had possession of the claimed

invention.

Claims 62 recites in part “wherein said software code defines software code

interrelationships between code resources" and “to form a first license key encoded software

code in whichat least one of said software code interrelationship are encoded”. The specification

provides no support forthis limitation as it fails to teach or mention “software code

interrelationships”, how the software code defines interrelationships between code resources and

how it is encoded to form a first license key encoded software code. Applicant is asked to

identify the section of the specification that provides support for claim 62.

Claim 63 and dependent claim 64 recites in part “encoding, by said computer using at

least a first license key and an encoding algorithm, said software code, to form a second license

key encoded software code; wherein said first license key encoded software codeis not identical
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to said second license key encoded software code”. There is also no disclosure that supports this

limitation in the specification. There is no disclosure of using a “second license key” to encode a

software code to form a “second license key encoded software code” whereinafirst license key

encoded software code is not identical to a second license key encoded software code. Applicant

is also asked to point out the section of the specification that clearly provides support for claims

63 and 64.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by another filed
in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an applicationfor
patent by anotherfiled in the United States before the invention bythe applicant for patent, except that an
international application filed underthe treaty defined in section 351 (a) shall have the effects for purposes ofthis
subsection of an application filed in the United States onlyif the international application designated the United
States and was published underArticle 21(2) of suchtreaty in the English language.

3, Claims 32-45 and 52-61 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by

Houseret al. (US-5606609),

a, Referring to claim 32, 40, 45, 52 and 59:

Regarding claim 32, 40, 45, 52 and 59, Houser teaches a computer-based method for

modifying software, comprising: receiving, in a computer having a processor and memory,

software, wherein said software provides a specified functionality (Col 7, Line 15-28...

electronic document software);embedding a watermark into said software, using said computer,

said watermark encoding at least one first license code, thereby resulting inafirst license code

encoded watermarked software, wherein said first license code encoded watermarked software 

(Col 7, Line 30-60... embedding a watermark into the electronic document wherein the

watermark comprises a license security code thereby resulting a licensed security code encoded

watermarked document).

a. Referring to claim 33 and 57:
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Regarding claim 33 and 57, Houser teaches the process of claim 32, wherein said

embedding increases the complexity of code analysis and/or tampering with said first license

code encoded watermarked software (Col 7, Line 45-60... embedding the security code as a

watermark increases the complexity of tampering with the security code or software).

a. Referring to claim 34 and 34:
 

Regarding claim 34 and 54, Houser teaches the process of claim 32, wherein said first

license code encoded watermarked software is configured to query a user for personalization

information during its installation (Col 9, Line 20-25... personalization information during

installation).

a. Referring to claim 35, 36 and 53:

Regarding claim 35, 36 and 53, Houser teaches the process of claim 32, wherein [[the]]

said watermark is accessible with a key (Col 9, Line 37-60.... the embedded security code is

decoded using a key).

a. Referring to claim 37 and 44:

Regarding claim 37 and 44, Houser teaches the process according to claim 34, wherein

said first license code encoded watermarked software is configured to determine said key from

said personalization information (Col 9, Line 37-60... key can be determined from password).

a. Referring to claim 38:

Regarding claim 38, Houser teaches the process according to claim 32, wherein the step

of embedding the software with a watermark is performed during execution of the software (Col

7, Line 29-43... embedding the watermarkafter creation of the document).

a. Referring to claim 39:
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Regarding claim 39, Houser teaches the process according to claim 32, wherein said

embedding modifies the structure of said software (Col 7, Line 45-64... embedding the security

watermark modifies the structure of the original document).

a. Referring to claim 41 and 55:

Regarding claim 41 and 55, Houser teaches the article of manufacture of claim 40,

wherein said watermark encodes therein information (Col 7, Line 45-64... security watermark

encodes information).

a. Referring to claim 42 and 56:

Regarding claim 42 and 56, Houser teaches the article of manufacture of claim 40,

wherein the watermark affects functionality of the watermarked software (Col 9, Line 20-36...

security watermark affects functionality of the watermarked documentsuch as verifying user,

etc.).

a. Referring to claim 43:

Regarding claim 43, Houser teachesthe article of manufacture of claim 41, wherein said

instructions comprise decodeinstructions for said computer system to use said information to

generate a decode key for decoding said software (Col 9, Line 37-60... decryption key generated

from password and used for decrypting the document code).

a. Referring to claim 58:

Regarding claim 58, Houser teaches a method for licensed software use, the method

comprising: loading a software product on a computer, said computer comprising a processor,

memory, an input, and an output, so that said computer is programmedto execute said software

product; said software product outputting a prompt for input of license information; and said
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software product using license information entered via said input in response to said prompt in a

routine designed to decodea first license code encodedin said software (See the rejection in

claim 32 and 34).

a. Referring to claim 60:

Regarding claim 60, Houser teaches the method of claim 59 wherein, wheninstalled on a

computer system,said first license key encoded software code will provide said specified

underlying functionality only after receipt of said first license key (Col 9, Line 20-35 and Line

60-67... after receipt of the password, access to the documentis provided).

a. Referring to claim 61:

Regarding claim 61, Houser teaches a method for encoding software code using a

computer having a processor and memory, comprising:

storing a software code in said memory; wherein said software code comprisesa first code

resource and provides a specified underlying functionality wheninstalled on a computer system;

and modifying, by said computer, using a first license key and an encoding algorithm, said

software code, to form a modified software code; and wherein said modifying comprises

encoding said first code resource to form an encodedfirst code resource; wherein said modified

software code comprises said encodedfirst code resource, and a decode resource for decoding

said encodedfirst code resource; wherein said decode resource is configured to decode said

encodedfirst code resource uponreceipt of said first license key (See the rejection in claims 32,

34, 35, 42 and 43).
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Conclusion

4. Applicant's amendmentnecessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in this

Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP§ 706.07(a).

Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this action. In the eventa first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHSofthe mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTHshortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHSfrom the date ofthis

final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to IZUNNA OKEKE whose telephone numberis (571)270-3854.

The examiner can normally be reached on 9:00am - 5:00pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Gilberto Barron can be reached on (571) 272-3799. The fax phone numberfor the

organization where this application or proceedingis assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

maybe obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applicationsis available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

AZUNNA OKEKE/

Examiner, Art Unit 2432

/Jung Kim/
Primary Examiner, AU 2432
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Neifeld Docket No: SCOT0014-4

Application/Patent No: 11/895,388 USPTO CONFIRMATION NO: 2103
File/Issue Date: 8/24/2007

Inventor/title: Moskowitz/ Data protection method and device
Examiner/AriUnit: lzunna OKEKE/2432

ENTITY STATUS: SMALL (CONVERT UPON ALLOWANCETO LARGE)
Priority: Application No. 09/046,627 (which issucd July 22, 2003, as U.S. Patent No. 6,598,162

37 CFR 1.7(c) FILING RECEIPT AND TRANSMITTAL LETTER WITH
AUTHORIZATION TO CHARGE DEPOSIT ACCOUNT

lL. THE COMMISSIONERIS HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO CHARGEANY FEES

WHICH MAY BE REQUIRED, OR CREDIT ANY OVERPAYMENT, TO DEPOSIT
ACCOUNT NUMBER50-2106.

2. FEES (PAID HEREWITHBY EFS CREDIT CARD SUBMISSION)§ 0
A. CLAIMS FEES

B. OTHER FEES

3. THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTSARE SUBMITTED HEREWITH:

AMENDMENTTO SPECIFICATION

CLAIMS

REMARKS

4, FOR INTERNAL NEIFELD IP LAW, PC USE ONLY
acct/ck/No/date/amnt: 6/

Firm charge:
INITIALS OF PERSON WHO ENTERED ACCOUNTING DATA: RAN

ATTORNEY SIGNATURE (AUTHORIZING DEPOSIT ACCOUNT)
2/27/2011 /RichardNeifeld#35,299/

RICHARD NEIFELD, REG. NO. 35,299
ATTORNEY OF RECORD

Printed: February 27, 2011 (8:49pm)
Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafis\RemarksIRTOA_SCOT0014-42-26-2011.wpd
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REMARKS

SPECIFICATION

The applicant submits herewith an amendmenttothe first paragraph ofthe specification.

The file history of Application No, 10/602,777, filed June 25, 2003, now Patent No 7,664,263,
issued February 16, 2010, indicates that the reference in that application’s specification to the
priority application 08/587,943 was erroneous because the application data sheet filed with the

subject patent application did not contain the reference to 08/587,943. This error in claiming
priority inadvertently made in the parent case of the subject application has propagatedinto the
subject application. The specification amendmentcorrects the propagated error.
REMARKSIN RESPONSE TO THE11/26/2010 FINAL OFFICE ACTION

Please note the claims have only been formally amended in response to objections; no new
limitations have been added andtherefore the claim amendments should be entered and this response
considered in the sense that the amendmentto claim 42 provides a limitation so similar to claims 42-

43 dependenttherefrom as to raise no newissue. Moreover, I believe that upon review,the
examiner will agree that rejections and objections have been overcome by the claim amendment,
terminal disclaimer, and remarks presented below. I request that the examiner telephone me if upon

review there are any remaining issues that need to be resolved.
FORMALISSUE

OA page 2 item 2 notes that claims 58 and 59 were improperly identified as "new". In
response, claims 58 and 59 are identified herein as "Previously Presented".
DOUBLE PATENTING REJECTION OVER USP 5,745,569

OA page 3 item 2 rejects claims 32-45 and 52-64 based upon claims 1-20 of USP
5,745,569. The OA reasons that claims herein are obvious over claims of USP 5,745,569 because

claims of USP 5,745,569 define "a method of copy protecting a sofiwareor digital data wherein a
license is watermarked into the software and a license key derived from license information is
used to decode/access the watermark to enable authorized use of the software." OA page 5 lines 14-
16.

In response, first, please note that claims of USP 5,745,569 do not define "a license is

watermarkedinto the software." In contrast, in this application:
independent claim 32 recites "a license is watermarked into the software";
independent claim 52 recites "wherein said watermark encodesat least one first license code";
independent claim 58 recites "a first license code encodedin said sofiware";
independent claim 59 recites "formafirst license key encoded software code";
independent claim 61 recites "modifying, by said computer, using a first license key and an encoding
algorithm, said software code, to form a modified software code";

independent claim 62 recites "encoding, by said computer using at least a first license key and an
encoding algorithm, said software code, to form a first license key encoded software code "; and
independent claim 63 recites "encoding, by said computer using at least a first license key and an

encoding algorithm, said software code, to form a first license key encoded software code".
In response, second, please note that claims of USP 5,745,569 do not define "identifying a

watermark in software". In contrast, in this application, independent claim 40 defines "using said
licensing information in an algorithm to identify a watermark in said software".

Forthe foregoing reasons, the applicant submits that the double patenting rejection based
upon claims 1-20 of USP 5,745,569 is improper and should be reversed.
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CLAIM OBJECTIONS

OA page 3 item | objects to claims 32 and 41.
In response to the objection to claim 32, the applicant deletes the surplussage text "“wherem

satctrstteensecodeencodedswatermarkedsottware" recitation.

In response to the objection to claim 41, the applicant notes the following paragraphin the
specification:
" This invention represents a significant improvement overprior art because of the inherent

difference in use of purely informational watermarks versus watermarks which contain executable
object code. If the executable object code in a watermarkis essential to an application which
accesses the data which contains the watermark, this creates an all-or-none situation. Either the user

must have the extracted watermark, or the application cannot be used, and hence the user cannot
gain full access to the presentation of the information in the watermark bearing data. In order to
extract a digital watermark, the uscr must have a key. The key,in turn, is a function ofthe license
information for the copy ofthe software in question. The keyis fixed priorto final assembly of the

application files, and so cannot be changed at the option of the user. That, in turn, meansthe license
information in the software copy must remain fixed, so that the correct key is available to the
software. The key and the license information are, in fact, interchangeable. One is merely more

readable than the other. In U.S. Pat. No. 5,613,004, the '‘Steganographic Method and Device, patent’,
the possibility of randomization erasure attacks on digital watermarks was discussed. Simply,it is
alwayspossible to erase a digital watermark, depending on how much damage youare willing to do
to the walermark-bearing content stream. The present invention has the significant advantage that
you must have the watermark to be able to use the code it contains. If you erase the watermark you
havelost a key picce of the functionality of the application, or even the meansto access the data
which bear the watermark."

Accordingly, the applicant amends claim 41 to recite "Information defining an executable
code providing a functionality of said software."
112, IST PARAGRAPH CLAIM REJECTIONS

OA page 4 item 2 rejects claims 62-64 under 112, Ist paragraph, requesting the applicant to
identify support for the following recitations:
Claim 62: "software code interrelationships" and encoding to formafirst license key encoded
software. Claims 63 and 64: the first license key encoded soliware being not identical to the second
license key encoded software.

In response, claim 62 reads as follows:
" 62. (Previously Presented) A method for encoding software code using a

computer having a processor and memory, comprising:
storing a software code in said memory;
wherein said software code defines software code interrelationships between cade resources

that result in a specified underlying functionality when installed on a computer system; and
encoding, by said computer using at least a first license key and an encoding algorithm,said

software code, to formafirst license key encoded software code in whichat least one of said
software code interrelationships are encoded."

Refer to the US 20080016365 publication of this application.
The specification recites in relevant part "[0065] Once the code resources of a program are

loaded into memory, they typically remain in a fixed position, unless the computer operating system

finds it necessary to rearrange certain portions of memory during "system time,” when the operating
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system code, not application code, is running.” This passage supports the claimed "storing a
software code in said memory; ".

The specification recites in relevant part "[0066] Under the present invention, the application
contains a special code resource which knowsaboutall the other code resources in memory." This

passage supports the claimed "wherein said software code defines software code interrelationships
between code resources ".

The specification recites in relevant part, further in published paragraph [0066] that "During

execution time, this special code resource, called a "memory scheduler,” can be called periodically,
or at random or pseudo random intervals, at which timeit intentionally shuffles the other code
resources randomly in memory, so that someonetrying to analyze snapshots of memory at various
intervals cannot be sure if they are looking at the same code or organization from one "break" to the
next. This adds significant complexity to their job. The scheduler also randomly relocates itself when
it is finished. In order to do this, the scheduler would haveto first copy itself to a new location, and
then specifically modify the program counter and stack frame, so that it could then jump intothe

newcopy of the scheduler, but return to the correct calling frame. Finally, the scheduler would need
to maintain a list of all memory addresses which contain the address of the scheduler, and change
them to reflect its new location." This passage supports the claimed "wherein said software code

defines software code interrelationships between code resources that result in a specified

underlying functionality when installed on a computer system;"
The specification recites in relevant part that "[0056] One method of the present invention is

now discussed. When code and data resources are compiled and assembled into a precursor of an
executable program the next step is to use a utility application for final assembly of the executable
application. The programmer marks several essential code resources ina list displayed bythe utility.
The utility will choose one or several essential code resources, and encode them into one or several
data resources using the stegacipher process. The end result will be that these essential code

resources are not stored in their own partition, but rather stored as encoded information in data
resources. They are not accessible at run-time without the key." This passage supports the claimed
"encoding, by said computer using at least a first license key and an encoding algorithm, said

software code, to forma first license key encoded software code in which at least one of said
software code interrelationships are encoded."

Accordingly, claim 62 is supported.
The following excerpts from the publication of the application disclose plural versions ofa

software, each encoded with a different mask and thereby resulting in non identical encoded versions
of an original software.

"[0049] As with previous disclosures by the inventor on digital watermarking techniques, the
present invention may be implemented with a variety of cryptographic protocols to increase both
confidence and security in the underlying system. A predetermined key is described as a set of

masks. These masks mayinclude primary, convolution and message delimiter mask. In previous
disclosures, the functionality of these masksis defined solely for mapping. The present invention
includes a mask set whichis also controlled by the distributing party of a copy of a given media
signal. This mask set is a transfer function which is limited only by the parameters of the file format
in question. To increase the uniqueness or security of each key used to scramble a given media file
copy, a sccure one wayhash function can be used subsequent to transfer propertics that are initiated
to prevent the forging ofa particular key. Public and private keys may be used as key pairs to
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further increase the unlikeliness that a key may be compromised. "

and

"[0047] The mask set providing the transfer function can be read on a per-use basis by issuing an
authorized or authenticating "key" for descrambling the signal that is apparent to a viewer or a
player or possessorof the authenticating key. The mask set can be read on a per-computer basis by

issuing the authorized key that is more generalized for the computerthat receives the broadcast
signals. Metering and subscription models become viable advantages over known digital watermark
systems whichassist in designating the ownership ofa copy of digitized media content, but do not
preventor restrict the copying or manipulation of the sampled signal in question. For broadcast or
streamed media, this is especially the case. Message authenticationis also possible, though not
guarantecing the samc sccurity as an encrypted file as with gcncral crypto systems. "

The foregoing excerpts therefore support claim 63's "encoding, by said computer using at

least a first license key and an encoding algorithm, said software code, to formafirst license key
encoded software code; encoding, by said computer using at least a second license key and an
encoding algorithm, said software code, to form a second license key encoded software code;

wherein said first license key encoded software code is not identical to said secondlicense key
encoded software codeifsaid first license key is not identical to said second license key." For the
samereasons, the foregoing excerpts support claim 64's "wherein both said first license key encoded
software code and said second license key encoded soliware code are capable of providing said
specified underlying functionality when installed on a computer system."
102(E) REJECTIONS BASED UPONUS5606609 TO HOUSER

OA page 5 item 3 rejects claims 32-45 and 52-61 under 102(e) based upon US 5606609 to

Houser. In response, the applicant traverses for the following reasons.
Claim 32 recites "embedding a watermark into said software, using said computer, said

watermark encodingat least onefirst license code, thereby resulting in a first license code encoded

watermarked software." A watermarkin this art refers to information embeddedinto a digital signal
in a waythat is difficult to remove. Regarding the meaning of "software", our specification states
that: "[0033] An improvementoverthe art is disclosed in the present invention, in that the software
itselfis a set of commands, compiled by software engineer, which can be configured in such a
manneras to tie underlying functionality to the license or authorization of the copy in possession by
the user. Without such verification, the functions sought out by the user in the form of software
cease to properly work. Attempts to tamperor "patch" substitute code resources can be made highly

difficult by randomizing the location of said resources in memory on an intermittent basis to resist
most attacks at disabling the system."

Houser does not disclose claim 32's "embedding a watermark into said software".

First, Houser does not disclose embedding into "software". Houser col. 7 lines 19-21 clarify
that an “application” generates an “electronic document". An application defines software. An
electronic document defines a data file in a format readable by some software. As noted in Houserin
connection with the discussion of the interrelationship of the electronic documentto the embedded
object, "As seen in FIG. 5, an electronic document 510 may bea text file created by any
conventional application, as noted above."

The OA at page 5 item 3a corresponds Houser's data file with the claim 32's "software",

whichis incorrect because Houser's data file is not software, it is data. Accordingly, Houser does

"
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not anticipate.
Second, Houser does not disclose a "watermark" being embedded. It discloses only an object

being embeddedat a specified location in the electronic document. The OA cites Houser 7:30-60
for disclosing a watermark. However, Houser 7:30-60 does not disclose a watermark. Houser

7:30-60 contains no details about the relationship of the data defining the embedded objectto the
data defining the electronic document.

Houser Fig. 5, and 11:52 to 12:39 provide Houser's description of embodiments of the

embedded object in the electronic document. Each of these embodiments relies upon the location of
the object being predetermined and definite. In this regard, Ilouser notes that "FIG. 5 illustrates an
electronic document having security objects embedded therein in accordance with the present
invention." In describing the embedded objeci, Houser further notes that "In general, the security
object may be embeddedat any location within or appended to the electronic document. Different
applications used to create the electronic document 510 may handle OLEsccurity objects in
different ways. For example, the OLE security object may be inserted in its entirety into the

electronic document. FIG. 5 illustrates an example of an OLEsecurity object 520 inserted into the
document 510. A OLE object 530 is included in electronic document 510 to illustrate that the
document may include multiple OLE security objects." Thus, Houser generally contemplates a

embedding an object at "any location” meaning a defined location within the document. An object
embedded at a predetermined and definite single location within an electronic documentis not a
watermark. Accordingly, Houser does not anticipate claim 32.

Independent claim 40 recites "said computer system receiving licensing information as an
input and using said licensing information in an algorithm to identify a watermark insaid software".
As noted for claim 32, Houser doesnot disclose watermarking software and therefore docs not
anticipate claim 40. (Please also note that the "identify"ing limitation of claim 40 wasnot addressed

in the OA.) Therefore, Houser does not anticipate claim 40.
Independent claim 52 recites "wherein said computer is programmed to embed a watermark

into said software; wherein said watermark encodesat least onefirst license code, thereby resulting
ina first license code encoded watermarked software."

Ilouser does not disclose embedding a watermark in software, or encoding a licence code in
a watermark, for the reasons noted for claim 32. Therefore, Houser does not anticipate claim 52.

Independent claim 58 recites "said sofiware product using license information entered via
said input in responseto said prompt in a routine designed to decodea first license code encoded in
said software." Houser docs not disclose software "designed to decodea first license code encoded
in said software" in response to the user's entry of "license information." The OA rejected claim 58

citing the reasoning applied to dependent claim 34. However, claim 34 did not define software
"designed to decode a first license code encodedin said software" in responseto the user's entry of
"license information." The OA cited Houser 9:20-25 in connection with claim 34. All that Houser

9:20-25 discloses is entry of user name and password; that provides no disclosure of claim 58's
"designed to decode a first license code encodedin said software" in responseto the user's entry of
license information. Therefore, Houser does not anticipate claim 58.

Independent claim 59 recites "A method for encoding sofiware code ...wherein said sofiware
code comprises a first code resource and provides a specified underlying functionality wheninstalled
on a computer system; and encoding, by said computer using at Icast a first license key and an
encoding algorithm, said software code, to form a first license key encoded software code."

Houser does not disclose "encoding software code" and therefore does not disclose "encoding
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software [that]...comprises a first code resource and provides a specified underlying functionality
wheninstalled on a computer system". Since Houser does not disclose “encoding software code"it
also does not disclose doing so “using at lcast a first license key and an encoding algorithm".
Therefore, Houser does not anticipate claim 59. (Please also note neither of these limitations is

addressed in the OA.)
Independent claim 61 recites "A method for encoding software code". Houser does not

disclose encoding software code. Claim 61 recites "...wherein said software code comprisesa first

code resource and provides a specified underlying functionality when installed on a computer
system". As noted above for claim 59, Iouser does not disclose this limitation (nor wasit addressed
in the OA). Claim 61 recites "modifying, by said computer, using a first license key and an
encoding algorithm,said sofiware code, to form a modified sofiware code." Houser does not
disclose encoding software code. Claim 61 recites "encoding said first code resource to form an
encodedfirst code resource". Houser does not disclose encoding a code resource of the original
electronic document. Claim 61 also recites "wherein said modified software code comprises said

encoded first code resource, and a decode resource for decoding said encodedfirst code resource."
Houser does not disclose this limitation (and please note that the OA did not addressthis limitation.)
Finally, claim 61 recites "wherein said decode resource [contained in the "modified software code"|

is configured to decode said encodedfirst code resource upon receipt of saidfirst license key."
Ilouser does not disclose this limitation (and please note that the OA did not addressthis limitation.)

Each dependent claim is allowable at least for the reasons noted for its independent claim.

2/27/2011 /RichardNeifeld#35,299/

RICHARD NEIFELD, REG. NO. 35,299
ATTORNEY OF RECORD

RAN

Date/Time code: February 27, 2011 (8:49pm)

Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\RemarksIRTOA_SCOT0014-42-26-2011.wpd
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1-31. (Canceled)

32. (Currently Amended) A computer-based method for modifying software,

comprising:

receiving, in a computer having a processor and memory, software, wherein said software

provides a specified functionality;

embedding a watermark into said software, using said computer, said watermark encoding at

least one first license code, thereby resulting in a first license code encoded watermarkedsoftware;

 

33. (Previously Presented) The process of claim 32, wherein said embedding

increases the complexity of code analysis and/or tampering with said first license code encoded

watermarked software.

34. (Previously Presented) The process of claim 32, wherein said first license

code encoded watermarked software is configured to query a user for personalization information

duringits installation.

35. (Previously Presented) The process of claim 32, wherein said watermark is

accessible with a key.

36. (Previously Presented) The process of claim 35 wherein said key enables said

first license code encoded watermarked software to provide said specified functionality.

37. (Previously Presented) The process according to claim 34, wherein said first

license code encoded watermarked software is configured to determine said key from said

personalization information.

38. (Original) The process according to claim 32, wherein the step of embedding the

software with a watermark is performed during execution of the software.
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39. (Previously Presented) The process according to claim 32, wherein said

embedding modifies the structure of said software.

40. (Previously Presented) Anarticle of manufacture comprising a machine

readable medium, having thereon stored instructions adapted to be executed by a processor ofa

computer system, said computer system including a memory, which instructions when executed by

said computer system result in a process comprising:

said computer system storing a software in said memory;

said computer system receiving licensing information as an input and using said liccnsing

information in an algorithm to identify a watermark in said sofiware.

4}. (Currently Amended) The article of manufacture of claim 40, wherein said

watermark encodes therein information defining an executable code providing a functionality of said

software.

42. (Original) Thearticle of manufacture of claim 40, wherein the watermark

affects functionality of the watermarked software.

43. (Previously Presented) The article of manufacture of claim 41, wherein said

instructions comprise decode instructions for said computer system to use said information to

generate a decode key for decoding said software.

44. (Previously Presented) The article of manufacture of claim 43, wherein said

identifying information comprises a license key, and said decode instructions instruct said computer

to determine said license key from said information and to generate said decode key using said

license key.

45. (Currently Amended) The article of manufacture of claim 40;

wherein said watermark encodes a license key;

said instructions include a prompt to enter licensing information;
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wherein said software provides a certain functionality afler receipt of licensing information

in response to said prompt only if said licensing information comprises a license key encoded in said

watermark.

46-51. (Canceled)

52. (Previously Presented) A computer-based system for modifying software,

comprising:

a computer having a processor and memory;

wherein said computer is programmedto receive software that provides a specified

functionality when installed on a computer system;

wherein said computer is programmed to embed a watermark into said software;

wherein said watermark encodesat least one first license code, thereby resulting inafirst

license code encoded watermarked software.

53. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 52 wherein said computeris

programmedto use said at least one first license code as an input in an algorithm for embedding

said watermark with said at lcast one first license codec.

54. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 52 wherein said first license code

encoded watermarked software is designed to promptfor entry of licensing information and only

provides a certain functionality if licensing information entered in response to said prompt comprises

at least one of said at least one first license code encoded in said watermark.

55. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 53, wherein said at least onefirst

license codeis fixed prior to distribution of the software.

56. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 52 wherein said at least one first

license code comprises computer code that provides different functionality to said first license code

encoded watermarked software compared to said sofiware.
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57. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 52, wherein said first license

code encoded watermarked softwareis resistant to code analysis and/or tampering.

58. (Previously Presented) A methodfor licensed software use, the method

comprising:

loading a software product on a computer, said computer comprising a processor, memory,

an input, and an output, so that said computer is programmedto execute said software product;

said software product outputting a prompt for input of license information; and

said software product using license information entered via said input in response to said

prompt in a routine designed to decode a first license code encodedin said sofiware.

59. (Previously Presented) A method for encoding software code using a

computer having a processor and memory, comprising:

storing a software code in said memory;

wherein said software code comprises a first code resource and provides a specified

underlying functionality when installed on a computer system; and

encoding, by said computer using at least a first license key and an encoding algorithm, said

software code, to formafirst license key encoded software code.

60. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 59 wherein, when installed on a

computer system,said first license key encoded sofiware code will provide said specified underlying

functionality only after receipt of said first license key.

61. (Previously Presented) A method for encoding software code using a

computer having a processor and memory, comprising:

storing a software code in said memory;

wherein said software code comprisesa first code resource and provides a specified

underlying functionality when installed on a computer system; and

modifying, by said computer, using a first license key and an encoding algorithm, said

sofiware code, to form a modified sofiware code; and
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wherein said modifying comprises encoding said first code resource to form an encoded first

code resource;

wherein said modified software code comprises said encodedfirst code resource, and a

decode resource for decoding said encodedfirst code resource;

wherein said decode resource is configured to decode said encoded first code resource upon

receipt of said first license key.

62. (Previously Presented) A method for encoding software code using a

computer having a processor and memory, comprising:

storing a soliware code in said memory;

wherein said software code defines software code interrelationships between code resources

that result in a specified underlying functionality when installed on a computer system; and

encoding, by said computer using at least a first license key and an encoding algorithm,said

software code, to form a first license key encoded software code in whichat least one of said

software code interrelationships are encoded.

63. (Previously Presented) A method for encoding software code using a

computer having a processor and memory, comprising:

storing a software code in said memory;

wherein said software code provides a specified underlying functionality when installed on a

computer system;

encoding, by said computer using at least a first license key and an encoding algorithm,said

software code, to form a first license key encoded software code;

encoding, by said computer using at least a second license key and an encoding algorithm,

said software code, to form a second license key encoded software code;

wherein said first license key encoded software codeis not identical to said second license

key encoded software codeif said first license key is not identical to said second license key.

64. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 63 wherein both saidfirst

license key encoded software code and said second license key encoded software code are capable of

providing said specified underlying functionality when installed on a computer system.
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ran

Date/time code: February 27, 2011 (7:25pm)

Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,

Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\ClaimsSCOT0014-42-26-2011.wpd
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IN THE SPECIFICATION

Please replace the paragraph on page | immediately following the header “CROSS-

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS”, with the following paragraph:

This application is a division[[al]] of &-S-Patent Application Serial No. 10/602,777, filed

June 25, 2003, now Patent No 7,664,263, issued February 16, 2010, which is a continuation of

appiteatron of t-S-Patent Application Sertat No. 09/046,627, filed March 24, 1998, nowPatent

No. 6,598,162, issued July 22, 2003, whieh tssredtuty22;2003,as-S-PatentNo-6,59162),

inch isarcontinuation-in-partofU-5-PatentAppireation Seriat Nor 08/587,943, filed San-t7,
- The entire disclosure of U.S.

Patent1 Application No. 09/046,627 (which issued July 22, 2003, as U.S. Patent No. 6,598,162)
and U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 08/587,943, filed Jan. 17, 1996, (which issued April 28,

 

 

 

1998, as U.S. Patent No. 5,745,943) are hereby incorporated by referencein their entireties.
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ran

February 26, 2011 (2:53pm)

Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,

Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\SpecificationAmendment_SCOT00144_2-7-2011.wpd
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reference. and explained that the reference fails to teach _a watermark which encodesa license code. As applicant
has already filed an After Final amendment, examiner noted applicant's argument and would respond to the AF
appropriately.
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Summaryof Record of Interview Requirements

Manualof Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substanceof Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference,or telephoneinterview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reachedat the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action mustbefiled by the applicant. An interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Businessto be transacted in writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise. stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substanceof an interview of record in the applicationfile, unless
the examinerindicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which beardirectly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for eachinterview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes andfilling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solelyto restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion ofthe file, and listed on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant(or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conferenceinterview, the copy is mailed to the applicant’s correspondence address
either with orprior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examineris not likely before an allowanceorif other
circumstancesdictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
Application Number (Series Cade and Serial Number)

— Nameof applicant
— Nameof examiner
— Date of interview

— Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
- Nameofparticipant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
-  Anindication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

- Anidentification of the specific prior art discussed
- An indication whether an agreement was reachedandif so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachmentof a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examinerto the contrary.

— The signature of the examiner who conductedthe interview (if Form is not an attachmentto a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examinerorally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substanceofthe interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unlessit includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include,all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substance of the interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not
required. The identification of the argumentsis sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments madeto the
examiner can be understoodin the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize andfully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a generalindication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcomeof the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant's record of the substanceof an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examinerwill give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should senda letter setting forth the examiner's version of the
statementattributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paperrecording the substanceofthe interview along with the date and the examiner'sinitials.
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Application No. Applicant(s)

11/895,388 MOSKOWITZ, SCOTT A.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit

~ The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (80) DAYS,

WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensionsoftime may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

 

1) Responsive to communication(s) filed on 28 February 2011.

a)L] This action is FINAL. 2b) This action is non-final.

3) Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4) Claim(s) 32-45 and 52-64 is/are pending in the application.
4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)L] Claim(s)__is/are allowed.

32-45 and 52-64is/are rejected.

is/are objected to.

are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

 

Sree O Q22 33233Gee
Application Papers

9)_] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
10) The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)L] accepted or b)] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not requestthat any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

1)L] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

 

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)[] Acknowledgment is madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)LJAll »)[_] Some * c)L] Noneof:

1.0] Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived.
2.1] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.0] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

 
Attachment(s)

1) Kl Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) OO Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) [J Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper No(s)/Mail Date.__
3)DX]Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) L_] Notice of Informal Patent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date 11/19/2010. 6) CL Other:
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20110317
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Art Unit: 2432

DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

1, Applicant's arguments with respect to claim 32-45 and 52-64 have been considered but

are moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

In reference to the argument presented on page 6 of applicant’s argument/remark,

applicant argues that Houser (US-5606609) does not disclose a watermark being embedded.

Houserdiscloses a digitally watermarked graphic file which is an electronic representation ofa

difficult to forge image or icon on media file (See Houser, Col 16, Line 59-65). A digitally

watermarked graphic file can be interpreted as being embedded with a watermark. The use of

Houser in the current action is to teach that digital watermarks are a known conceptprior to the

present invention and are used to encode/insert certain information into a media. The primary

reference discloses embedding/inserting identification code into software but does not teach it as

a digital watermark. Houser was used to remedy the deficiencies of the primary art in the sense

that digital watermarks protects the encoded information from tampering/forgery and inserting

Holmes’identification data as a watermark(thereby resulting in a watermarked software code

having the identification data) would protect the identification data against tampering becauseit

would be difficult remove from the software or forge.

In reference to the portions of the argument/responsethat deals with the 112 rejection

presented in the last Office Action, the portions of the disclosure cited by applicant fails to

explicitly disclose or define "interrelationships" and in the absence of such a definition, the term

is given a broad reasonable interpretation. "Interrelationship" can be a relationship between two

object and the fact that both objects are alike (code resources) can be defined as an
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"interrelationship” between them. Also, a careful consideration ofthe portions cited by applicant

to support the claimedlimitation offers differing perspectives on the definition of "software code

interrelationships" (on Page 4, Para 1 and 2 of the arguments/remarks). For instance,in the first

paragraph of Page 4, applicantcites the portion "the application contains a special code resource

which knowsaboutall other code resources in memory" and arguesthat it provides support for

the claimed limitation. In Para 2, applicant further cites another portion "during executiontime,

this special code resource, called a memory scheduler, can be called periodically, or at random or

pseudo random intervals....... " and also argues that it provides support for the limitation. These

are both differing interpretations and fails to explicitly recite or define "software code

interrelationships”. Therefore in the absence of a clear and concise definition of "software code

interrelationships” recited in the claims, the 112 rejection is maintained because one can't

correctly ascertain the metes and boundsof the invention based on the claim language. This

reasoning is also applied to other limitations recited in the claims and rejected for not being

clearly and explicitly disclosed/defined in the specification.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

2, The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process of making
and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any personskilled in the art to whichit
pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same andshall set forth the best mode
contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention.

3. Claims 62-64 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, as failing to comply with

the written description requirement. The claim(s) contains subject matter which was not

described in the specification in such a way as to reasonably conveyto oneskilled in the relevant
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art that the inventor(s), at the time the application wasfiled, had possession ofthe claimed

invention.

Claims 62 recites in part “wherein said software code defines software code

interrelationships between code resources" and “to form a first license key encoded software

code in whichat least one of said software code interrelationship are encoded”. The specification

provides no support for this limitationas it fails to teach or mention “software code

interrelationships”, how the software code defines interrelationships between code resources and

how it is encoded to form a first license key encoded software code. Applicant is asked to

identify the section of the specification that provides support for claim 62.

Claim 63 and dependent claim 64 recites in part “encoding, by said computerusingat

least a first license key and an encoding algorithm, said software code, to form a second license

key encoded software code; whereinsaid first license key encoded software codeis not identical

to said second license key encoded software code”. There is also no disclosure that supports this

limitation in the specification. There is no disclosure of using a “second license key” to encode a

software code to form a “second license key encoded software code” whereina first license key

encoded software codeis not identical to a second license key encoded software code. Applicant

is also asked to point out the section of the specification that clearly provides support for claims

63 and 64,

4. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claimsparticularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the
subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.
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5. Claim 37 recites the limitation "determine said key". There is insufficient antecedent

basis for this limitation in the claim. There is no formerrecitation of a key in claim 37 or the

claims it depends on to ascertain which key the claim refersto.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

6. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent maynot be obtained though the inventionis not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 of thistitle, if the differences between the subject matter soughtto be patented andthepriorart are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.

7, Claims 32-45 and 52-64 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Holmeset al. (US-5287407), and further in view of Houseret al. (US-5606609).

a. Referring to claims 32, 40, 41, 45, 52, 55, 58 and 59:

Regarding claims 32, 40, 41, 45, 52, 55, 58 and 59, Holmes teaches a computer-based

method for modifying software, comprising: receiving, in a computer having a processor and

memory, software, wherein said software provides a specified functionality (Col 1, Line 60 thru

Col 2, Line 4 and Line 10-20 and Col 3, Line 38-45 and Col 3, Line 67 thru Col 4, Line 4...

method for modifying software which provides a specified functionality when executed by

embedding a codein the software such as a unique identifying data (which could serve as a

license for the software) associated with a user or the system or the software)

Holmes teaches embedding anidentification data into the software. Holmes does not

teach embedding the data as a watermark. However, embedding information as an electronic

watermark is well knownin the art. For instance, Houser teaches embedding informationas a

digital watermark into a media (See Houser, Col 16, Line 59-65.... electronically watermarked
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graphic/videofile). Therefore, one ofordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to

modify Holmes’ teaching by embedding the identification data as a watermark wherein the

watermark cannot be forged and is also difficult to remove for the purpose ofprotecting the

watermarked software and preventing unauthorized users from tampering with the identification

data.

a. Referring to claims 33 and 57:

Regarding claims 33 and 57, the combination of Holmes and Houserteaches the process

of claim 32, wherein said embedding increases the complexity of code analysis and/or tampering

with said first license code encoded watermarked software (See the reason for watermarking

identification data in the rejection in claim 32 and Holmes, Col 2, Line 2-4... said embedding of

identification code enhances software security against tampering)

a. Referring to claims 34 and 54:

Regarding claims 34 and 54, the combination of Holmes and Houserteaches the process

of claim 32, wherein said first license code encoded watermarked software is configured to query

a user for personalization information during its installation (Col 3, Line 67 thru Col 4, Line

12... verifying the embedded identification data during software installation/copying).

a. Referring to claims 35 and 53:

Regarding claims 35 and 53, the combination of Holmes and Houser teaches the process

of claim 32, wherein said watermarkis accessible with a key (See Houser, Col 9, Line 37-

60...watermark is protected with a key which is used to decode the watermark).

a. Referring to claims 36 and 60:
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Regarding claims 36 and 60, the combination of Holmes and Houserteaches the process

of claim 35 wherein said key enables said first license code encoded watermarked software to

provide said specified functionality (Col 4, Line 16-17... executing/copying the software code

based on successful verification),

a. Referring to claims 37 and 44:
 

Regarding claims 37 and 44, the combination of Holmes and Houser teaches the process

according to claim 34, wherein said first license code encoded watermarked software is

configured to determine said key from said personalization information (See Houser, Col 9, Line

37-60... determining key from password/identification data).

a. Referring to claim 38:

Regarding claim 38, the combination of Holmes and Houserteaches the process

according to claim 32, wherein the step of embedding the software with a watermark is

performed during execution ofthe software (Col 3, Line 38-46) .

a. Referring to claim 39:

Regarding claim 39, the combination of Holmes and Houserteaches the process

according to claim 3 2, wherein said embedding modifies the structure of said software (Fig |

and Col 3, Line 38-46... embedding the code modifies the software code from its original

structure).

a. Referring to claims 42 and 56:

Regarding claims 42 and 56, the combination of Holmes and Houserteachesthe article of

manufacture of claim 40, wherein the watermark affects functionality of the watermarked
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software (Col 3, Line 67 thru Col4, Line 4.... the protection affects the functionality of the

software by first running an verification process before execution).

a. Referring to claim 43:

Regarding claim 43, the combination of Holmes and Houserteachesthe article of

manutacture of claim 41, wherein said instructions comprise decode instructions for said

computer system to use said information to generate a decode key for decoding said software

(Col 3, Line 67 thru Col 4, Line 4... identification data used to verify/decode the software for

installation/copying).

a. Referring to claim 61:

Regarding claim 61, the combination of Holmes and Houser teaches A method for

encoding software code using a computer having a processor and memory, comprising: storing a

software code in said memory; wherein said software code comprises a first code resource and

provides a specified underlying functionality when installed on a computer system (See the

rejection in claim 32); and modifying, by said computer, usingafirst license key and an

encoding algorithm, said software code, to form a modified software code; and wherein said

modifying comprises encoding said first code resource to form an encoded first code resource

(See the rejection in claim 32... modifying the software code by embeddinga code resource in

the software code); wherein said modified software code comprises said encoded first code

resource, and a decode resource for decoding said encodedfirst code resource; wherein said.

decode resource is configured to decode said encoded first code resource upon receipt of said

first license key (See the rejection in claim 43) .
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Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to IAUNNA OKEKEwhose telephone numberis (571) 270-3854.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Thursday.

If attempts to reach the examinerby telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Gilberto Barron can be reached on (571) 270-3799. The fax phone numberfor the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct-uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

MNZUNNA OKEKE/

Examiner, Art Unit 2432

/Minh Dinh/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2432
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\USOOR; FPRS,
'EPO, JPO;
‘DERWENT:
|BM_TOB

OF YAMA
:

i ON
}::}::};

;;:
‘;

\ ON
::}::};

;:}
Sas HNN;

ON
:}::}:
};

:::
OASNS:

\ ON
;::;::}
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Oy PAREEA:

200316
(22:26

:

2ottioai6
20:59 |

2011/0316
(23:08

2011/03/16
23:08

i016
23:09
RS S =
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EAST Search History

 

 

‘S18 15 (watermark or steganograph$5) same ({software or ‘US-PCPUB;
program or application) and protect$3}) and \USPAT;

| 4 |(@ad<"19960117" ‘USOCR,FPRS;
— 'EPO; JPO;
: ‘DERWENT;
— ‘1BM_TDB
S19 1361 ((ambed$4) same ((software or program or \US-PGPUB

application) and protect$3}) and (@ad<"19960117") \USPAT;
'USOOR; FPRS,

 
| ‘EPO; JPO;

‘DERWENT:
Bo BMTOB
‘20 101 ((embed$4) same ((software or program or 'US-PGPUB;
| | application) near3 protect$3)) and (@ad<"19960117") \USPAT;

\USOCR; FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT;
‘IBM_TDB

 
 

 St 33 {({watermark or (crypto$5 near3 code)) same ‘US: PGPUB;
(software Or program or application) near3 protect$3)) {USPAT;

land (@ad<"19960117" ‘USOOR; FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;

_ ‘DERWENT;

 
2 ‘6 _{{(watermark or (cryptograph$5 nears code})same

\((software Or program or application) near3 protect$3)) {USPAT;
| and (@ad<"1 9960117" 'USOOR; FPRS;
P| ‘EPO; FPO;
_ ‘DERWENT:
po \|BM_TDB

file://C/Documents%20and%20Settings/iokeke/My%20D ocuments/e-Red%20Folder/] 1895388/EASTSearchHistory.11895388_AccessibleVersion.htm (3 of 10)3/17/2011 2:02:50 PM

awe PE;

ON
:;::;::}:

:::
;:

\ ON
::;::}:

::}
Se;

i ON
:;::;:
;:

 

 

  

Av prnen

20036
23:22

20tt/0316
(23:23

mA!'

2011/0316
23:23

RO Ss =2011/03/17
‘00.02

ooo
00.03
nS S —
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EAST Search History

 

   

37 (watermark or (cryptograph$5 near3 code)) same \USPCPUB; AND 2010317
| | {((software or program or application) near5 protect$3}) \USPAT; 00:03

| and (@ade "19960117" \USOCR: FPRS: | 2 : |
_ PO; PO; BO |

DERWENT, a |
\BMTOB : |

  
 

 ((watermark or (cryptograph$5 near3 code}) and USPGPUB;
| {{(software or program or application) nearS protect$3)) ‘USPAT; (00:03
| land (@ad<"19960117") USOOR; FPRS; |

‘ 1 ‘: : :: : t :t . . 1 !: } : : :: " " : : t :
: } } ; :: j J : : t :: : : :: } } :
: . : : t: : : :
: } } :: 5:::::t —_i 

  

  

‘39 (watermark or (cryptograph$5 near3 code)) and=»US PCPUB; AND (ON 2011/08/17
(software or program or application) near8 protect$3)) ‘USPAT; (00:04
| land (@ad<"19960117" \USOCR, FPRS; | 7
_ (PO; PO, a |
_ DERWENT, |
| \BMT0B | |
‘22 (watermark or (cryptograph$5 near3 code)) and=US PGPUB; AND 2ooaty

\(software) near3 protect$3)) and (@ad<"19960117") USPAT; 00:04
- USOCRFFAS, —
7 PO; PO, a |
_ DERNENT, oo |
_ \EMT™B | |

1113. (watermark or (cryptograph$5)) and ((software) near3 \US-PCPUB; AND 2010317
| iprotect$3)) and (@ad<"1 9960117" \USPAT; 00:06
_ USOORFFAS, — :
7 PO; PO, a |
_ DERWENT; Po |
_ IBMTB — |
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EAST Search History

 

AER‘‘y‘y

8284

mae =:

3065

101

4
\4‘44§44§44‘544544544544§44§
\
 

 ((embed§4) same ((software or program or
application) and protect$3)) and (@ad<"19960117")

application)

contest sar(olwareorgan
application) near3 protect$3)) and (@ad<"19960117")

‘USPAT;45

\USOCR; FPRS
‘EPO: JPO;
DERWENT;

‘IBM TDB

‘US-PGPUB;

\USPAT;
'USOCR; FPRS
‘EPO; JPO;
DERWENT

 

|BM_TDB

USPAT:
USOCR; FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO:
DERWENT;

IBM.TDB

USPAT;
USOCR; FPRS;
EPO; JPO:
DERWENT;
IBMTDB

USPAT:
USOCR; FPRS;

‘EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;

|BM_TDB

USPAT;

LUSOCR; FPRS
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;

| BM_TDB

 

eeecncsere5 ; ;‘ : :‘ a :
5 ;:4 } :5 ; ;: :: :}:

 
 

 
::;
:

iON
::;::;:

 

 
:::

Aaae autHE:;:: : :
5 ; ; ;: :: :; ;: :

 
:::

UY AANA;

ON
:;::;::}

eoeeerererterertrenetretent

otioo
| 0:03
 

10:04

 
 sa

10:04

 
 2oivogit7
10-06

20ttioait7
10:06

 

 
20tti03it7
10:06
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EAST Search History

Si

: ,t ‘‘ ‘: ‘t ‘‘ ‘

  ($28 and $33

protect$3)) and (@ad<"19960117")

application))) and (@ad<"199601 17")

application})) and (@ad<"199601 17")

application))) and (@ad<"199601 17")

\US-PGPUB;
\USPAT;
'USOCR; FPRS:
‘EPO: JPO;
‘DERWENT:
BM_TDB

\USPAT;
'USOCR, FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT:
‘\BM_TDB

\USPAT;
USOCR; FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT:
IBM_TDB

\USPAT;
\USOOR; FPRS;
‘EPO: JPO;
‘DERWENT;
\BM_TOB

\USPAT;
'USOCR, FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT;
\BM_T0B

\USPAT;
'USOCR; FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT:
\BM_TOB

;::
2RRR: ;: :: " :

: ;: 3 :: ;
:;

:}
: ;: :: 1" :
; }:: J :‘ }::};
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:;
amen:

ON
;::;::}

::;
:

ON
::;::;:
;:

::;
;:

\ ON
;::;::}

:::
greenenee:

ON
::;::;:

:::
pe;

ON
:;::;::}

oonnieait?
10:06
mS S od

:t :

2ouoaii7
10:06

oot
4 0:06

tcK AOACUUNLALAERC

2011/09/17
11:56

Sennennnn |

20it03i17
4157

SyFAA

ooo?
1157
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EAST Search History

prescenacea‘ ‘: ‘t ‘‘ ‘: ‘

oi

a

<

(@ad<"19960117"

(@ad<"19960117"

7
and (@ad<"19960117")
(watermarkwit(softwareororogramorapplication)

  
watermark or steganograph$5) same ((software or

program or application)}) and (@ad<"19960117")

((watermarkorsteganograoh$6) with(softwareor
program or application))) and (@ad<"19960117")

: ; ;: : :: 1" :
: }: } :‘ } }: :

};
\USPAT;
'USOCR; FPRS:
‘EPO: JPO;
‘DERWENT:
BM_TDB

\USPAT;
'USOCR, FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT:
‘\BM_TDB

\USPAT;
USOCR; FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT:
‘|BM_TDB

\US-PGPUB;
\USPAT;
\USOOR; FPRS;
‘EPO: JPO;
‘DERWENT;
\BM_TOB

 

 

(watermarkorsteganogranhs) nearS(softwareorUSPGPUB;
program or application))) and (@ad<"19960117") \USPAT;

'USOCR, FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT;
\BM_T0B

\USPAT;
'USOCR; FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT:
\BM_TOB

 

 

 

 

 

a7 00 ‘03/17
| 1:57

:t :

:
} ‘44s :: :itd. :} ::;}:

12:08

—=2otti0git7

12:07

= nS Ss

Sennennnn |

12:07

SyFAA

12:08
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EAST Search History

  

and (@ad<"19960117")

(@ad<"19960117")

watermark) and ((software}}) and
(@ad<"19960117")

application})) and (@ad<"199601 17")

(watermarknear(codeorsoftwareorprogramor
application))) and (@ad<"199601 17")

 

(watermarkorsteganograph86)and((sottwareorUS-PGPUB,
program or application))) and (@ad<"19960117")

SypA5;

i US. PGPUB ;
}; :‘ J5 }::}

 
\USPAT;
'USOCR; FPRS:
‘EPO: JPO;
‘DERWENT:
BM_TDB  
\USPAT;
'USOCR, FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT:
‘\BM_TDB  
\USPAT;
USOCR; FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT:
‘|BM_TDB

\US-PGPUB; ON
\USPAT; : :
\USOOR; FPRS;
‘EPO: JPO;
‘DERWENT;
\BM_TOB

 

 
\USPAT;
'USOCR, FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT;
\BM_T0B  
\USPAT;
'USOCR; FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT:
\BM_TOB

file://fC/Documents%20and%20Settings/iokeke/My%20D ocuments/e-Red%20Folder/] 1895388/EASTSearchHistory.11895388_AccessibleVersion.htm (8 of 10)3/17/2011 2:02:50 PM

:;
Ae HME:

ON
;::;::}:

:::
At HAE:

ON
::;::;:

:::
oy HAN;

ON
:;::;::}

Dorioaty
12:09

Yay PANE

2ouoaii7
att |

tAEA'

2ortiogt7
fect

RS Ss =2otti0git7
12:12

Sennennnn |

20it03i17
12:20

SyFAA

ooo?
12:20
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EAST Search History

quan‘‘‘‘y‘

83

: ,t ‘‘ ‘: ‘t ‘‘ ‘

  

application)) and (@ad<"19960117")

application)) and (@ad<"19960117")

(@ad<"19960117")

 

(@ad<"19960117")

(cgtalsame(watermarknearSsignature) and
(@ad<"19960117"

watermark neard signature) and (software or
program or application)}) and (@ad<"19960117")

‘ijcamiwasuakwabigauead
((software or program or application}}) and

\USPAT;
'USOCR; FPRS:
‘EPO: JPO;
‘DERWENT:
BM_TDB

(watermarkS3with (codeorsoftwareorprogramorUS-PGPUB;
\USPAT;
'USOCR, FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT:
‘\BM_TDB

\USPAT;
USOCR; FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT:
‘|BM_TDB

\US-PGPUB;
\USPAT;
\USOOR; FPRS;
‘EPO: JPO;
‘DERWENT;
\BM_TOB

 

\USPAT;
'USOCR, FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT;
\BM_T0BSypA5;

i US. PGPUB ;
}; :‘ J5 }::}

\USPAT;
'USOCR; FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO;
‘DERWENT:
\BM_TOB

 

 

 

 

 

12:31

:t :

:
} ‘149. :: :iid. :} ::;}:

12:36

—=2otti0git7

12:4

= nS Ss

Sennennnn |

12:44

SyFAA

12:44
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EAST Search History

00317 :
: } : : : :: " " : : : : Ho. :

(@ad<"19960117") {USPAT: 12:49y ; : : : :} i 1. an : : ‘
; : : : : :x 4 4 Pony y 4 ‘: : : : t {

EPO; PO, ;
} ; } } : ‘' ‘ \ ‘ :

; } ) } } : :4 ‘ . Y :
‘ \ \ . ‘
; j : : : :
i \ i i4 : : '  
 
 

 (watermark or steganograph$5) same ((software}))
: :

‘ ( i ; ; ‘: : : : t :
; : " " ; : : : :i : : : : : 14. :: ; x i : : : ;: ‘ ‘ } ; ; ytd.: : } : : : :; ; : : : : :\ i |
P| ‘USOOR; FPRS;: : ; : : :: : } yo : : :: : : : : : :‘ : i ‘ ‘ ‘ :: : ; : : : :; : 1. 4 : : t :: : } } } ‘; 4 J J ‘ ‘ 4 ‘i : ; ; ; :‘ q y y ‘ ‘: :; i " : : :
‘ ‘ 4 q i :: : : } :x ? 4x : 4s : 4 y: : :
; ; i; } pe: } :‘eveverveevrveeveveernnerrvcyevecreneryereveeraveeneyeerryeryvcevenonereverececaoereePgeeeeTTTTTSTETT

EAST Search History (Interference)

< This searchhistory is empty>

3/17/2011 2:02:38 PM

C:\ Documents and Settings\ iokeke\ My Documents\ EAST\ Workspaces\ 11895388.wsp
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Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
ATTORNEY DOCKET REFERENCE:

37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

LISTING OF UNITED STATES PATENTS- U series

EXAMINER
TNTTTALS

REFERENCE
NUMBER

(U SERIES)

  
PATENT ISSUE DATE NAME OF PAGEALINE ANDFIGURE/ELEMENT OF
NUMBER PATENTEF OR—|RetevANT MATERIAL

APPLICANT AND/ORIDENTIFICATION OF
PRIORITY
APPLICATION IN
WHICH REFERENCEIS
CITED

corpomeneome
fievmos_[owunene|Wagan|_|
fosPowsososteo
feofase[nyo fesd
liasfawn[anniname
Poxfats[anna[tetas[|_|
forfsPose Yes|

Fase,[rae[omar|
[sey_[sereeroes[aise|
Frais[my[timer|
aOe
Fars[meet|irr|

EacE
[eofran|oeeneres[ruins[|
Er
faefawnait[owassr[user|
fonvarsasnpn

Page 8 of 61

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//
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Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE
INITIALS NUMBER

DATE:

(U SERIES)

cia
ca SrritloSc No i)

U 023

a S

a S

ca S

S

3aiatc S

a S

a S

ca S

 
3aic
S

 
PAGE/LINE AND

PATENT ISSUE DATE NAME OF FIGURE/BLEMENTOF
NUMBER PATENTEE OR RELEVANT MATERIAL

APPLICANT ANDIORIDENTIFICATION OF
PRIORITY
APPLICATION IY
WHICH REFERENCEIS
CITED

aCCee
Foss[v9[aston[|
eeesee
Creeee
ee
eeee
Fane[mesofont[|
fsa[snteriot[sie[|
Cea
eeee
Fase[amieoven|
Fins92twits[|
Fis[aes_fritreor[|
Fase”[awesi9e_frntreos[|
sas[awn fs|

_
_
_
_
_—_

5161210 November 1992
al.

Fesss[sareesie

EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 9 of 61

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//
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Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE PATENT ISSUE DATE NAME OF CANT OF
INITIALS NUMBER NUMBER PATENTEE OR RELEVANT MATERIALAND/OR

(U SERIES) APPLICANT IDENTIFICATION OFPRIORITY
APPLICATION IN
WHICH REFERENCEIS
CITED

Fane[awwSeren|
[sim[aes[rinineat[|
[cis[Noemie_rogmwera[|
Fass[wnt8nse[|
Fenn[Nani5srota.[|
Fas [ms18fois|
rc
Fess[sinsnisowt[|
reaee
Fess[airsic[|
sefoots see|

CL
_
_
_
—
—

TT _
—
_
-

a S

a g

aiacticta elelele
qc g

qc g

z

a zg

a ge

DATE: 03/4 7/204 | EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 10 of 61

ca ge

c S

aiacqtilatda eisiets
S

  
2caiata aa

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//
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Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE PATENT ISSUE DATE NAME OF CANT OF
INITIALS NUMBER NUMBER PATENTEE OR RELEVANT MATERIALAND/OR

(U SERIES) APPLICANT IDENTIFICATION OFPRIORITY
APPLICATION IN
WHICH REFERENCEIS
CITED

aa
re
Psa[ayersfriatiners[|
Ea
a
Er
ee
aa
eceeee
a
Eca

_
_
_
_
“[
—
—
—
_
-

22HITailqdfilaqaraqsiayjaqyjyaqayclta sigisigisisisIisgts
a S

Sscela
Ss

cq Ss

cq Ss

qc Ss

5625690 April 1997 Micheletal.

5629980 May 1997 Stefik et al.

079 5633932 May 1997

. 1494 " : J !
DATE: 03/1 7/204 { EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE flzunna Okeke!

Page 11 of 61

gS

cilaflaid gS

  
ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//
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Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE
INITIALS NUMBER

(U SERTES)

 
DATE: ait 7/201 i

 
PATENT ISSUF DATE NAMEOF PAGE/LINE ANDTIGURE/ELEMENTOF
NUMBER PATENTEE OR|RoLEVANT MATERIAL

APPLICANT AND/ORIDENTIFICATION OF
PRIORITY
APPLICATIONIN
WHICH REFERENCEIS
CITED

Faas[me7[tern||
[sos[uyor[own|
Fasrier[angst[nines|_|
[sme[ngs[sitenwa |_|
Finis[svenierio7[isin||
[sents[sepenier07[amine|_|
sosfeofief

5687236 November 1997 Moskowitzet al. PF

are
[is[run8[Wnensar|_|
[ras[reas[ovate|_|
Prana[vieae
[rsnie[avai[coma|_|
ee
[sans[avis[icra|_|
ee
aeT

EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 12 of 61

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//
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Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE PATENT TISSUE DATE NAMEOF Healyoror
INITIALS NUMBER NUMBER PATENTEE OR RELEVANT MATERIAL

APPLICANT AND/OR
(U SERTES) IDENTIFICATION OFPRIORITY

APPLICATION IN
WHICH REFERENCEIS
CITED

[cow[sanys[eee|
[aos[answer[oises|
[oo[ssp[sis[oc

ri»[stom|aro[steve|_|
[ron[ston|santerso6_[oumira|_|
[eons[sto|seenters98[ovens|_|
foefonePossefoie

al.

Seeeee
[eonssso|rewnberson[rive|——d
Peon[8000mayone|—_—Y
Peonspseu»|may[tise[|
Pansfsa[may[sivas|
fiomsmoramnwoe[wire|_|
Peonfssasxin99|ovate[|
fiomsnes[wen99[venewizerr|_|

DATE: 03/4 7/204 | EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 13 of 61

  
ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1694



DISH-Blue Spike-602
Exhibit 1006, Page 1695

Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE PATENT TISSUE DATE NAMEOF Healyoror
INITIALS NUMBER NUMBER PATENTEE OR RELEVANT MATERIAL

APPLICANT AND/OR
(U SERTES) IDENTIFICATION OFPRIORITY

APPLICATION IN
WHICH REFERENCEIS
CITED

[coms[awn[amas[ooo|
[oomfooowfew
ee
eree
[ins[tw[amne——|
[um[ae[owen|
[snier[ame[oxen|

froin[rms|mei»[rime|
[eon[suces[mei[om|
[uose[aww[nyse[roe|
[eos[sans[nro[wate|
[uss[se[nye[oxen|
[aos[vam[ayo[vena

DATE: 03/4 7/204 | EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 14 of 61

  
ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1695



DISH-Blue Spike-602
Exhibit 1006, Page 1696

Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE PATENT TISSUE DATE NAMEOF Healyoror
INITIALS NUMBER NUMBER PATENTEE OR RELEVANT MATERIAL

APPLICANT AND/OR
(U SERTES) IDENTIFICATION OFPRIORITY

APPLICATION IN
WHICH REFERENCEIS
CITED

[com[ais[rman[we|
[uns[isis|viwaanin[ats|

Fasonis[avian[teen|_|
Fasiosy[avai[rene|_|
Fass[yan[vt|_|
[ans[mane[ox|
Paras[mean[wotonirwar|_|
Pasosr[mero[ase||

fomoso[os—fonsn—[
reee
[asia[ovine[voninear|_|

fcownosieaefome—[
Fars[osteo[ony|
Fass:[onto[exw|_|
Favziis[remus01 [Yomasi||
reeeee

Fans[var[vw|
eeeeeee
reeeee
fame[waLoree

DATE: 03/4 7/204 | EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 15 of 61

  
ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1696



DISH-Blue Spike-602
Exhibit 1006, Page 1697

Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE PATENT TISSUE DATE NAMEOF Healyoror
INITIALS NUMBER NUMBER PATENTEE OR RELEVANT MATERIAL

APPLICANT AND/OR
(U SERTES) IDENTIFICATION OFPRIORITY

APPLICATION IN
WHICH REFERENCEIS
CITED

[eos[ase(vgaemer|
[uve[awiar[200[sen
[aorfaasis[raya[wiser||

[eon[ons[sevenierav[woe|
[eons[sors[ante[ewe|+
Puvine[ean[eterno[Came|_|
[ao[sms[oowntec0n[enois|

DATE: 03/4 7/204 | EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 16 of 61

  
ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1697



DISH-Blue Spike-602
Exhibit 1006, Page 1698

Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE PATENT TISSUE DATE NAMEOF Healyoror
INITIALS NUMBER NUMBER PATENTEE OR RELEVANT MATERIAL

APPLICANT AND/OR
(U SERTES) IDENTIFICATION OFPRIORITY

APPLICATION IN
WHICH REFERENCEIS
CITED

[eos[ewes[apanea[omen|
a

[uss[wna[augsns[reve|_|
Sosfosseeinfos

[avyasus[isoonene
9faisYosicaPastas|

ceee
aee

[sain[rau[vainieg
Finesfossa[aera[eevee|

DATE: 03/4 7/204 | EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 17 of 61

U

U0

U0

U

U0

U

0202

J 0203

0205

  
ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1698



DISH-Blue Spike-602
Exhibit 1006, Page 1699

Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER
INITIALS

DATE:

 
REFERENCE
NUMBER

(U SERTES)

022

 
PATENT ISSUF DATE NAMEOF PAGE/LINE ANDTIGURE/ELEMENTOF
NUMBER PATENTEE OR|RoLEVANT MATERIAL

APPLICANT AND/ORIDENTIFICATION OF
PRIORITY
APPLICATIONIN
WHICH REFERENCEIS
CITED

U 0207 6532284 March 2003 Walkeret al. PF

[sss[anianeomsearan|
fsfrum|
Fst[nya[some|
reee
reOeee
Fears[veneri6s[rasan||
[asin[ooxeteros[ems|_|

[mie[essenoss[eat
[ean[ans[reenter[vonewa—||
Pacmis[wots[oemteros[cotbeger[|
[aay[rss[roa208[ante|_|
[aan[asm[avian[ever
CC
aCc

fas:[oases[owen|
Faans[auger[even|_|
Fases[agains[earn|
[sess[sevenamy[earn|
[asa[sereneean

EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 18 of 61

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1699



DISH-Blue Spike-602
Exhibit 1006, Page 1700

Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE
INITIALS NUMBER

DATE:

(U SERTES)

  
PATENT ISSUF DATE NAMEOF PAGE/LINE ANDTIGURE/ELEMENTOF
NUMBER PATENTEE OR|RoLEVANT MATERIAL

APPLICANT AND/ORIDENTIFICATION OF
PRIORITY
APPLICATIONIN
WHICH REFERENCEIS
CITED

6823455 November 2004 Macyetal. Po
6834308 December 2004 Ikezoye etal. Po

U 0237 6931534 August 2005 Jandel et al. PF

[amiss[owen[asumsacn
eeee
reeeec
Freres[ry00|vires|_|
Frames[woe[istic|_|
Fea[apts|vas||
Teco[yao[vw|
Fests[yao[wens|
Frys[wanfeaenan

EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 19 of 61

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1700



DISH-Blue Spike-602
Exhibit 1006, Page 1701

Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE
INITIALS NUMBER

DATE:

(U SERTES)

  
PATENT ISSUF DATE NAMEOF PAGE/LINE ANDTIGURE/ELEMENTOF
NUMBER PATENTEE OR|RoLEVANT MATERIAL

APPLICANT AND/ORIDENTIFICATION OF
PRIORITY
APPLICATIONIN
WHICH REFERENCEIS
CITED

Gossie[aassanie[wearer|
Praise[sepeneraein|
Pron:[seventies[vionin|_|
Prasnis[ower[wotovizwa|_|
Fras[oer[wotowin|_|
Frisics[poets|Namie|_|

[ins[riseonannar
[ass[rise[may207vosovie[|__|
Pans[rsa[may207[setae|_|
[ossPreyYrve|

Paine[revanae7[xin|
Trower[aware|_|
Prise:[mez[os|
[seen[e207[enews|_|
Frentin—_[ruyaot[wera||
[ssn|sepenirao7[isis|_|
[vers[omer[tonic|_|
Tressfossa[oomeern[|

EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 20 of 61

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1701



DISH-Blue Spike-602
Exhibit 1006, Page 1702

Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE
INITIALS NUMBER

DATE:

(U SERTES)

  
PATENT ISSUF DATE NAMEOF PAGE/LINE ANDTIGURE/ELEMENTOF
NUMBER PATENTEE OR|RoLEVANT MATERIAL

APPLICANT AND/ORIDENTIFICATION OF
PRIORITY
APPLICATIONIN
WHICH REFERENCEIS
CITED

7363278 April 2008 Schmelzeret al.{+

Ts[ren300|noone
Ce
[ois[mana[vane[
Fasissn[reo[vate|
Erer
Fresces_[rovz0i0|_vosewin|
Tras:fowaor|v|
[ser[y200|howe|
[eonsmayme)

EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 21 of 61

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1702



DISH-Blue Spike-602
Exhibit 1006, Page 1703

Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE PATENT TISSUE DATE NAMEOF Healyoror
INITIALS NUMBER NUMBER PATENTEE OR RELEVANT MATERIAL

APPLICANT AND/OR
(U SERTES) IDENTIFICATION OFPRIORITY

APPLICATION IN
WHICH REFERENCEIS
CITED

[easfenswae|ome|
[owe[eswer[mae[to
Cea

Faas[201[bows|
[oso[oaaws[|tgs|

Passe[owisoe[same|
[ive[someponoeP
Cra
[sow[aren[way20[Mowe|
[ewer[nena[mann|Nosevie|_|
[ourrseorunaneves

  
DATE: 03/4 7/204 | EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/

Page 22 of 61

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1703



DISH-Blue Spike-602
Exhibit 1006, Page 1704

Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
LISTING OF UNITED STATES PUBLISHED APPLICATIONS- P Series

PAGE/LINE AND
EXAMINER REFERENCE PUBLICATION PUBLICATION NAME OF FIGURE/RLEMENTOF
INITIALS NUMBER NUMBER DATE PATENTEE OR RELEVANT MATERIAL1 AND/OR

(P SERIES) APPLICANT IDENTIFICATION OFPRIORITY
APPLICATION IN
WHICH REFERENCE.
CITED

7a >

a] So wn&
20020071556 June 2002 Moskowitzet al.

i=} o4 20020073043 June 2002

20020103883 August 2002

a]

|
|
p
po
po
po
po

: po
po

jeomoier7at|omober2002[Waneeta|
jeoosorzetis|iy200s[Wenders|

: j2onsoissraz|ity200s[como
20030200489[ocwrer2on3|Moskowitz||
20030219148[Novener20i8|Moskowivzeral||

2oorooseens [Maren2004|xo|
20010083369|amit2004|Frinessnetan||

|
fp

0 20040086119 May 2004

20040093521 May 2004 Hamadeh etal.

DATE: 03/4 7/204 | EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 23 of 61

a]

7

ao]i=) 2SoooSs
oc

a] °o Nn

a]  
ao] b

co

ND

 
ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1704



DISH-Blue Spike-602
Exhibit 1006, Page 1705

Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE PUBLICATION PUBLICATION NAMEOF Healyoror
INITIALS NUMBER NUMBER DATE PATENTEE OR RELEVANT MATERIALAND/OR

(P SERTES) APPLICANT IDENTIFICATION OFPRIORITY
APPLICATION IN
WHICH REFERENCE
CITED

rer[anions[rotofemYd
[frees[aniorics[e200[eons|
[freesPaina[rnp[reer|
PresPaintsraya[ens
Ssa
[reerPrieto[osentes00"[wotonizwa|_|
[FreesPasnscisfre[wotovizw|_|
Frees[asses[rays|reece|_|
[Frein[assrorar[angsnts|tovicer|_|
[Pressants[rovener0s[son||
[Frese[is[rama20%—[rewoiews|_|
[Frees[ans[tomy208[orm|_|
SSoSee
SsCree
[FreseParo[i208[wotonizwa|_|
[rest[arsesrues[wove|_|
[ressParser[one[vstwizerr|_|
Freee[anasto207[wotowin|_|
[Free[arrnis[rts07[otonie|_|
[Pressfarrn—[ncto?[orice|_|
fronriersanorDvn||

DATE: 03/4 7/204 | EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 24 of 61

 
ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1705



DISH-Blue Spike-602
Exhibit 1006, Page 1706

Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE PUBLICATION PUBLICATION NAMEOF Healyoror
INITIALS NUMBER NUMBER DATE PATENTEE OR RELEVANT MATERIALAND/OR

(P SERTES) APPLICANT IDENTIFICATION OFPRIORITY
APPLICATION IN
WHICH REFERENCE
CITED

resriorapaoaamnen|Y
freesanne[yao|esovizers|_|
a
Pretefanantic”[twee||
[Freerfarsoe—[sepenieraor[vision|_|
Sscr
[Frew[arte[osteo[wosovizwa|_|
TFresn[euros[rxeteranr?[town|_|
[Fest[armors—[rvetersor?[otonia|_|
[Frese[asrser:[tomy20%[tone|_|
[Fess[srs[roman200[tone|_|
[Press[aniston200"[tone|_|
SSa
[Fresefavors[aman208°[wotonie|_|

SsCca
SsCc
Frey[asronrt[yz[town|_|
[Pres[asnsser[im208"[oti_||
[Frese[assisos[e208[ooze|_|
freeereaa pvioneEY

DATE: 03/4 7/204 | EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 25 of 61

  
ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1706



DISH-Blue Spike-602
Exhibit 1006, Page 1707

Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE PUBLICATION PUBLICATION NAMEOF Healyoror
INITIALS NUMBER NUMBER DATE PATENTEE OR RELEVANT MATERIALAND/OR

(P SERTES) APPLICANT IDENTIFICATION OFPRIORITY
APPLICATION IN
WHICH REFERENCE
CITED

reson[panes[toner|_|
[Freesavsnss[rays|vestovizers|_|
[FreseParzints[ang[tone|_|
norfafa[

——P 069 20100005308 January 2010 Moskowitz

For072|20100202607_|Haug2010|2010|Moskowitz=|
SCa
[Frere[aneseon—[ictce[ainer|
[fens[aroasisn[ores[otonia|_|
[fine[amiss—[rayan0[omm|
fren[ann[nce[wotonie|_|
[rene[anrais[ecto[wotonie|_|
[rere[ansieo[canto[wotonie|_|

[Frost[anionic[gaan[wotonie|_|
Froaosveinseneis

  
DATE: 03/4 7/204 | EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/

Page 26 of 61

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1707



DISH-Blue Spike-602
Exhibit 1006, Page 1708

Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
LISTING OF FOREIGN AND INTERNATIONAL PATENT DOCUMENTS- F Series

ENGLISH
LANGUAGE
TRANSLATION
ATTACHED? (YES

EXAMINER
TNTTTALS

REFERENCE
NUMBER

PUBLICATIO|PUBLICATIO|COUNTRY
N NUMBER OR REGION

PAGE/LINE
AND

(F SERIES)
FIGURE/ELE
MENTOF
RELEVANT
MATERIAL

OR NO) AND/ORIDENTIFICATION
OF PRIORITY
APPLICATION IN
WHICH

  
EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE:

REFERENCE IS
CITED

Jun., 1990

Oct., 1993

Feb., 1994

Apr., 1995 xy

May., 1995

Dec., 2007

Sep., 1998

May., 1995 c

Sep., 1996

Jul., 1997

Nov., 1997

Aug., 1998

Oct., 1999 o

Dec., 1999 oS

Dec., 1999

Jan, 1997 3

Jul. 1997 5

Sept 2000

Dec 1996 °

July 1996

izunna Okeke/
Page 27 of 61

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1708



DISH-Blue Spike-602
Exhibit 1006, Page 1709

Receipt date: 11/19/2010 11895388 - GAU: 2432

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXAMINER REFERENCE PUBLICATIO|PUBLICATIO|COUNTRY PAGE/LINE PRdor
INITIALS NUMBER N NUMBER OR REGION AND TRANSLATION

FIGURE/ELE ATTACHED? (YESF SERIES OR NO) AND/OR
( ) MENT OF IDENTIFICATION

RELEVANT OF PRIORITYAPPLICATION IN
MATERIAL WHICHREFERENCEIS

CITED

CL

 2 wo|
2 aee

: aeeee
aee

jwoone2[ryt[wo||
= Cseeee

Csa
ee|
wo|
|pTT

DATE: 03/4 7/204 | EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 28 of 61

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1709



DISH-Blue Spike-602
Exhibit 1006, Page 1710

Receipt date: 11/19/2010

Printed: November 19, 2010 (12:45pm)
Path: Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\IDS_SCOT00014-4_11-19-2010.wpd
37 CFR 1.98(a)(1)~i) APPLICATION:

11895388 - GAU: 2432

37 CER 1.98(a)(1)(iii): THIS IS AN INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

LISTING OF NON PATENT LITERATURE- O Series

to view any applicationasfiled.

L- 01 7/28/2009|US. Appl. No. 08/999,766, filed Jul. 23, 1997, entitled
"Steganographic Method and Device", published as
7,568,100 07-28-2009.

N/A EPO Application No. 96919405.9, entitled
"Steganographic Method and Device"; published as
EP0872073 (A2), published 10-21-1998.

REFER PUB. INCLUDE IN SEQUENCE: Name offirst author (in
ENCE DATE CAPITAL LETTERS), Title in quotation marks, name of
NUMBE publication, date or publication, page numbers, publisher, city

of publication, and country of publicationR B yotp
NOTE- For USpatent applications listed herein, if a publication ofthe application

(L is identified, Applicantis citing the listed publication and not submitting a copy of
Series) the cited application as filed. The examineris invited to inspect the IFW as desired.

/11/2005|U.S. Appl. No. 11/050,779,filed Feb. 7, 2005, entitled
"Steganographic Method and Device", published as
20050177727 Al 08-11-2005.

(22/2008|U.S. Appl. No. 08/674,726,filed Jul. 2, 1996, entitled
"Exchange Mechanismsfor Digital Information
Packages with Bandwidth Securitization, Multichannel
Digital Watermarks, and Key Management", published
as 7,362,775 04-22-2008 .

U.S, Appl. No. 09/545,589,filed Apr. 7, 2000, entitled
"Method and System for Digital Watermarking",
published as 7,007,166 02-28-2006

U.S. Appl. No. 11/244,213, filed Oct. 5, 2005, entitled
"Method and System for Digital Watermarking",
published as 2006-0101269 Al 05-11-2006

DATE: 03/4 7/204 | EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE: flzunna Okeke/
Page 29 of 61

 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
TRANSLATION ATTACHED?
(YES OR NO) AND/OR ORIDENTIFICATION OF PRIORITY
APPLICATION IN WHICH
REFERENCEIS CITED

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /1.O//

DISH-Blue Spike-602

Exhibit 1006, Page 1710
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US. Appl. No. 11/649,026, filed Jan. 3, 2007, entitled
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US.Appl. No. 09/046,627,filed Mar. 24, 1998, entitled
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07-22-2003 .

U.S. Appl. No. 10/602,777,filed Jun. 25, 2003, entitled
"Method for Combining Transfer Function with

redetermined Key Creation", published as
004-0086119 Al 05-06-2004

US. Appl. No. 09/053,628,filed Apr. 2, 1998, entitled
"Multiple Transform Utilization and Application for
Secure Digital Watermarking”, 6,205,249 03-20-2001

  
USS. Appl. No. 09/644,098,filed Aug. 23, 2000, entitled
"Multiple Transform Utilization and Application for
Secure Digital Watermarking", published as 7,035,409
04-25-2006

 
Jap. App. No. 2000-542907, entitled "Multiple
Transform Utilization and Application for Secure
Digital Watermarking", JP national stage of
PCT/US1999/007262, published as WO99052271,
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US. Appl. No. 09/767,733, filed Jan. 24, 2001, entitled
"Multiple Transform Utilization and Application for
Secure Digital Watermarking", published as
2001-0010078 Al 07-26-2001.

U.S, Appl. No. 11/358,874,filed Feb. 21, 2006, entitled
"Multiple Transform Utilization and Application for
Secure Digital Watermarking", published as
2006-0140403 Al 06-29-2006

USS. Appl. No. 10/417,231, filed Apr. 17, 2003, entitled
"Methods, Systems And Devices For Packet
Watermarking And Efficient Provisioning Of
Bandwidth", published as 2003-0200439 Al
10-23-2003

U.S. Appl. No. 09/789,711, filed Feb. 22, 2001, entitled
"Optimization Methodsfor the Insertion, Protection,
and Detection of Digital Watermarks in Digital Data",
published as 2001-0029580 Al 10-11-2001,

USS. Appl. No. 11/497,822,filed Aug. 2, 2006, entitled
"Optimization Methodsfor the Insertion, Protection,
and Detection of Digital Watermarks in Digital Data",
published as 2007-0011458 Al 01-11-2007
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US. Appl. No. 11/599,964,filed Nov. 15, 2006, entitled
"Optimization Methodsfor the Insertion, Protection,
and Detection of Digital Watermarks in Digital Data",
published as 2008-0046742 Al 02-21-2008.

U.S, Appl. No. 11/599,838, filed Nov. 15, 2006, entitled
"Optimization Methodsfor the Insertion, Protection,
and Detection of Digital Watermarks in Digital Data",
published as 2007-0226506 Al 09-27-2007

USS. Appl. No. 10/369,344,filed Feb. 18, 2003, entitled
"Optimization Methodsfor the Insertion, Protection,
and Detection of Digital Watermarks in Digitized
Data", published as 2003-0219143 Al 11-27-2003.

US. Appl. No. 11/482,654, filed Jul. 7, 2006, entitled
"Optimization Methodsfor the Insertion, Protection,
and Detection of Digital Watermarks in Digitized
Data", published as 2006-0285722 Al 12-21-2006.

U.S. Appl. No. 09/594,719,filed Jun. 16, 2000, entitled
"Utilizing Data Reduction in Steganographic and
Cryptographic Systems", published as 7,123,718
10-17-2006.
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US. Appl. No. 11/519,467,filed Sep. 12, 2006,entitled
"Utilizing Data Reduction in Steganographic and
Cryptographic Systems”, published as 2007-0064940
Al 03-22-2007.

U.S. Appl. No. 09/731,040, filed Dec. 7, 2000, entitled
"Systems, Methods And Devices For Trusted
Transactions", 2002-0010684 Al 01-24-2002.

U.S. Appl. No. 11/512,701, filed Aug. 29, 2006, entitled
"Systems, Methods And Devices For Trusted
Transactions", published as 2007-0028113 Al
02-01-2007.

 
US. Appl. No. 10/049,101, filed Feb. 8, 2002, entitled
"A Secure Personal Content Server", published as
7,475,246 01-06-2009,

PCT Application No. PCT/US00/21189,filed Aug. 4,
2000, entitled, "A Secure Personal Content Server",
Pub, No.: WOQ018628 ; Publication Date: 15.03.2001,
F21 here in above.

USS. Appl. No. 09/657,181, filed Sep. 7, 2000, entitled
"Method and Device For Monitoring And Analyzing
Signals", published as 7,346,472 03-18-2008.
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US. Appl. No. 10/805,484,filed Mar. 22, 2004, entitled
"Method And Device For Monitoring And Analyzing
Signals", published as 2004-0243540 Al 12-02-2004.

US. Appl. No. 09/956,262,filed Sep. 20, 2001, entitled
"Improved Security Based on Subliminal and
Supraliminal Channels For Data Objects", published as
2002-0056041 Al 05-09-2002

U.S. Appl. No. 11/518,806,filed Sep. 11, 2006, entitled
"Improved Security Based on Subliminal and
Supraliminal Channels For Data Objects",
2008-0028222 Al 01-31-2008 .

USS. Appl. No. 11/026,234,filed Dec, 30, 2004, entitled
"Z-Transform Implementation of Digital Watermarks",
published as 2005-0135615 Al 06-23-2005,

USS. Appl. No. 11/592,079,filed Nov. 2, 2006, entitled
"Linear Predictive Coding Implementation of Digital
Watermarks", published as 2007-0079131 Al
04-05-2007.

USS. Appl. No. 09/731,039,filed Dec. 7, 2000, entitled
"System and Methods for Permitting Open Access to
Data Objects and for Securing Data within the Data
Objects", published as 2002-0071556 Al 06-13-2002
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US. Appl. No. 11/647,861, filed Dec. 29, 2006,entitled
"System and Methods for Permitting Open Access to
Data Objects and for Securing Data within the Data
Objects", published as 2007-0110240 Al 05-17-2007,

36 L- 036 1996 Schneier. Bruce. Applied Cryptography, 2nd Ed., John
Wiley & Sons, pp. 9-10, 1996.

37 L- 037 1997 Menezes, Alfred J., Handbook of Applied
Cryptography, CRC Press, p. 46, 1997.

38 L- 038 1997 Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 10th Ed.,
Merriam Webster,Inc., p. 207.

39 L- 039 1984 Brealy,et al., Principles of Corporate Finance,
"Appendix A--Using Option Valuation Models", 1984,
pp. 448-449.

40 L- 040 2001 Copeland, et al., Real Options: A Practitioner's Guide,
2001 pp. 106-107, 201-202, 204-208,

41 L- 041 1995 Sarkar, M. "An Assessment of Pricing Mechanisms for
the Internet-A Regulatory Imperative", presented MIT
Workshop on Internet Economics, Mar. 1995
http://www.press.vmich.edu/iep/works/SarkAsses html
on.
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Crawford, D.W. "Pricing Network Usage: A Market for
Bandwidth of Market Communication?" presented MIT
Workshop on Internet Economics, Mar. 1995
http://www.press.vmich.edu/iep/works/CrawMarket.ht
ml on March,

Low,S.H., "Equilibrium Allocation and Pricing of
Variable Resources Among User-Suppliers", 1988.
http://www.citesear.nj.nec.com/366503.html.

Caronni, Germano, "Assuring Ownership Rights for
Digital Images", published proceeds ofreliable IT
systems, v15 '95, H.H. Bruggemannand W.
Gerhardt-Hackel (Ed) Viewing Publishing Company
Germany 1995,

Zhao, Jian. "A WWWService to Embed and Prove
Digital Copyright Watermarks", Proc. of the European
conf, on Multimedia Applications, Services &
Techniques Louvain-La-Nevve Belgium May 1996.

Gruhl, Danielet al., Echo Hiding. In Proceeding of the
Workshop on Information Hiding. No. 1174 in Lecture
Notes in Computer Science, Cambridge, England
(May/Jun. 1996).
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L- 047 1995 Oomen, A.W.J. et al., A Variable Bit Rate Buried Data
Channel for Compact Disc, J.AudioEng.Sc., vol. 43,
No. 1/2, pp. 23-28 (1995).

L- 048 1992 Ten Kate, W. et al., A New Surround-Stereo-Surround

Soong Techniques, J. Audio Eng.Soc., vol. 40,No.5,pp. 376-383 (1992).

L- 049 1993 Gerzon, Michael et al., A High Rate Buried Data
Channel for Audio CD, presentation notes, Audio
Engineering Soc. 94th Convention (1993).

L- 050 1988 Sklar, Bernard, Digital Communications, pp. 601-603
(1988).

L- 051 1984 Jayant, N.S. et al., Digital Coding of Waveforms,
Prentice Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ, pp. 486-509
(1984)

1995 Bender, Walter R. et al., Techniques for Data Iliding,
SPIE Int. Soc, Opt. Eng., vol. 2420, pp. 164-173, 1995.

L- 053 1995 Zhao, Jian et al., Embedding Robust Labels into Images
for Copyright Protection, (xp 000571976), pp. 242-251,
1995,

L- 054 1997 Menezes, Alfred J., Handbook of Applied
Cryptography, CRC Press, p. 175, 1997.
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a5 1994 Schneier, Bruce, Applied Cryptography, 1st Ed., pp.
67-68, 1994,

L

L

- 055

L- 056 1990 Ten Kate, W, et al., "Digital Audio Carrying Extra
Information", TEEE, CH 2847-2/90/0000-1097, (1990).

57 - 057 1994 Van Schyndel, et al., "A digital Watermark," [EEE Int'l
Computer Processing Conference, Austin,TX, Nov.

Smith, et al. "Modulation and Information Hiding in
Images", Springer Verlag, 1st Int'l Workshop,
Cambridge, UK, May 30-Jun. 1, 1996, pp. 207-227.

13-16, 1994, pp. 86-90.

L- 058

L- 059 Kutter, Martin et al., "Digital Signature of Color Images
Using Amplitude Modulation", SPIE-E197, vol, 3022,
pp. 518-527.

Puate, Joan et al., "Using Fractal Compression Scheme
to Embed a Digital Signature into an Image", SPIE-96
Proceedings, vol. 2915, Mar. 1997, pp. 108-118.

0
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Zhao,Jian et al., "Embedding Robust Labels into
Images for Copyright Protection", Proceeding ofthe
KnowRight '95 Conference, pp. 242-251.

Koch, E., et al., "Towards Robust and Hidden Image
Copyright Labeling", 1995 LEEE Workshop on
Nonlinear Signal and Image Processing, Jun. 1995 Neos
Marmaraspp.4.

Van Schyandel, et al., "Towards a Robust Digital
Watermark", Second Asain Image Processing
Conference, Dec. 6-8, 1995, Singapore, vol. 2, pp.
504-508.

Tirkel,A.Z., "A Two-Dimensional Digital Watermark",
DICTA '95, Univ. of Queensland, Brishane, Dec. 5-8,
1995, pp. 7.

Tirkel,A.Z., "Image Watermarking--A Spread Spectrum
Application", ISSSTA '96, Sep. 1996, Mainz, German,
pp. 6.

O'Ruanaidh,et al. "Watermarking Digital Images for
Copyright Protection", IEEE Proceedings, vol. 143, No.
4, Aug. 1996, pp. 250-256.
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69 L- 069 Unknown|Cox, et al., Secure Spread Spectrum Watermarking for
Multimedia, NEC Research Institude, Techinal Report
95-10, pp. 33.

70 L- 070 1969 Kahn, D., "The Code Breakers", The MacMillan
Company, 1969, pp. xUL, 81-83, 513, 515, 522-526,
863.

2

71 L- 071 1997 Boney,et al., Digital Watermarks for Audio Signals,
EVSIPCO, 96, pp. 473-480 (3/14/1997).

7 L- 072 1996 Dept. of Electrical Engineering. Del Ft University of
Technology, Del ft The Netherlands, Cr.C. Langelaar
et al.,"Copy Protection for Multimedia Data based on
Labeling Techniques", Jul. 1996 9 pp.

B L- 073 Unknown|F. Hartung,et al., "Digital Watermarking of Raw and
Compressed Video", SPIE vol. 2952, pp. 205-213.

74 L- 074 1996 Craver, et al., "Can Invisible Watermarks Resolve
Rightful Ownerships?", IBM Research Report, RC
20509 (Tul. 25, 1996) 21 pp.

75 L- 075 1988 Press, et al., "Numerical Recipes in C", Cambridge
Univ. Press, 1988, pp, 398-417.

76 L- 076 1995 Pohlmann, Ken C., "Principles of Digital Audio", 3rd.
Ed., 1995, pp. 32-37, 40-48:138. 147-149, 332. 333,
364, 499-501, 508-509, 564-571.
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and Theoretical Considerations", Proceedings ofthe
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99

96 L- 096 N/A European Search Report & European Search Opinion in
EP07112420

97 L- 097 2006 STAIND(The Singles 1996-2006), Warner
Music--Atlantic, Pre-Release CD image, 2006, | page.
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Scientific Technology, 686, 14, date unknown. (citation
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L- 0169|1996 Schneider, M., et al. "A Robust Content Based Digital
Signature for Image Authentication," Proceedings of the
International Conference on Image Processing (IC.
Lausanne) Sep. 16-19, 1996, pp. 227-230, IEEE ISBN.

L- O171|1998 Wong, Ping Wah. "A Public Key Watermark for Image
Verification and Authentication," [EEE International
Conference on Image Processing, vol. | Oct. 4-7, 1998,
pp. 455-459,

3-540-65386-4.
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170 L- 0170|1997 Cox, L J., et al. "Secure Spread Spectrum Watermarking

for Multimedia," IEEE Transactions on Image
Processing, vol. 6 No. 12, Dec. 1, 1997, pp. 1673-1686.
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STATEMENT OF SUMMARYOF INTERVIEW

The 3/18/2011 Interview Summary states that "Applicant's representative discussed claim
32 with reference to the applied reference and explained that the reference fails to teach a
watermark which encodes a license code. As applicant has already filed an After Final
amendment, examiner noted applicant's argument and would respond to the AF appropriately."
and the Interview Summary required meto file a Statement of the Substance ofthe Interview.
Accordingly, my statement ofthe substance ofthe interview is what is stated in the 3/18/2011
Interview Summary quoted above.

4/19/2011 /RichardNeifeld#35,299/
RICHARD NEIFELD, REG. NO. 35,299
ATTORNEY OF RECORD

RAN

Date/Time code: April 19, 2011 (5:56pm)
Y:\Chents\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\SummaryOflinterview_SCOT001444-19-2011.wpd
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Total Files Size (in bytes) 36969
This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidenceof receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
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AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stageof an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
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New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
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an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
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national security, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
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Neifeld Docket No: SCOT0014-4

Application/Patent No: 11/895,388 USPTO CONFIRMATION NO: 2103
File/Issue Date: 8/24/2007

Inventor/title: Moskowitz/ Data protection method and device
Examiner/ArtUnit: Izunna OKEKE/2432

ENTITY STATUS: SMALL (CONVERT UPON ALLOWANCE TO LARGE)
Priority: Application No. 09/046,627 (which issued July 22, 2003, as U.S. Patent No. 6,598,162

37 CFR 1.7(c) FILING RECEIPT AND TRANSMITTAL LETTER WITH
AUTHORIZATION TO CHARGE DEPOSIT ACCOUNT

1. THE COMMISSIONERIS HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO CHARGEANYFEES

WHICH MAY BE REQUIRED, OR CREDIT ANY OVERPAYMENT, TO DEPOSIT
ACCOUNT NUMBER50-2106.

2. FEES (PAID HEREWITHBYEFS CREDIT CARD SUBMISSION)$ 0
A. CLAIMS FEES

B. OTHER FEES

3. THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTSARE SUBMITTED HEREWITH:

CLAIMS

REMARKS

4, FOR INTERNAL NEIFELD IP LAW, PC USE ONLY
acct/ck/No/date/amnt: 6/

Firm charge:
INITIALS OF PERSON WHO ENTERED ACCOUNTING DATA: RAN

ATTORNEY SIGNATURE (AUTHORIZING DEPOSIT ACCOUNT)
6/30/2011 /RichardNeifeld#35,299/

RICHARD NEIFELD,REG. NO.35,299
ATTORNEY OF RECORD

Printed: July 1, 2011 (12:17pm)
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SUMMARY

This is a response to the non final office action (OA) dated 4-1-2011. The undersigned
called and left a vm for Examiner Okeke on 6/30/2011 in order to discuss this case. The

examineris requested to telephone meifthere remains any reason notto passthis application to
issuc.

OAitem 1 notes that the prior rejections were withdrawn and comments on interpretation
of Houser, USP 5606609 and the claim recitation "interrelationships”. OA items 2-3 rejection
claims 62-64 under 112, first paragraph, as failing to comply with the written description
requirement. OA items 4-5 reject claim 37 under 112, second paragraph for lack of sufficient
antecedent. OA items 6-7 reject claims 32-45 and 52-64 under 103(a) based upon Holmes, USP
5287407 and Houscr, USP 5606609.

In response to OAitem 1, the applicant appreciates examiner Okekeclarifying his
interpretation.

In response to OA items 2-3, the applicant traverses for the reasons explained below.
In response to items 4-5, the applicant amendsto correct the antecedentbasis.
In responseto items 6-7, the applicant traverses for the reasons explained below.

CLAIMS62-64 UNDER 112, FIRST PARAGRAPH

OAitems 2-3 states, regarding claim 62, that:

Claims 62 recites in part "wherein said software code defines software
code interrelationships between code resources" and "to form a first license key
encoded software code in which at least one of said software code

interrelationship are encoded". The specification provides no support for this
limitation as it fails to teach or mention "software code

interrelationships", how the software code definesinterrelationships between code
resources and how it is encoded to form a first license key encoded software code.
Applicant is asked to identify the section of the specification that provides support
for claim 62.

With all due respect, this rejection is improper becauseit is inconsistent with binding
precedent in view ofthe definition of the word "interrelationship" and the disclosure in our
specification, as explained below. In fact, claim 62 reads:

62. (Previously Presented) A method for encoding software code using a
computer having a processor and memory, comprising:

storing a software code in said memory;
wherein said software code defines software code interrelationships between code

resourcesthat result in a specified underlying functionality when installed on a computer system;
and

encoding, by said computer usingat least a first license key and an encoding algorithm,
said software code, to formafirst license key encoded software code in whichat least one of
said software code interrelationships are encoded.
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The test for written description was recently restated by the en banc court in Ariad, as
follows (internal citation omitted):

Specifically, the description must "clearly allow persons of ordinary skill in the
art to recognizethat [the inventor] invented whatis claimed." ... In other words,
the test for sufficiency is whether the disclosure of the application relied upon
reasonably conveys to those skilled in the art that the inventor had possession of
the claimed subject matteras ofthe filing date. ... the test requires an objective
inquiry into the four corners of the specification from the perspective of a person
of ordinary skill in the art. Based on that inquiry, the specification must describe
an invention understandable to that skilledartisan....

And,it is black letter law, that "It is not required that the application describe the claim
limitations in greater detail than the invention warrants or that the specification contain that
which is knownto those skilled in the art." Lindemann Machinenfabrik GMBH v. American

Hoist & Derrick Co., 730 F.2d 1452, 1463, 221 USPQ 481, 489 (Fed. Cir. 1984).
However, the rejection is based upon an alleged failure to disclose that whichis

admittedly known in the art, specifically, "software code interrelationships”. ‘That is not
consistent with Lindemann Machinenfabrik GMBH,supra.

Moreover, our specification does disclose software code interelationships explaining to
one skilled in the art (who admittedly already knew what such relationships were), in passing, as
part of the background definition of the state of the art, thercby indicating that we knew what
such interrelationships represented. Thus, our specification clearly meets the test to showthat
we were in possession of the concept of "software code interrelationships," which we use as a
basis to explain novel concepts of our invention.

The phrase "code resources" apparently was not of concern to the examiner. However,
that is very relevant to the "interrelationships" recitation. Claim 62 defines the software code
interclationships between "code resources". Our specification clearly defines "code resources"
for example in published paragraphs [0051] and [0052]. The examiner questions whether the
disclosure conveys to one skilled in the art that the inventor was in possession of the concept of
"interrelationships” between code resources. However, paragraph [0051] goes into great detail
in explaining how an "executable computer program"also referred to as an "application" and
also referred to as an “executable code object," comprises "portions of object code [that]
correspond with the programmers' function or procedure implementations in higher level
languages” and that the "exact order or arrangement in memory is not important, so long as any
sub-object [of an application] which uses another sub-object knows where in memory it can be
found.” Clearly, the knowledgeof a first sub-object, of where another second sub-object that is
used bythefirst sub-object is located in memory, is an interrelationship. After all, the definition
of "interrelationship" is "the way in which two or more things affect each other because theyare
related in some way". See for example the online definition at the URL
http://www.onelook.com/?w=interrelationship&ls=a.

As explained in the first sentence of the very next paragraph, [0052], "The memory
addressofthe first instruction in one of these sub-objects is called the "entry point" of the
function or procedure." and the " rest of the instructions comprising that sub-object immediately
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follow from the entry point," which would indicate to anyone skilled in the art that the code
object contained a reference to another code object, via some type of memory location identifier.
Accordingly, anyoneskilled in the art would clearly understand that the inventor had invented
code resourcesthat had interrelationships. In fact, it is surprising to the applicantthat the
examiner would object this language, because such interrelationships between code resourcesare
not that which is novel. What the examiner has implied by alleging that the "specification...
fails to teach or mention 'software code interrelationships™ is that software code
interrelationships were somehow unknownin the art, which clearly is not the case. As admitted,
in the specification at the beginning of paragraph [0051], an "application" comprises
"sub-objects" whose "order in the computer memory is of vital importance"in order to perform
an intended function. And as admitted further in paragraph [0051], "When a program is
compiled, then, it consists of a collection of these sub-objects, whose exact order or arrangement
in memory is not important, so long as any sub-object which uses another sub-object knows
where in memory it can be found."Paragraph [0051] of course refers to conventional
applications. Accordingly, that is admittedly a discussion ofwhatis already know byone skilled
in the art. Accordingly, the examiner's statement that the specification lacks written description
support for "software code interrelationships”is inconsistent with the fact that such
interrelationships were explained in paragraphs [0051] and. [0052] as a fundamental basis of
pre-existing modern computer programs. Accordingly, the written description rejection, insofar
as it is based uponthe specification allegedly, failing to "teach or mention 'software code
interrelationships”is factually inconsistent with the specification, with the definition of the word
"interrelationship," and with judicial precedent. As an aside, we note that fact that there is no
ipsus verbis recitation "interrelationship” in the specification,is legally insufficient to form a
basis for written description rejection. See In re Edwards, 568 F.2d 1349, 196 USPQ 465, 469
(CCPA 1978). Thus, it seems perfectly clear that "The specification [does] provide[]... [written
descriptive] support for this limitation [sic; software code interrelationships]". It clearly conveys
to one skilled in the art that we knew what such interrelationships were. Ariad, supra.

The OAis also unclear in this rejection. It appears to suggest that the specification "fails
to teach or mention ... how it [sic] 1s encoded to form a first license key encoded software code."
Exactly what this assertion means is ambiguous and unclear because there is no clear antecedent
for "it".

However,the claim's encodingrecitation reads "encoding, by said computer using at least
a first license key and an encoding algorithm, said software code, to formafirst license key
encoded software code in which at least one of said software code interrelationships are
encoded." This recitation clearly defines encoding said software code using the first license key
and the encoding algorithm. Encoding using a key and an algorithm is known, and therefore we
surmise that encoding per se is not what the examinerbelieves to lack written description.
Lindemann Machinenfabrik GMBH,supra.

That leaves, as a possible basis for the "it" reference in the written description rejection,
the claim recitation "at least one of said software code interrelationships are encoded.” It is
however unclear why the examiner would considerthis recitation to lack written description
because an interrelationship in software code is necessarily defined by digital data, and digital
data can obviously be encoded by an encoding process. Accordingly, what further basis might
exist for a conclusion that one skilled in the art reading the specification would not recognize
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that the inventor had invented what is claimed, is unclear. Accordingly, the applicant believes
that the written description rejection of claim 62 is misguided, inconsistent with the standard for
written description, inconsistent with the meaning of the words and the claim, and inconsistent
with the clear teachings in the specification.

Regarding claims 63 and 64, the OA states that:

Claim 63 and dependent claim 64 recites in part “encoding, by said
computer usingat least a first license key and an encoding algorithm, said
software code, to form a second license key encoded software code; wherein said
first license key encoded software code is not identical to said second license key
encoded software code”. There is also no disclosure that supports this limitation
in the specification. There is no disclosure of using a "second license key" to
encode a software code to form a "second license key encoded software code"
wherein a first license key encoded software code is not identical to a second
license key encoded software code. Applicantis also asked to point out the
section of the specification that clearly provides support for claims 63 and 64.

In fact, claims 63 and 64 recite:

63. (Previously Presented) A methodfor encoding software code using a
computer having a processor and memory, comprising:

storing a software code in said memory;
wherein said software code provides a specified underlying functionality when installed

on a computer system;
encoding, by said computer using at least a first license key and an encoding algorithm,

said software code, to form a first license key encoded software code;
encoding, by said computer using at least a second license key and an encoding

algorithm, said software code, to form a second license key encoded software code;
wherein said first license key encoded software codeis not identical to said second

license key encoded software codeif said first license key is not identical to said second license
key.

64. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 63 wherein both said first
license key encoded software code and said second license key encoded software code are
capable of providing said specified underlying functionality when installed on a computer
system.

The applicant respectfully traverses. This is because we disagree with the assertion that
there "is no disclosure of using a 'second license key’ to encode a software code to form a 'second
license key encoded software code' wherein a first license key encoded software code is not
identical to a second license key encoded software code." In fact, there is such disclosure.

Atleast one advantage identified by the disclosure is the ability to generate versions of
software that are different from one another resulting from encoding with different keys, but
provide the same user functionality when their respective keys are read. See for example,
paragraph [0056], which explains that for each "key" used in encoding,the result of the encoding
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method “a particular licensed copy of an application distinguishable from any other.". And that
"The key is necessary to access the underlying code,i.e., what the user understandsto be the
application program." That theme runs through the backgroundofthe invention section, as well.
Asnoted in paragraph [0017]-[0020], in one aspect, it is ownership information whichis inserted
via a digital watermark, and of course cach ownerofa software license is different from other
such owners. Similarly, in the detailed description section, [0037] explains that the key is
"randomly generated" and [0038] explains that "The key is necessary both to register the
sought-after content and to descramble the contentinto its original form." Of course what this
meansis that each encoding with a different key results in a different digital object, referred to in
claims 63 and 64 as non identical first and second "license key encoded software code".
Accordingly, clear written description support exists in the specification for these claims.

CLATM 37 UNDER 112, SECOND PARAGRAPH

In response to OA items 4-5, we amend claim 37 to depend from claim 35. Claim 35
recites "a key" and therefore provides sufficient antecedent for claim 37's "said key".

CLAIMS32-45 AND 52-64 UNDER 103(A) BASED UPON HOLMES, USP 5287407 AND
HOUSER,USP 5606609.

In response OA items6-7, we respectfully traverse because Holmes and Houserdo not
suggest our claimed invention. In fact, Holmesis not relevant.

Regarding claim 32,note that the specification indicates that a particular license code is
whatis required to be input into a system running a particular software object encoded with a
key corresponding to that license code, in order to allowthe system to use the functionality of
the software. See [0056]-[0057]. Claim 32 defines, in relevantpart, a method ofmodifving
software. As claimed, this method comprises "embedding a watermark into said software, using
said computer, said watermark encoding at least onefirst license code, thereby resulting in a
first license code encoded watermarked software".

In rejecting claim 32, the OA states that Holmes teaches embedding in software a
"unique identifying data” that is "associated with a user or the system or the software." The OA
also assumesthat this embedded identifying data that "could serve as a license for the software.”
The OA doesnot assert any reference teaches using the embeddedidentifying data as a license
for the software. The OA does not assert Holmesteaches entering the identifying data into a
system in order to use the functionality of software.

What Holmesactually teachesis clear from its abstract, which states that: "A master copy
of a software file has within it a predetermined block of data. When a copyofthe file is made
that block of data within the copiedfile is located and overwritten with data identifying the
copied file. When an unauthorized copy is found, the data identifying the copy can be read and
the source of the unauthorized copy may be traced." Holmesclearly distinguishes data from
code, anddiscloses, only, inserting data identifying the copied file into "predetermined block of
data". Holmes does not disclose modifying software code, only changing data in a data block of
a"file". This data "block" means a sequential set of values. Cf. description of Fig. 1, "block 8
contains a predetermined sequenceofcode, in this example represented byAAAAAA‘™."

Holmes teaches embeddinginadatafile, or a softwarefile a unique identifying data that
is associated with a user or the system or the software. (Holmesstates " However, in preferred
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embodiments of the invention said data identifying said copy file includes one or more items of
data identifying the time at which said copy file was made, the authorized userof said copyfile,
said first data processing system and/or said second data processing system.")

The applicant notes that Holmes contain no mention of license, activation,or the like,
relating to license codes for software. Holmes docs not suggest that its embedded identifying
data "could serve as a license for the software." Moreover, Holmes teaches away from that
concept by going out of its way to point out that presence or absence of the predetermined block
of data in a software file does not affect its functionality:

Another advantage of the system is that a software file may be produced by a
software vendorto include the predetermined block of data, but usc of that file
will not require use of the technique of the invention. Accordingly, the same
software file can be used in systems which do or do not implement the invention.
The particular combination of elements comprising the invention provides a
security technique whichis surprisingly simple to implementand effective in use.
.. Furthermore, producers of software files can include within them the necessary
predetermined block of data which can be used to markfiles distributed within the
network, and yet, if desired, the same version of the software file can be copied
and distributed by conventional techniques without using the invention.

The way Holmes accomplishesthis is by predetermining the location of the data block initsfile,
and then only overwriting data in that location in thefile with data unique to cach copy, as stated
in the description of its Figure 1, noting the reference to "in the same position":

FIG. 1 shows a masterfile 6 stored withinafirst data processing system 2.
The master file 6 has embedded somewhere within it a predetermined block of
data 8. The block 8 does not play any part in the function of the software of the
master file itself, rather its function is to provide a locatable space within the
masterfile in which data identifying a copied file may be written. The block 8
contains a predetermined sequence of cade, in this example represented by

A copy of the master file 6 is then transmitted to a second data processing
system 4 whichstores it as copied file 10. The block 8 is copied with the rest of
the masterfile 6 and so the copied file 10 also contains a block 8 in the same
position as the block 8 within the master file 6.

Thus, all Holmesteaches is encoding a data block at a predetermined location in anyfile,
with data unique to each copy. Whetherthe rest ofthe file is software or data is irrelevant,
because this predetermined location is functionally disconnected from the surrounding locations
in the samefile, whether they are data or software.

In rejecting claim 32, the OA assumes that Houser suggests modifying Holmes to embed
identification data as a watermark. However, Holmes specifically teaches containing the
identifying data to a predeterminedlocation inafile, that is relative for example to the location
ofthe start ofthefile.
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Modifying Holmes to place a "watermark" in that predeterminedlocationin thefile is
not what claim 32 defines. First, claim 32 recites "A computer-based method for modifving
sofiware". While Holmes teaches modifying afile containing software by changing non
functional identifying data contained in thefile, Holmes does not teach modifying the underlying
functionality of the software. Claim 32's preamble docs.

Assuming the OA suggests modifying Holmes in view of Houser to movethe identifying
data from its predetermined location to unspecified locations, there is no legal motivation to do
that, for two reasons.

First, as already noted, such a modification would destroy the only utility that Holmes
provides, which isto allow for identification of a file without affecting the data or code
otherwise contained in the file. Replacing the predetermined location identifying data in Holmes
with a watermarkdistributed elsewhere in the Holmesdatafile other than in just the
predetermined location, would preclude the easy identification noted in Holmes.

Second, replacing the predetermined location identifying data in Holmes with a
watermark distributed elsewhere in the Holmesdatafile other than in just the predetermined
location, lacking the teachings of our invention, would also fatally affect functionality of any
software elements contained in the modified file. This is because such a watermarking would
change the intra-relationships in, as well as the inter-relationships between, code elements of
software in the file. First, the watermarking of Holmesfile, if present outside of the
predetermined location, would introduce random valuesat locations inside of what we refer to as
"code elements”, those sets of instructions for a function, for which we teach such random values

would "very likely to "break' the function" [[0057]. Destroying intra-rclationships. This would
destroy the functionality of the software. Second, the watermarking would also changethe inter-
relationships of relative memory location between distinct code elements, thereby prevent them
from function as intended becausetheir relative memory locations would change in a manner not
accounted for by each code resource. That would defeat the purpose of Holmesofpreserving
(data values in a pure data file or) software functionality, in a file otherwise identified by Holmes
identity data.

And there is nothing in either Holmes or Houser suggesting, as is taught in the present
application, how to watermark throughout a software application, without destroying the
functionality of the underlying application. Accordingly, there is no motivation to modify
Holmesin view of Houser. We note that, in contrast, as explained above, we do teach an
encoding that does not destroy the fundamental code resources by not changing code resources,
during encoding.

The rejections ofall claims is based upon the flawed combination of Holmes and Houser.
Insofar as the foregoing explanation unequivocally showsthat the rejection of all claims is
improper, no further arguments need be presented. However,it is likely that all additional basis
for rejection for obviousness also contain additional flaws, given the fundamental flaws in the
base reasoning just described.

REPOSE

Finally, the applicant notes that this is the third office action containing rejections based
upon substantive examination of the claims. Each office action has shifted focus ofrejections:
from double patenting over 08587943 and 102 rejection over Mooreinthefirst office action; to
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double patenting aver 5,745,569 and 102 rejection based upon Houserin the second office
action; to 103 rejection based upon Holmesin the present office action. We respectfully submit
that this case has undergonesufficient examination and no more newrejections are warranted.
The invention as disclosed and claimedis novel and very inventive, and whatever minor
technical problems the examiners might consider remain, should not form a basis for further
delays in issuance. Three substantive examinations, all successfully traversed, are more than
sufficient, and therefore indicate time for repose. This application should now be passed. to
issue.

Truly, /Richard Neifeld/
RICHARD NEIFELD,REG. NO.35,299
ATTORNEY OF RECORD

ran

Date/TimeCode: July 1, 2011 (12:17pm)
Y:\Chients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\AmendmentSCOT0014-46-30-2011.wpd
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1-31. (Canceled)

32. (Previously Presented) A computer-based method for modifying software,

comprising:

receiving, in a computer having a processor and memory, software, wherein said software

provides a specified functionality;

embedding a watermarkinto said software, using said computer, said watermark

encodingat least onefirst license code, thereby resulting inafirst license code encoded

watermarked software.

33. (Previously Presented) Theprocess of claim 32, wherein said embedding

increases the complexity of code analysis and/or tampering with said first license code encoded

watermarked software.

34, (Previously Presented) The process of claim 32, wherein said first license

code encoded watermarked software is configured to query a user for personalization information

during its installation.

35, (Previously Presented) The process of claim 32, whercin said watcrmark is

accessible with a key.

36. (Previously Presented) The process of claim 35 wherein said key enables

said first license code encoded watermarked software to provide said specified functionality.

37. (Currently Amended) The process according to claim [[34]] 35, wherein

said first license code encoded watermarked software is configured to determine said kcy from

said personalization information.

38. (Original) The process according to claim 32, wherein the step of embedding
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the software with a watermark is performed during execution of the software.

39. (Previously Presented) The process according to claim 32, wherein said

embedding modifies the structure of said software.

40. (Previously Presented) Anarticle of manufacture comprising a machine

readable medium, having thereon stored instructions adapted to be executed by a processorof a

computer system, said computer system including a memory, which instructions when executed

by said computer system result in a process comprising:

said computer system storing a software in said memory;

said computer system receiving licensing information as an input and using said licensing

information in an algorithm to identify a watermark in said software.

4]. (Previously Presented) Thearticle of manufacture of claim 40, wherein said

watermark encodes therein information defining an executable code providing a functionality of

said software.

42. (Original) Thearticle of manufacture of claim 40, wherein the watermark

affects functionality of the watermarked software.

43. (Previously Presented) The article of manufacture of claim 41, wherein said

instructions comprise decode instructions for said computer system to use said information to

generate a decode key for decoding said software.

44, (Previously Presented) Thearticle of manufacture of claim 43, wherein said

identifying information comprises a license key, and said decode instructions instruct said

computer to determine said license key from said information and to generate said decode key

using said license key.
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45. (Previously Presented) Thearticle of manufacture of claim 40:

wherein said watermark encodesa license key;

said instructions include a prompt to enter licensing information;

wherein said software provides a certain functionality after receipt of licensing

information in response to said prompt only if said licensing information comprises a license key

encodedin said watermark.

46-51. (Canceled)

52. (Previously Presented) A computer-based system for modifying software,

comprising:

a computer having a processor and memory;

wherein said computer is programmedto receive software that provides a specified

functionality when installed on a computer system;

wherein said computer is programmed to embed a watermark into said software;

wherein said watermark encodesat least one first license code, thereby resulting in a first

license code encoded watermarked software.

53. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 52 wherein said computer is

programmedto use said at least one first license code as an input in an algorithm for embedding

said watermark with said at least one first license code.

54. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 52 wherein said first license

code encoded watermarked software is designed to prompt for entry of licensing information and

only provides a certain functionality if licensing information entered in response to said prompt

compriscs at least onc of said at lcast once first license code encoded in said watermark.

55. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 53, wherein said at least one

first license codeis fixed prior to distribution of the software.
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56. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 52 wherein said at least one

first license code comprises computer code that provides different functionality to said first

license code encoded watermarked software compared to said software.

57. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 52, wherein saidfirst license

code encoded watermarked software is resistant to code analysis and/or tampering.

58. (Previously Presented) A methodfor licensed software use, the methad

comprising:

loading a software product on a computer, said computer comprising a processor,

memory, an input, and an output, so that said computer is programmedto execute said software

product;

said software product outputting a prompt for input of license information; and

said software product using license information entered via said input in response to said

promptin a routine designed to decodea first license code encodedin said software.

59. (Previously Presented) A method for encoding software code using a

computer having a processor and memory, comprising:

storing a software code in said memory;

wherein said software code comprisesa first code resource and provides a specified

underlying functionality when installed on a computer system; and

encoding, by said computer using at least a first license key and an encoding algorithm,

said software code, to form a first license key encoded software code.

60. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 59 wherein, wheninstalled on

a computer system, said first license key encoded software code will provide said specified

underlying functionality only after receipt of said first license key.

61. (Previously Presented) A methodfor encoding software code using a
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computer having a processor and memory, comprising:

storing a software code in said memory;

wherein said software code comprises a first code resource and provides a specified

underlying functionality when installed on a computer system; and

modifying, by said computer, using a first license key and an encodingalgorithm, said

software code, to form a modificd software code; and

wherein said modifying comprises encoding said first code resource to form an encoded

first code resource;

wherein said modified software code comprises said encodedfirst code resource, and a

decode resource for decoding said encodedfirst code resource;

wherein said decode resource is configured to decode said encodedfirst code resource

uponreceipt ofsaid first license key.

62. (Previously Presented) A method for encoding software code using a

computer having a processor and memory, comprising:

storing a software code in said memory;

wherein said software code defines software code interrelationships between code

resourcesthat result in a specified underlying functionality when installed on a computer system;

and

encoding, by said computer usingat least a first license key and an encoding algorithm,

said software code, to form a first license key encoded software code in whichat least one of said

software code interrelationships are encoded.

63. (Previously Presented) A methodfor encoding software code using a

computer having a processor and memory, comprising:

storing a software code in said memory;

wherein said software code provides a specified underlying functionality when installed

on a computer system;

encoding, by said computer using at least a first license key and an encoding algorithm,
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said software code, to formafirst license key encoded software code;

encoding, by said computer using at least a second license key and an encoding

algorithm, said software code, to form a secondlicense key encoded software code;

wherein said first license key encoded software codeis not identical to said second

license key encoded software codeif said first license key is not identical to said second license

key.

64. (Previously Presented) The methodof claim 63 wherein both said first

license key encoded software code and said second license key encoded software code are

capable of providing said specified underlying functionality when installed on a computer

system.
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ran

Date/time code: June 30, 2011 (11:32pm)

Y:\Clhients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,

Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\ClaimsSCOT0014-4_6-30-2011.wpd
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Art Unit: 2432

DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

1, Applicant's arguments filed 07/01/2011 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive.

With respect to claim 32, applicant argues that the combination of Holmes and Houser

fails to anticipate the independent claim. In making this argument, applicant dwells on language

in the specification whichis not recited in the claims. The claims (which are whatis being

examined) recite subject matter which is very broad when comparedto the arguments presented.

For instance, on page 6 of the remarks, applicant argues that “the specification indicates that a

particular license code is what is required to be input into a system running a particular software

object........ *_ In contrast, claim 32 recites in part, “said watermark encoding at least one first

license code, thereby resulting in a first license code encoded watermarked software”. Contrary

to applicant’s argument, the claim does not recite/require a particular license code (type,

version, etc) or a particular software object (type, version, etc). Instead, the claims only recite

the general terms “software” and “license code”. Furthermore, on Page 8 of the remark, applicant

asserts that claim 32’s preamble recites/teaches modifying the underlying functionality of the

software. Examinernotes that claim 32’s preamble recites “a computer-based method for

modifying software”. This language is quite different in scope from applicant’s assertion in that

“modifying software” is much broader than “modifying the underlying functionality of the

software”. With this in mind,let’s consider claim 32 with respectto its language and scope and

then consider the rejection (combination of Holmes and Houser) presented in the last office

action. Claim 32 recites a method for modifying software wherein the software has a specified
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functionality. The software is modified by embedding a watermark in the software wherein the

watermark contains (encodes) a license code thereby making the software a license code

watermarked software. Holmes teaches a software file which has a specified functionality and

has embedded withinit a block of data code. The block of embedded codeservesas a license

code to provide identifying data for the software file. Holmes doesn’t teach embeddingthe block

of identification code as a watermark but Houser which teaches embedding codes in software as

a watermark was used to remedy the teaching of Holmeswith the rationale that embedded

watermarksare difficult to forge and remove. (See the rejection to claim 32 inthe last office

action). Therefore, with respect to the language and scope ofindependentclaim 32, the

combination or Holmes and Houserfully anticipates the claim. The rest of the argument

presented with respect to the teachings (prior arts) of Holmes and Houserare quite irrelevant

because the claims do not recite the argued points. For instance,“the type of license code”, “the

location of the data block”, etc. In view of the explanation above, examiner maintains the

rejection because the claim as presentedis fully anticipated by the combination of Holmes and

Houseras outlined in the 35 U.S.C. 103 rejection below.

2, Applicant’s argument, filed 07/01/2011, with respect to 35 U.S.C. 112 first paragraph

rejection has been fully considered and is persuasive. The 112 rejection of claims 62-64 has

been withdrawn. However, with respect to the specification in Para 51 and 52 of the publication

which discloses “code resources” as sub-objects which can be packaged into what are referred to

as code resources, examinernotes that the claimed inter-relationshipsis the relationship between

these sub-objects (entry-points when called during compilation, etc) when they are being
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packaged/compiled into code and also asserts that any software or compiled code as known in

the art comprises these sub-objects and inter-relationships.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 103

3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basis for all

obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent maynot be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 ofthistitle, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
mannerin which the invention was made.

4, Claims 32-45 and 52-64 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Holmeset al. (US-5287407), and further in view of Houseret al. (US-5606609).

a. Referring to claims 32, 40, 41, 45, 52, 55, 58 and 59:
 

Regarding claims 32, 40, 41, 45, 52, 55, 58 and 59, Holmes teaches a computer-based.

method for modifying software, comprising: receiving, in a computer having a processor and

memory, software, wherein said software provides a specified functionality (See the response to

arguments and Col 1, Line 60 thru Col 2, Line 4 and Line 10-20 and Col3, Line 38-45 and Col

3, Line 67 thru Col 4, Line 4... method for modifying software which provides a specified

functionality when executed by embedding a codein the software such as a unique identifying

data (which could serve as a license for the software) associated with a user or the system or the

software)

Holmes teaches embedding anidentification data into the software. Holmes does not

teach embedding the data as a watermark. However, embedding information as an electronic

watermark is well knowninthe art. For instance, Houser teaches embedding informationas a

digital watermark into a media (See Houser, Col 16, Line 59-65.... electronically watermarked
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graphic/videofile). Therefore, one ofordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to

modify Holmes’ teaching by embedding the identification data as a watermark wherein the

watermark cannot be forged andis also difficult to remove for the purpose ofprotecting the

watermarked software and preventing unauthorized users from tampering with the identification

data.

a. Referring to claims 33 and 57:

Regarding claims 33 and 57, the combination of Holmes and Houserteaches the process

of claim 32, wherein said embedding increases the complexity of code analysis and/or tampering

with said first license code encoded watermarked software (See the reason for watermarking

identification data in the rejection in claim 32 and Holmes, Col 2, Line 2-4... said embedding of

identification code enhances software security against tampering)

a. Referring to claims 34 and 54:

Regarding claims 34 and 54, the combination of Holmes and Houserteaches the process

of claim 32, wherein said first license code encoded watermarked software is configured to query

a user for personalization information during its installation (See Holmes, Col 3, Line 67 thru

Col 4, Line 12... verifying the embeddedidentification data during software

installation/copying).

a. Referring to claims 35 and 53:

Regarding claims 35 and 53, the combination of Holmes and Houser teaches the process

of claim 32, wherein said watermark is accessible with a key (See Houser, Col 9, Line 37-

60...watermark is protected with a key which is used to decode the watermark),

a. Referring to claims 36 and 60:
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Regarding claims 36 and 60, the combination of Holmes and Houserteaches the process

of claim 35 wherein said key enables said first license code encoded watermarked software to

provide said specified functionality (See Holmes, Col 4, Line 16-17... executing/copying the

software code based on successful verification).

a. Referring to claims 37 and 44:
 

Regarding claims 37 and 44, the combination of Holmes and Houser teaches the process

according to claim 34, wherein said first license code encoded watermarked software is

configured to determine said key from said personalization information (See Houser, Col 9, Line

37-60... determining key from password/identification data).

a. Referring to claim 38:

Regarding claim 38, the combination of Holmes and Houserteaches the process

according to claim 32, wherein the step of embedding the software with a watermark is

performed during execution ofthe software (See Holmes, Col 3, Line 38-46) .

a. Referring to claim 39:

Regarding claim 39, the combination of Holmes and Houserteaches the process

according to claim 3 2, wherein said embedding modifies the structure of said software (See

Holmes, Fig 1 and Col 3, Line 38-46... embedding the code modifies the software code from its

original structure).

a. Referring to claims 42 and 56:

Regarding claims 42 and 56, the combination of Holmes and Houserteachesthe article of

manufacture of claim 40, wherein the watermark affects functionality of the watermarked
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software (See Holmes, Col 3, Line 67 thru Col 4, Line 4.... the protection affects the

functionality of the software by first running an verification process before execution).

a. Referring to claim 43:

Regarding claim 43, the combination of Holmes and Houserteachesthe article of

manutacture of claim 41, wherein said instructions comprise decode instructions for said

computer system to use said information to generate a decode key for decoding said software

(See Holmes, Col 3, Line 67 thru Col 4, Line 4... identification data used to verify/decode the

software for installation/copying).

a. Referring to claim 61:

Regarding claim 61, the combination of Holmes and Houserteaches a method for

encoding software code using a computer having a processor and memory, comprising: storing a

software code in said memory; wherein said software code comprises a first code resource and

provides a specified underlying functionality when installed on a computer system (See the

rejection in claim 32); and modifying, by said computer, usingafirst license key and an

encoding algorithm, said software code, to form a modified software code; and wherein said

modifying comprises encoding said first code resource to form an encoded first code resource

(See the rejection in claim 32... modifying the software code by embedding a code resource in

the software code); wherein said modified software code comprises said encodedfirst code

resource, and a decode resource for decoding said encodedfirst code resource; wherein said.

decode resource is configured to decode said encoded first code resource upon receipt of said

first license key (See the rejection in claim 43)

a. Referring to claims 62-64:
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Regarding claims 62-64, the combination of Holmes and Houserteaches a methodfor

encoding software code using a computer having a processor and memory, comprising: storing a

software code in said memory; wherein said software code defines software code

interrelationships between code resourcesthat result in a specified underlying functionality when

installed on a computer system; and encoding, by said computer using at leastafirst license key

and an encoding algorithm, said software code, to form a first license key encoded software code

in whichat least one ofsaid software code interrelationships are encoded (See the rejection in

claims 32 and 61 andthe response to the 112 1“ argument).

Conclusion

5. THIS ACTION IS MADEFINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this action. In the eventa first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHSofthe mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTHshortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHSfrom the mailing

date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to IZUNNA OKEKEwhosetelephone numberis (571)270-3854.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Thursday.
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If attempts to reach the examinerby telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Gilberto Barron can be reached on (571) 270-3799. The fax phone numberfor the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct-uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

MZUNNA OKEKE/

Examiner, Art Unit 2432

/Minh Dinh/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2432
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
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Index of Claims 11895388 MOSKOWITZ, SCOTT A.
 

Examiner Art Unit
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEYDOCKET NO.

11/895,388 08/24/2007 Scott A. Moskowitz

31518 7590 02/02/2012

NEIFELD IP LAW, PC
4813-B EISENHOWER AVENUE

ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address; COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

CONFIRMATION NO.

SCOT0014-4 2103

EXAMINER

OKEKE, IZUNNA

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2432

 

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

02/02/2012 LLUCTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date" to the
following e-mail address(es):

general @neifeld.com
meifeld @neifeld.com
rhahl @neifeld.com

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

. vgs . 11/895,388 MOSKOWITZ, SCOTT A.
Applicant-initiated Interview Summary _ _Examiner Art Unit

IZUNNA OKEKE 2432 
 

All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel):

(1) IZUNNA OKEKE. (3) ,

(2) RICK NEIFELD. (4)___.

Date of Interview: 25 January 2012.

Type: EX Telephonic [ Video Conference
[_] Personal [copy given to: [] applicant [J applicant's representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: [1] Yes [X] No.
If Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed [i101 [112 [i102 [103 others
(lor each of the checked box(es) above, please describe belowthe issue and detailed description of the discussion)

Claim(s) discussed: 7.

Identification of prior art discussed: None.

Substanceof Interview
(For each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification or clarification of a
reference or a portion thereof, claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied referencesetc...)

Applicant's representative wanted to know if amendmentof the independent claim will overcome the rejection of
record. Examiner replied that an amendment _has to be received/filed and a search updated before determining if the
amendment overcomes the rejection of record. In the absence of an amendment or amended claim limitations, there is
no wayto determine if the rejection has been overcomed.No agreement with respectto the claims was reached...

Applicant recordation instructions: The formal written reply to the last Office action must include the substanceof the interview. (See MPEP
section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already beenfiled, applicant is given a non-extendable period of the longer of one month or
thirty days from this interview date, or the mailing date of this interview summary form, whichever islater, to file a statement of the substance of the
interview

Examinerrecordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substanceof any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of
the substance of an interview should include the items listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argumentor issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcomeof the interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reachedon the issues raised.

 
XX] Attachment
AZUNNA OKEKE/ {Gilberto Barron Jr./

Examiner, Art Unit 2432 Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2432

  
 U.S, Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413 (Rev. 8/11/2010) Interview Summary Paper No. 20120128
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Summaryof Record of Interview Requirements

Manualof Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference,or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reachedatthe interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action mustbefiled by the applicant. An interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Businessto be transactedin writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendanceot applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
TrademarkOffice is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through thefailure to record the substance of interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substanceofaninterview of record in the applicationfile, unless
the examinerindicates he or she will do so. Itis the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which beardirectly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes andfilling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure,or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or thelike, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substanceof an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion ofthefile, and listed on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personalinterview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conferenceinterview, the copy is mailed to the applicant's correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examineris notlikely before an allowanceorif other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
— Application Number(Series Code and Serial Number)
— Nameof applicant
— Nameof examiner
— Date of interview

— Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
- Nameof participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
- Anindication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

- An identification of the specific prior art discussed
- An indication whether an agreement was reached andif so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreementas to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary.

— The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

Itis desirable that the examinerorally remind the applicantof his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case.It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unlessit includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include,all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substanceof the interview.

Acomplete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not
required. The identification of the argumentsis sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments madeto the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a generalindication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcomeof the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant’s record of the substanceofaninterview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examinerwill give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should senda letter setting forth the examiner's version of the
statementattributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paperrecording the substanceof the interview along with the date and the examiner'sinitials.
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Neifeld Docket No: SCOT0014-4

Application/Patent No: 11/895,388 USPTO CONFIRMATION NO:2103
File/Issue Date: 8/24/2007

Inventor/title: Moskowitz/ Data protection method and device
Examiner/ArtUnit: Izunna OKEKE/2432

ENTITY STATUS: SMALL (CONVERT UPON ALLOWANCETO LARGE)
Priority: Application No. 09/046,627 (which issued July 22, 2003, as U.S. Patent No. 6,598,162

37 CFR 1.7© FILING RECEIPT AND TRANSMITTAL LETTER WITH

AUTHORIZATION TO CHARGE DEPOSIT ACCOUNT

1. THE COMMISSIONERIS HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO CHARGE ANY FEES

WHICH MAYBE REQUIRED, OR CREDIT ANY OVERPAYMENT, TO DEPOSIT
ACCOUNT NUMBER50-2106.

2. FEES (PAID HEREWITH BY EFS CREDIT CARD SUBMISSION)$ 945.00
1253/2253 1.17(a)(3) Extension for response within third month 635.00
1401/2401 41.20(b)(1) Notice of appeal 310.00

3. THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTSARE SUBMITTED HEREWITH:

37 CFR 1.136(a)|EXTENSION OF TIME -3 MONTHS
37 CFR 41.31(a)|NOTICE OF APPEAL

4, FOR INTERNAL NEIFELD IP LAW, PC USE ONLY
Bankacct/PClawMatter/ChkNo/date/amnt:

6/SCOT0001/1336/3-12-2012/$945

Firm charge: $400
INITIALS OF PERSON WHO ENTERED ACCOUNTING DATA: RAN

ATTORNEY SIGNATURE (AUTHORIZING DEPOSIT ACCOUNT)
3/12/2012 /RichardNeifeld#35,299/

RICHARD NEIFELD, REG. NO. 35,299
ATTORNEY OF RECORD

Printed: March 12, 2012 (6:38pm)
Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\EOT_NOA_SCOT0014-4_3-12-2012.wpd
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Neifeld Docket No: SCOT0014-4

Application/Patent No: 11/895,388 USPTO CONFIRMATION NO:2103
File/Issue Date: 8/24/2007

Inventor/title: Moskowitz/ Data protection method and device
Examiner/ArtUnit: Izunna OKEKE/2432

ENTITY STATUS: SMALL (CONVERT UPON ALLOWANCETO LARGE)
Priority: Application No. 09/046,627 (which issued July 22, 2003, as U.S. Patent No. 6,598,162

37 CFR 1.136(a) EXTENSION OF TIME- 3 MONTHS

This is an extension oftime for 3 months to respondto the office action dated 9/20/2011,
to extend the date for response to 3/20/2012.

A Notice of Appeal accompaniesthis extension.

Truly, /Richard Neifeld/
RICHARD NEIFELD, REG. NO.35,299
ATTORNEY OF RECORD

ran

Date/TimeCode: March 12, 2012 (6:38pm)
Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\EOTNOA_SCOT0014-43-12-2012-wpd
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Neifeld Docket No: SCOT0014-4

Application/Patent No: 11/895,388 USPTO CONFIRMATION NO:2103
File/Issue Date: 8/24/2007

Inventor/title: Moskowitz/ Data protection method and device
Examiner/ArtUnit: Izunna OKEKE/2432

ENTITY STATUS: SMALL (CONVERT UPON ALLOWANCETO LARGE)
Priority: Application No. 09/046,627 (which issued July 22, 2003, as U.S. Patent No. 6,598,162

37 CFR 41.31(a) NOTICE OF APPEAL

This is notice of appeal from the final office action dated 9/20/2012.

An extension of time to extend the date for response to 3/20/2012 accompanies this Notice.

Truly, /Richard Neifeld/
RICHARD NEIFELD,REG. NO,35,299
ATTORNEY OF RECORD

ran

Date/TimeCode: March 12, 2012 (6:38pm)
Y:\Clients\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\EOT_NOASCOT0014-43-12-2012.wpd
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Application Number:

Filing Date:

Title of Invention:

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

11895388

24-Aug-2007

Data protection method and device

Scott A. Moskowitz
  Filer:

Attorney Docket Number:

Filed as Small Entity

Utility under 35 USC 111(a) Filing Fees

Description

Basic Filing:

Pages:

Claims:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Petition:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Notice of appeal

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:

Richard A. Neifeld

SCOT0014-4

Fee Code Quantity Sub-Total in

USD($)

310 310
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Sub-Total in

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount USD(S) 

Extension - 3 months with $0 paid 2253 1 635 635 

Miscellaneous:  
Total in USD ($) 945 
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt
 

EFS ID:

Application Number:

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

12285130

11895388

2103
 

Title of Invention: Data protection method and device

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Customer Number:

Filer:

Filer Authorized By:

Scott A. Moskowitz

31518

Richard A. Neifeld

 

Attorney Docket Number:

Receipt Date:

Filing Date:

Time Stamp:

S$COT0014-4

12-MAR-2012

24-AUG-2007

18:42:05
 

Application Type:

Paymentinformation:

Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

 

 

Submitted with Payment yes

Payment Type Credit Card

Paymentwassuccessfully received in RAM $945

RAM confirmation Number 6447

Deposit Account 502106 

Authorized User NEIFELD,RICHARD ALAN

 
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentasfollows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees) 
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File Listing:

 
  
 

  
 

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

EOT_NOA_SCOT0014-4_3-12-2
012.pdf

  
 

 
 

9667761529ccaba772b304 1 fd047bc1d08
93aef

Multipart Description/PDFfiles in .zip description 

 
 

  

DocumentDescription Start

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter

3Notice of AppealFiled  
 
 

 

 

Warnings:

Information:

32008 |
2 Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info,pdf no 281 cddb83 1¢106399874c60b7Ne 196f7a8e9

acS9b

Warnings:

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 84355
This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidenceof receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stageof an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditionsof 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application asa
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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Neifeld Docket No: SCOT0014-4

Application/Patent No: 11/895,388 USPTO CONFIRMATION NO:2103
File/Issue Date: 8/24/2007

Inventor/title: Moskowitz/ Data protection method and device
Examiner/ArtUnit: Izunna OKEKE/2432

ENTITY STATUS: SMALL (CONVERT UPON ALLOWANCETO LARGE)
Priority: Application No. 09/046,627 (which issued July 22, 2003, as U.S. Patent No. 6,598,162

37 CFR 1.7(c) FILING RECEIPT AND TRANSMITTAL LETTER WITH
AUTHORIZATION TO CHARGE DEPOSIT ACCOUNT

1. THE COMMISSIONERIS HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO CHARGE ANY FEES

WHICH MAYBE REQUIRED, OR CREDIT ANY OVERPAYMENT, TO DEPOSIT
ACCOUNT NUMBER50-2106.

2. FEES (PAID HEREWITH BY EFS CREDIT CARD SUBMISSION) § 310.
A. CLAIMS FEES

B. OTHER FEES

1402/2402 41.20(b)(2) Filing a brief in support of an appeal 620.00 310.00

3, THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTSARE SUBMITTED HEREWITH:

37 CFR 41.37 APPEAL BRIEF

4, FOR INTERNAL NEIFELD IP LAW, PC USE ONLY
acct/ck/No/date/amnt: 6/SCOT0001/1371/5-12-2012/$310

Firm charge: $400
INITIALS OF PERSON WHO ENTERED ACCOUNTING DATA: RAN

ATTORNEY SIGNATURE (AUTHORIZING DEPOSIT ACCOUNT)
5/12/2012 /RichardNeifeld#35,299/

RICHARD NEIFELD,REG. NO.35,299
ATTORNEY OF RECORD

Printed: May 14, 2012 (11:44am)
Y:\Chents\SCOT Scott A Moskowitz and Wistaria Trading,
Inc\SCOT0014-4\Drafts\AppealBrief_SCOT0014-45-6-2012.wpd
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Neifeld Docket No: SCOT0014-4

Application/Patent No: 11/895,388 USPTO CONFIRMATION NO:2103

37 CFR 41.37 APPEAL BRIEF

I, 41.37(a)(1) APPEAL BRIEF

(a)(1)Appellant mustfile a brief under this section within two months from the date of

filing the notice of appeal under § 41.31. - The briefis filed within 2 months from the notice of

appeal.

IL. 41.37(a)(2) FEE

The bricf must be accompanicd by the fee sct forth in § 41.20(b)(2) - The bricfis

accompanied by the fee set forth in 41.20(b)(2).

Il,  41.37(¢) CONTENT OF APPEAL BRIEF

(1) Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, the brief shall contain the following

items under appropriate headings andin the order indicated in paragraphs(c)(1)(1) through (v) of

this section, except that a bricf filed by an appcllant whois not represented by a registered

practitioner need only substantially comply with paragraphs (c)(1)(), (c)(1)(1), (c)()Gv), and

(c)(1)(v) of this section: The brief contains the items under appropriate headings.

IV. (¢)(1)(@) REAL PARTYIN INTEREST

Thereal party in interest is SCOTT MOSKOWITZ,the namedinventor.
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V. (c)Q)Gi) RELATED APPEALS AND INTERFERENCES

None.

VI. (e)()Gil) SUMMARY OF CLAIMED SUBJECT MATTER

A concise explanation of the subject matter defined in each of the rejected independent

claims, which shall refer to the specification in the Record by page and line numberor by

paragraph number, and to the drawing,if any, by reference characters. For each rejected

independentclaim, and for each dependent claim argued separately under the provisions of

paragraph (c)(1)(iv) ofthis section, if the claim contains a meansplus function or step plus

function recitation as permitted by 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph, then the concise explanation

must identify the structure, material, or acts described in the specification in the Record as

corresponding to each claimed function with reference to the specification in the Record by page

and line number or by paragraph number, andto the drawing, if any, by reference characters.

Reference to the patent application publication does not satisfy the requirements ofthis

paragraph.

Concise explanation appears before each claim, and citations to paragraphs appear in

braces {} and bold immediately after the corresponding claim recitations.

Claim 32 defines a methodthat stores in a software application a digital watermark

encoding the license code required to activate the software application.
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32. (Previously Presented) A computer-based method for modifying software,

comprising: {paragraph [0008], "It is also desirable to further modify the underlying

structure of an executable computer application such that it is more resistant to attempts at

patching and analysis by memorycapture."}

receiving, in a computer having a processor and memory, software, wherein said software

provides a specified functionality; {"[0056] One methodof the present invention is now

discussed. When code and data resources are compiled and assembled into a precursor of

an executable program the next step is to use a utility application for final assembly of the

executable application.."}

embedding a watermark into said software, using said computer, said watermark

encoding at least onefirst license code, {"|0006] Digital watermarks can be used to mark

each individual copy of a digitized work with information identifying...."; [0008] It is

desirable to use a "stega-cipher" or watermarking process to hide the necessary parts or

resources of the executable object code in the digitized sample resources. "; [0013] The

present invention includes an application of the technology of "digital watermarks." As

described in previous disclosures...."; paragraph [0038], “Instead of providing, or

otherwise distributing, watermarked content that is not noticeably altered, a partially

"scrambled" copy of the contentis distributed. The keyis necessary both to register the

sought-after content and to descramble the content into its original form."; paragraph

[0041], “Similar to on-the-fly decryption operations, the benefits inherentin this

embodimentinclude the fact that the combination of watermarked content security, which

is key-based, and the descrambling of the data, can be performed bythe same key";
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"[0054] The first method of the present invention described involves hiding necessary

"parts" or code "resources" in digitized sample resources using a "digital watermarking"

process, such as that described in the "Steganographic Method and Device" patent

application."; "[0055] Given that there are one or more of these essential resources, what is

neededto realize the present invention is the presence of certain data resources of a type

which are amenable to the "stega-cipher" process described in the "Steganographic

Method and Device" patent U.S. Pat. No. 5,613,004. Data which consists of image or audio

samples is particularly useful. Because this data consists of digital samples, digital

watermarkscan be introduced into the samples."; "[0056] One method of the present

invention is now discussed. When code and data resources are compiled and assembled into

a precursor of an executable program the next step is to use a utility application for final

assembly of the executable application. The programmer marksseveral essential code

resources in a list displayed by the utility. The utility will choose one or several essential

code resources, and encode them into one or several data resources using the stegacipher

process. ... This method, then, is to choose the key so that it corresponds, is equal to, or is a

function of, a license code or license descriptive information, not just a text file, audio clip

or identifying piece of information as desired in digital watermarking schemes extant and

typically useful to stand-alone, digitally sampled content. The keyis necessary to access the

underlying code,i.e., what the user understandsto be the application program."; [0057]

The assembly utility can be supplied with a key generated from a license code generated

for the license in question. Alternatively, the key, possibly random, can be stored as a data

resource and encrypted with a derivative of the license code. Given the key, it encodes one
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or several essential resources into one or several data resources."}

thereby resulting in a first license code encoded watermarked software. {'[0057] ... The

application must also contain a data resource which specifies in which data resource a

particular code resource is encoded. This data resource is created and added at assembly

time by the assemblyutility. The application can then operate as follows: [0058] 1) whenit

is run for the first time, after installation, it asks the user for personalization information,

which includes the license code. This can include a particular computer configuration;

[0059] 2) it stores this information in a personalization data resource; [0060] 3) Once it has

the license code, it can then generate the proper decoding keyto access the essential code

resources. [0061] Note that the application can be copied in an uninhibited manner,but

must contain the license code issued to the licensed owner, to access its essential code

resources. The goal of the invention, copyright protection of computer code and

establishment of responsibility for copies, is thus accomplished.}

Claim 40 defines stored machine readable instructions. When executed on a computer

system, the instructions store a software application in memory. When the computer system

subsequently reccives licensing information, the instructions cause the computer system to

execute an algorithm using the licensing information to identify a digital watermark in the

software application. (As noted elsewhere in our application, the digital watermark can be used

to encode information necessary to use the software specified functionality of the application,

and identifying the watermark is a precondition to using the information encoded in the

watermark.)
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40.—(Previously Presented) An article of manufacture comprising a machine

readable medium, having thereon stored instructions adapted to be executed by a processor of a

computer system, said computer system including a memory, which instructions when executed

by said computer system result in a process comprising:

said computer systemstoring a software in said memory; {"[0058] 1) whenit is run for

the first time, after installation, it asks the user for personalization information, which

includesthe license code. This can include a particular computer configuration;"}

said computer system receiving licensing information as an input and using said licensing

information in an algorithm to identify a watermark in said software. {"[0056]... The utility will

choose one or several essential code resources, and encode them into one or several data

resources using the stegacipher process."; '[0060] 3) Once it has the license code,it can

then generate the proper decoding Key to access the essential code resources. [0061] Note

that the application can be copied in an uninhibited manner, but must contain the license

code issued to the licensed owner, to access its essential code resources. The goal of the

invention, copyright protection of computer code and establishment of responsibility for

copies, is thus accomplished."}

Claim 52 defines a computer system that can modify a software application by inter alia

embedding a watermark into the software application. The watermark encodesa license code

that can activate the software so that the software provides its specified functionality to the end

user.
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52. (Previously Presented) A computer-based system for modifying software,

comprising:

a computer having a processor and memory; {E.g., [0056], "compiled and assembled"}

wherein said computer is programmedto receive software that provides a specified

functionality when installed on a computer system; {"[0056] One method of the present

invention is now discussed. When code and data resources are compiled and assembled into

a precursorof an executable program the next step is to use a utility application for final

assembly of the executable application."}

wherein said computer is programmed to embed a watermark into said software;

{"[0054] The first method of the present invention described involves hiding necessary

"parts" or code "resources" in digitized sample resources using a "digital watermarking"

process,....""}

wherein said watermark encodesat least one first license code, {"[0056] ... The utility

will choose one or several essential code resources, and encode them into one or several

data resources using the stegacipher process."; [0057] The assemblyutility can be

supplied with a key generated from a license code generated for the license in question."}

thereby resulting in a first license code encoded watermarked software. {[0057] The

assembly utility can be supplied with a key generated from a license code generated for the

license in question."; "[0057] ... The application can then operate as follows: [0058] 1)

whenit is run for the first time, after installation, it asks the user for personalization

information, which includes the license code. This can include a particular computer

configuration; [0059] 2) it stores this information in a personalization data resource; [0060]
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3) Onceit has the license code, it can then generate the proper decoding key to access the

essential code resources."}

Claim 58 defines a method for using a software product. The application is loaded on a

computer. Upon receiving license information, the loaded software product executes a routine to

decodea first license code encodedin the software, using the license information.

58. (Previously Presented) A methodfor licensed software use, the method

comprising:

loading a sofiware product on a computer, said computer comprising a processor,

memory, an input, and an output, so that said computer is programmed to execute said software

product;

said software product outputting a prompt for input of license information; and {'0058]

1) whenit is run for the first time, after installation, it asks the user for personalization

information, which includes the license code."}

said software product using license information entered via said input in responseto said

promptin a routine designed to decodea first license code encoded in said software. {" [0055]

Given that there are one or more of these essential resources, what is needed to realize the

presentinvention is the presence of certain data resources of a type which are amenable to

the "stega-cipher" process described in the "Steganographic Method and Device" patent

U.S. Pat. No. 5,613,004. "; "[0060] 3) Once it has the license code, it can then generate the

proper decoding key to access the essential code resources. "}
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Claim 59 defines a method for encoding soliware. The method uses a computer that

encodesa first license key into software code, using an encoding algorithm.

59, (Previously Presented) A method for encoding software code using a

computer having a processor and memory, comprising:

storing a software code in said memory; {"[0056] One methodof the present invention

is nowdiscussed. When code and data resources are compiled and assembled into a

precursor of an executable program the next step is to use a utility application for final

assembly of the executable application."}

wherein said software code comprises a first code resource and provides a specified

underlying functionality when installed on a computer system; and {"[0054]...The basic

premise for this schemeis that there are a certain sub-set of executable code resources, that

comprise an application and that are "essential" to the proper function of the application.

"y

encoding, by said computer using at least a first license key and an encoding algorithm,

said software code, {"[0057] The assembly utility can be supplied with a key generated from

a license code generated for the license in question."; "[0056] ... The utility will choose one

or several essential code resources, and encode them into oneor several data resources

using the stegacipher process."}

to formafirst license key encoded software codc. {[0056]..."The purpose of this

schemeis to make a particular licensed copyof an application distinguishable from any

other. It is not necessary to distinguish every instance of an application, merely every
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instance of a license."; "[0060] 3) Once it has the license code, it can then generate the

proper decoding key to access the essential code resources."}

Claim 61 defines a method for encoding software. The method modifies the software

code by encodinga first code resource.

61. (Previously Presented) A method for encoding software code using a

computer having a processor and memory, comprising:

storing a software code in said memory; {"[0056] One methodof the present invention

is nowdiscussed. When code and data resources are compiled and assembled into a

precursor of an executable program the next step is to use a utility application for final

assembly of the executable application"}

wherein said software code comprises a first code resource and provides a specified

underlying functionality when installed on a computer system; and {"[0052] The memory

addressof the first instruction in one of these sub-objects is called the "entry point" of the

function or procedure. The rest of the instructions comprising that sub-object immediately

follow from the entry point. Some systems may prefix information to the entry point which

describes calling and return conventions for the code which follows, an example is the

Apple Macintosh Operating System (MacOS). These sub-objects can be packagedinto

whatare referred to in certain systems as "code resources," which may bestored

separately from the application, or shared with other applications, although not

necessarily. Within an application there are also data objects, which consist of some data to
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be operated on by the executable code. These data objects are not executable. That is, they

do not consist of executable instructions. The data objects can be referred to in certain

systems as "resources,"'}

modifying, by said computer, usingafirst license key andan encoding algorithm,said

software code, to form a modified software code; and

wherein said modifying comprises encoding said first code resource to form an encoded

first code resource; {"|0054| The first method of the present invention described involves

hiding necessary "parts" or code "resources" in digitized sample resources using a “digital

watermarking" process, such as that described in the "Steganographic Method and

Device" patent application."}

wherein said modified software code comprises said encodedfirst code resource, and a

decode resource for decoding said encodedfirst code resource; {''[0057] ... Note further that

the application contains a code resource which performs the function of decoding an

encoded code resource from a data resource."'}

wherein said decode resource is configured to decode said encodedfirst code resource

upon receipt of said first license key. {The application must also contain a data resource

which specifies in which data resource a particular code resource is encoded. This data

resource is created and added at assemblytime by the assemblyutility. The application can

then operate as follows: [0058] 1) whenit is run for the first time, after installation, it asks

the user for personalization information, which includes the license code. This can include

a particular computer configuration; [0059] 2) it stores this information in a

personalization data resource; [0060] 3) Onceit has the license code, it can then generate
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the proper decoding key to access the essential code resources."}

Claim 62 defines a method of encoding sofiware. The method encodes a sofiware code

interrelationship between code resources of the software.

62. (Previously Presented) A method for encoding software code using a

computer having a processor and memory, comprising:

storing a software code in said memory; {"[0056] One methodof the present invention

is nowdiscussed. When code and data resources are compiled and assembled into a

precursor of an executable program the next step is to use a utility application for final

assembly of the executable application"}

wherein said software code defines software code interrelationships between code

resources {[0052] The memory addressofthe first instruction in one of these sub-cbjects is

called the "entry point" of the function or procedure. Therest of the instructions

comprising that sub-object immediately follow from the entry point. Some systems may

prefix information to the entry point which describes calling and return conventions for

the code which follows, an example is the Apple Macintosh Operating System (MacOS).

These sub-objects can be packagedinto what are referred to in certain systemsas "code

resources,"" which may be stored separately from the application, or shared with other

applications, although not necessarily."; [0065] Once the code resources of a program are

loaded into memory, they typically remain in a fixed position..."}
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